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Abstract

The importance of knowledge and cognition in business intelligence and de-

cision support systems (DSS) is indisputable. However two major issues,

a) biases in cognition, and b) knowledge integration overhead in knowledge

warehousing, hinder their optimum utility in such systems. We address the

issue of biases by proposing semantic de-biased associations (SDA) model,

which is an improvement over the conventional causal map representation of

mental models. SDA model incorporates semantics and contextual informa-

tion to implement automated de-biasing by employing de-biasing techniques

and algorithm into the inherent process of mental model elicitation, storage

and retrieval. An elicitation process customised for SDA-based representa-

tion was also proposed namely SDA articulation and elicitation cycle. SDA

model automates the process of mental model validation and integration, so

as to prevent any espoused theories to be stored in the system. It also pro-

vides faster access to relevant knowledge, while creating a knowledge cycle

between user and the system, which provides learning and knowledge growth

opportunities to the system users, promoting organizational learning.
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The issue of knowledge integration overhead is dealt with by proposing

a unified, standard storage structure for knowledge warehousing in subject-

oriented semantic knowledge warehouse (SSKW). The unified storage struc-

ture is achieved through categorising knowledge on syntactic level, and cre-

ating universal templates of these categories. In addition, the rules of how

they can be connected together are outlined. The categories of knowledge,

formalised, are object, process, and event. The connections between them are

implemented through semantic relationships. The SSKW provides a domain-

independent knowledge warehousing architecture to store knowledge in a

subject-oriented, semantic, integrated, systematic and meaningful manner.

It incorporates object-oriented, semantic, and human-centric approaches to

facilitate an intuitive and efficient communication. It prevents loss of knowl-

edge, improves precision of output, and ensures efficient delivery of knowledge

when required.

The SDA model and SSKW are integrated together in this research to

form a human-centric DSS, semantic-driven knowledge-enabled cognitive de-

cision support system (SCDSS). SCDSS accumulates knowledge of many de-

cision makers over time, thus if a decision maker leaves the organisation,

his/her knowledge is retained through this system. Moreover, it automates

the dissemination of knowledge across the organisation. Two evaluations

were conducted to measure the performance of SCDSS against selected cri-

teria. The results of the evaluations show that SCDSS successfully mitigates

availability, framing, contextual and group biases, and generates new knowl-
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edge during decision making process. The results also demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of SCDSS in knowledge sharing and enhancement, efficiency in

producing output ; and the relevance of knowledge in the output.

The system can be accessed at http://tasneememon.com/SCDSS/index.

php.

Keywords: Decision support systems, cognitive decision support, cog-

nitive biases, knowledge warehousing, semantic knowledge representation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Decision making has always been a daunting and complicated process, which

requires the decision maker to choose the best possible decision alternative

based on contemporary status of various environmental variables. However,

with the growing complexity of decision environments in contemporary or-

ganisations, it is no longer a matter of choosing an alternative. In current

decision making environments, a decision maker must look beyond the avail-

able information and current circumstances, in order to predict and devise

an optimal decision alternative, which will bring maximum competitive ad-

vantage.

Due to increasing complexity of decision environments and huge volumes

of information, decision makers can not rely on their abilities alone to make

optimal decisions. To meet this need, decision support systems (DSS) and

business intelligence (BI) tools were developed. Over the years, DSS and
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BI systems have proven to be very successful in providing decision support

for well-structured problems. The major challenge for such systems however,

has been to provide adequate support for ill-structured decision problems.

This shortcoming arises because the solution to an ill-structured decision

problem relies mainly upon the cognitive abilities of a decision maker rather

than on standard optimized procedures [3]. Thus, in order to provide sup-

port for ill-structured decision making, DSS and BI systems must employ

knowledge/cognition-based abilities, which can supplement and enhance a

decision maker’s knowledge-based and cognitive faculties [4, 5, 3, 6, 7].

The lack of knowledge/cognition-based support in current DSS/BI sys-

tems can be attributed to the inherent limitations of contemporary computer

systems. Information storage and processing in a computer system differs sig-

nificantly from the knowledge and cognitive abilities of human mind. Like-

wise, faculties of human mind such as knowledge, perception, intuition and

natural language are unfamiliar to the computer systems processing system

which is based purely on formal logic. Human cognitive and knowledge-based

abilities are yet to be successfully implemented in computers. Likewise, a

computer systems skills, such as storing huge amounts of information and

fast and accurate processing of data, are nearly impossible for the human

mind to achieve. Although this difference between humans and computers

is complementary in many applications, such as simulation software, multi-

media content management, and image processing, it becomes a barrier in

decision making, especially for ill-structured problems.
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During the course of decision making, a decision maker evaluates the situ-

ation with the help of his knowledge and cognitive maps called mental models

[3, 8]. By contrast, the information provided by a DSS/BI system is in the

form of quantitative results, such as reports, forms, documents and graphs.

While using DSS/BI system, a decision maker is required to continuously

internalize the DSS/BI output into mental models to acquire a better per-

spective on the situation; and convert his thought processes into appropriate

information extracting queries in order to fetch required information from

DSS/BI. This conversion process poses two issues: a) it causes loss of knowl-

edge during the conversion of human knowledge/cognition to DSS-friendly

data, and vice versa; and b) it engages the faculties of the decision maker

in the communication process between man-machine, rather than in the ac-

tual decision problem. To prevent the above-mentioned issues, it is essential

for a DSS/BI system to: a) extract knowledge from decision maker(s) in

an intuitive and natural way, such as through natural language; b) store it

in a natural format similar to that of the knowledge in human mind, such

as mental models; and c) output the required knowledge in a format in-

stinctive to human perception, such as semantically connected diagrams of

decision alternatives. In short, the decision support technologies must adopt

human-centric approach in order to seamlessly support decision makers in

their decision making activities.

Current DSS/BI systems, on the other hand, provide decision makers with

large data repositories, analytical tools and support for behavioural aspects
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of decision making. This nature of DSS/BI systems poses three main issues

highlighted by respective research communities:

(a) The availability of large amounts of data does not imply better

decision making: The fact that a small amount of relevant information

proves more useful than loads of data in a decision-making environment

led to the development of a recent BI technology called dashboards, which

provide visualizations of precise, critical and real-time data to the execu-

tives [9]. However, despite the tremendous data storing, analytical, data

summarisation, and visualisation capabilities, BI has a reputation for

being a resource sink that delivers reports almost no one reads (excerpt

from an InfoWorld Media Group report, quoted by Li Niu et al. [3]. The

fact can be attributed to the increasing cognitive needs of decision mak-

ers, with increasingly complex business environments and ill-structured

problems [6].

(b) Behavioural support, and analytical tools do not aid the under-

standing of complex business environments and ill-structured

problems: The effectiveness of the current BI systems is debatable due

to their lack of cognitive support, which is an essential capability in vague

and complex decision situations [3, 6]. Although current DSS/BI sys-

tems provide robust and complex data analysis platform, they lack the

support for enhancing a decision makers mental models and cognitive

processes [10]. There is a strong relationship between cognitive models
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and improved decision making [3]. Furthermore, better decisions can be

attributed to richer mental models due their ability to simplify complex

business environments by providing a big picture of the situation [3, 11].

(c) Data alone is not sufficient for making better decisions and gain-

ing competitive advantage: There is a great consensus in DSS/BI

research communities over the significance of knowledge and cognition

in decision making [12]. Knowledge, such as ideas, observations, experi-

ences and intuitions have proven to be key factors for companies to gain

competitive advantage [13]. In addition, cognitive processes and models

have a great impact on improving decision making [6]. So in order to

better support decision making activities, domain knowledge must to be

stored in DSS/BI systems [5].

From the discussion above, it is evident that relevant information, cog-

nitive support, and knowledge-enabled BI are main factors behind optimal

decision support.

In the field of DSS, knowledge/cognition has been incorporated by em-

ploying mental models as a tool to represent human cognition [6]. Such

systems are called cognitive decision support systems (CDSS). Mental models

are the constructs, which human mind creates based on observations and

experiences, to represent the concepts and relationships found in real world

[14, 15]. They serve as the basis for information interpretation, knowledge

construction, problem solving, prediction, perception and decision making
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especially under complex and uncertain environments [8]. During mental

model generation, cognitive biases - which are inclinations towards or against

certain ideas/entities - are also introduced based on the circumstances sur-

rounding an experience [16]. While mental models are a fundamental tool

for solving ill-structured problems [8], the inherent biases become a barrier

to attaining an optimal solution [17, 18, 19]. The presence of cognitive bi-

ases in mental models hinders optimal decision making, thus it is crucial for

a CDSS to mitigate them [20, 21, 22, 19]. In this research, we address the

issue of cognitive biases in a CDSS through semantic de-biased associations

(SDA) model, which employs semantic and Socratic questioning approaches

to de-bias mental models.

BI systems On the other hand, have taken a new direction to integrate

knowledge/cognition-based abilities by proposing knowledge warehousing. A

knowledge warehouse is a knowledge-enabled BI technology, which hypothet-

ically, manages, stores, and disseminates domain knowledge across the or-

ganisation [7, 5]. The knowledge warehouses (KW) proposed so far, employ

hybrid knowledge-base approach, which indicates the use of various types of

knowledge-bases integrated together to form a KW. The issue with this ap-

proach is the overhead of integrating various knowledge formats to synthesize

the output at the time of query. This can decrease the system’s performance

exponentially when the volume of stored knowledge grows [23]. Also, a com-

bination of different knowledge-bases to form a knowledge-enabled system

does not qualify as a novel technology. It is argued in this research that like
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data warehousing (DW), a KW should also have a standard structure for

storage and processing, as well as a clear outline in terms of its goals, charac-

teristics and features. In this research, we offer a clearly outlined definition

of knowledge warehousing. Moreover, we propose subject-oriented semantic

knowledge warehouse (SSKW) which provides a unified, single-format storage

structure.

The above-mentioned frameworks, that is SDA and SSKW, then will

be integrated together to form semantic-driven knowledge-enabled cognitive

decision support system (SCDSS). SCDSS provides following advantages over

the current CDSS and KW architectures:

• Automated integration of knowledge and cognition through semantic-

enabled SDA and SSKW architectures;

• Automated de-biasing of mental models during extraction, as well as

during decision making;

• Automated knowledge enhancement;

• Automated knowledge sharing across organisation;

• Relevant output in efficient and reliable manner.

SCDSS allows a decision maker to interact in a natural and intuitive

manner, and ask complex and vague questions. It then outputs knowledge

that is most relevant to the decision query, and presents it in graphical format

to portray the big picture of the current decision situation.
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1.1 Research Questions

The issues found regarding knowledge/cognition-based DSS/BI systems pose

four fundamental questions, which need to answered in order to successfully

carry this research.

Research Question 1: How to implement automated de-

biasing of cognition in decision support technologies?

While the need for automated de-biasing of mental models has been strongly

advocated in literature, appropriate tools, technologies and approaches need

to be chosen in order to effectively implement the idea. A major part of this

research will deal with this question.

Research Question 2: How to design a standard archi-

tecture for warehousing of knowledge in an intuitive

manner?

To answer this question, this research will thoroughly explore the two tech-

nologies that lay foundations for knowledge warehousing. These technologies

are data warehousing, from which KW borrows the approach for warehous-

ing ; and knowledge-based systems (KBS), which provides the inspiration for

knowledge processing and storing.
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Research Question 3: How to consolidate a KW and

a CDSS into a comprehensive, human-centric decision

support platform?

Following Question 1 and 2, this research will explore the ways to integrate

the two resultant systems to form a human-centric decision support platform,

which along with de-biasing, and knowledge warehousing, will prevent loss

of knowledge, and provide seamless knowledge transfer, relevant and efficient

output, knowledge sharing and knowledge enhancement.

1.2 Research Objectives

To answer the above-mentioned research questions, this research has set three

objectives as defined below.

O1: To propose a cognitive decision support framework with auto-

mated de-biasing capabilities.

According to the literature, de-biasing in current decision environments is

proposed to be achieved through concious efforts of decision makers, which

is not feasible due to the critical time/effort constraints at the time of decision

making. In addition, current CDSS do not provide automated de-biasing of

mental models, which is a crucial need of decision makers. This research

provides automated mental model de-biasing through Socratic questioning,
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semantic memory invoking and inter-group validation.

O2: To devise an articulation and elicitation process for mental

model extraction based on the framework designed in O1.

Every knowledge representation (KR) technique requires customized elicita-

tion method to extract required knowledge components. In order to extract

knowledge for the framework in O1, we propose an articulation and elicitation

process, custom-built for the said framework.

O3: To design a domain-independent, standard knowledge ware-

housing framework as a back-end to the framework designed in

O1.

To achieve this objective, a domain-independent knowledge warehouse is pro-

posed, which will provide a standard knowledge warehousing structure. It is

a unified warehousing architecture as opposed to the current KW architec-

tures, which are based on hybrid knowledge-base approach.

O4: To integrate the result of O1, O2, and O3 into a human-centric

DSS.

Various techniques are explored to integrate the resultant systems of O1, O2,

and O3, in order to form a human-centric cognitive decision support system.

This system combines the advantages of automated de-biasing and unified

knowledge warehousing.
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O5: To establish the effectiveness of the DSS proposed in O4 by

conducting various evaluation studies.

To achieve this objective, two case studies are formed to conduct the experi-

ments through usability testing method and behavioral analysis of the survey

participants.

1.3 Research Methodology

Research methodology is a series of methods and tools chosen to carry out

specific research in order to achieve pre-defined objectives.

This research is aimed at improving ill-structured decision support by

achieving objectives of diverse nature, including automated cognitive de-

biasing (O1, O2), knowledge-enabled BI (O3), standard KW architecture

(O3), and human-centric decision support (O4, O5). These objectives by

default make it a multi-disciplinary research, building upon the disciplines

of:

• Cognitive sciences,

• Business intelligence,

• Knowledge representation,

• Information systems (IS).
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Due to the innovative design and multifaceted nature of this research, it

was not feasible to use a previously proposed research methodology. A cus-

tomized research methodology was needed, suitable to carry out the above-

mentioned objectives from diverse disciplines, without compromising the in-

tegrity of the final solution.

1.3.1 Proposed Research Methodology

We designed a custom-build research methodology for this study. The re-

search methods employed in the order of usage are:

(a) Literature review;

(b) Concept development;

(c) Architecture design;

(d) System prototyping and development;

(e) Case study;

(f) Usability testing;

(g) Survey (Data collection);

(h) Behavioural research;

(i) Data analysis and interpretation.
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(a) Literature Review

This was a preliminary research method used to choose the research area,

narrow it down, identify the research issues, formulate research questions and

objectives, and choose appropriate research direction towards proposing the

solution.

(b) Concept Development

This method belongs to design science research from IS domain [24]. In this

step, the main concepts, technologies and approaches were selected to be

employed in the intended solution.

(c) Architecture Design

This phase also belongs to design science research [24]. The designing and

construction of the frameworks in O1, O2, O3 and O4 was accomplished

through this research method.

(d) System prototyping and development

This research method is also a part of design science research, which entails

implementation of and information system [24]. The implementation of the

abovementioned frameworks was carried out in this research method.
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(e) Case study

The research method of case study is used to evaluate the effectiveness of a

system or approach [25]. It is commonly used in cognitive psychology and

social sciences. This method was chosen to build solid understanding of a

domain, and various potential decision situations in it. Two case studies were

constructed to evaluate the performance of our system. They were used to

detect various biases in the users of our system, measure the extent of these

biases, reduction in their biases after using the system, and improvement in

the understanding of the users regarding chosen domain.

(f) Usability testing

Usability testing for computer systems belongs to the field of human-computer

interaction in general and human-centric computing in particular. In our re-

search it is used to evaluate the human-centric aspect of our system. The

participants of this study were required to use the system and provide feed-

back regarding various human-centric aspects, such as natural language pro-

cessing (NLP), graphical representation of the output, intuitive display of

information and human-centric format of knowledge representation. Usabil-

ity testing is used in Evaluation 1 (see Section 8.1).

(g) Survey (Data collection)

Based on the case studies, questionnaires were conducted, to elicit required

information from the participants in order to detect their cognitive biases,
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variation in their domain knowledge and cognitive biases after using our

system, and enhancement of their domain knowledge.

(h) Behavioural research

This is one of the research methods belonging to cognitive sciences, specifi-

cally cognitive psychology [26]. Using this research method, we studied the

behaviour of participants through their responses as well as body language.

We were also able to trace their thought processes during solving a problems

or making a decision, which helped us in tracing the origin of their biases,

and consequently identifying the type of those biases. Behavioural research

is used in Evaluation 2 (see Section 8.2).

(i) Data analysis and Interpretation

Finally, this research method is chosen from decision making area. We

used this method to analyse and appropriately interpret the results collected

through the evaluations, in order to draw conclusions for this research.

1.3.2 Research Process

The research process for this study has been a dynamic process, which has

changed throughout with the varying requirements of the research. Fig. 1.1

presents the final research process, which has been followed through this

study. It consists of five phases; Phase 1: Identification, Phase 2: Design,
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Phase 3: Implementation, Phase 4: Testing and Evaluation, and Phase 5:

Write-up.

Phase 1: Identification

The first step in this phase was to narrow down the area of research based

on contemporary real-world requirements, and the areas in need of improve-

ment from the chosen field. Next, the issues and gaps in the focused area

of research were identified. Accordingly, research questions and objectives

were formulated. After identifying the real-world needs, and corresponding

research issues present in the field, a direction towards the solution was de-

termined. With further literature review, various technologies, tools, and

approaches were explored, to assist in proposing the final solution.

Phase 2: Design

After determining the course of action to overcome the research gaps, and

meet the real-world requirements, in phase 2, two frameworks were proposed

to support decision making through cognitive and knowledge-enabled com-

puting. To support cognitive abilities of a decision maker, SDA model was

proposed (O1); whereas SSKW was designed to provide knowledge-based

business intelligence to a decision maker (O3). In addition, SDA articulation

and elicitation cycle (SDAEC) was proposed to extract SDA-based knowl-

edge (O2).
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Figure 1.1: The Research Process
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Phase 3: Implementation

In this phase, the implementation of O1, O2 and O3 was carried out using

appropriate software platforms and technologies. Following that, these im-

plementations were consolidated into a comprehensive system called SCDSS

as proposed in O4.

Phase 4: Testing and Evaluation

After system was implemented completely, SDA model, SSKW and SCDSS

were tested for consistency and accuracy of data flow. A detailed analysis

was performed over the OPER model against classical as well as hybrid KR

techniques. In addition, SCDSS was evaluated for its performance in terms

of de-biasing, knowledge sharing and enhancement, relevance of output and

efficiency through two usability tests. The results of these evaluations were

highly encouraging.

Phase 5: Write-up

In this phase, the documentation of the prototype was carried out along with

the thesis write-up.

Throughout all these phases, the review of literature was constantly

needed in order to explore about the task at hand, as well as keep up-to-

date with the latest advancements of the related field.
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1.4 Contributions

The significance of knowledge and cognition in decision support to gain com-

petitive advantage has been strongly established by DSS/BI users and re-

searchers. As a result, cognitive decision support and knowledge warehouses

have come into existence. However, due to the inherent issues of cognitive

biases and knowledge integration overload in the above-mentioned technolo-

gies respectively, DSS/BI systems can not fully take advantage of knowledge

and cognition.

Cognition in DSS is incorporated by employing mental models, which

carry inherent cognitive bias within them. The presence of bias in mental

models pose a serious threat to the fitness and precision of the decisions taken

with those mental models. Consequently, the health of the organization is

placed in jeopardy.

The main issue with KW technology is the hybrid knowledge-base ap-

proach, which poses performance overload with the growth of knowledge

repository. This research copes with the issue by proposing hybrid KR tech-

nique, which integrates three KR techniques in order to create a standard

structure to represent domain knowledge in a comprehensive manner.

The main contributions of this research in its respective field are:

• A new mental model representation, incorporating semantics and con-

textual information;

• An automated de-biasing framework for mental models implemented
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through SDA model and SDAEC, by embedding the de-biasing tech-

niques into inherent processes of knowledge acquisition, knowledge stor-

age and knowledge retrieval.

• A novel elicitation process to extract only validated and de-biased men-

tal models from an expert, implemented through SDAEC.

• The intuitive SDA knowledge transfer algorithm, which seamlessly in-

vokes the associative memory of an expert to automatically de-bias

mental models;

• A definition of knowledge warehousing as a novel knowledge-enabled

BI technology;

• Categorization of knowledge on a syntactic level into objects, processes,

events and relationships, to design hybrid KR technique OPER model ;

which can store real-world knowledge in a comprehensive manner;

• A subjective views module (idea inspired from subjective programming),

to collect, store and examine the opinions of various stakeholders during

decision making;

• A domain-independent and standard knowledge warehousing architec-

ture, implemented through SSKW, to offer a knowledge-enabled BI

system for decision makers;

• A human-centric cognitive DSS, implemented by merging SDA model,
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SDAEC, and SSKW to provide support to a decision makers knowledge/cognition-

based faculties in an intuitive manner.

1.5 Publications

The publications during the course of this study are as follows:

(i) Memon, T., Lu, J., Hussain, F.: Semantic de-biased associations (SDA)

model to improve ill-structured decision support. In Huang, T., Zeng, Z.,

Li, C., Leung, C., eds.: Neural Information Processing. Volume 7664 of

Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Springer Berlin Heidelberg (2012)

pp.483-490.

(ii) Memon, T., Lu, J., Hussain, F.: An enhanced mental model elicita-

tion technique to improve mental model accuracy. In Lee, M., Hirose,

A., Hou, Z.G., Kil, R., eds.: Neural Information Processing. Volume

8226 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science. Springer Berlin Heidelberg

(2013) pp.82-89.

(iii) Memon, T., Lu, J., Hussain, F., Rauniyar, R.: Subject-oriented seman-

tic knowledge warehouse (SSKW) to support cognitive DSS. In Meers-

man, R., Panetto, H., Dillon, T., Eder, J., Bellahsene, Z., Ritter, N.,

Leenheer, P., Dou, D., eds.: On the Move to Meaningful Internet Sys-

tems: OTM 2013 Conferences. Volume 8185 of Lecture Notes in Com-

puter Science. Springer Berlin Heidelberg (2013) pp.291-299.
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(iv) Memon, T., Lu, J., Hussain, F.: Human-centric cognitive decision sup-

port system for ill-structured problems. In Guo, P., Pedrycz, W., eds.:

Human-Centric Decision-Making Models for Social Sciences. Volume

502 of Studies in Computational Intelligence. Springer Berlin Heidel-

berg (2014) pp.289-313.

(v) Memon, T., Lu, J. Hussain, F.: Semantic-drive Cognitive Decision Sup-

port System Evaluation through Usability Testing. Submitted to the

journal of Decision Support Systems, a tier A journal.

(vi) Memon, T., Lu, J. Hussain, F.: Subject-oriented Semantic Knowledge
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Figure 1.2: The Thesis Structure
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Most of the decision problems in todays enterprises are ill-structured due to

the dynamic, complex and uncertain nature of the business environments [3].

The current generation of DSS/BI systems lack adequate support for such

problems due to the fact that the solutions to ill-structured problems mainly

rely upon cognitive and knowledge-based abilities of decision maker(s) rather

than standard optimized solution procedures [27, 5]. Therefore, to be able

to support ill-structured decision making, it is essential for these systems to

support a decision maker’s cognitive and thought processes and models [4].

This chapter analyses the real world needs, contemporary advancements,

and research gaps in the fields of cognitive DSS (CDSS), BI and knowledge

warehousing (KW).
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2.1 Types of Decision Problems

The success of a DSS relies greatly upon the type of decision problem it is

handling. Decision problems can be classified into two categories accord-

ing to the characteristics they possess. This section describes the types

of decision problems. A decision problem can be divided into three types:

well-structured, semi-structured and unstructured decision problems. How-

ever, the semi-structured and unstructured are collectively categorized as ill-

structured decision problems [28]. In this study, we will categorized decision

problems according to these two types; well-structured and ill-structured.

2.1.1 Well-structured Decision Problems

Well-structured decision problems are those problems for which the existing

state, goal state and constraint parameters are well defined [29]. These prob-

lems have a single correct solution [30]. Since the initial and final states of

such problems are known, procedures, rules and policies can be devised to

solve them. A well-structured problem will have the same result every time

it is solved. Problems such as finding the value of x in a quadratic equation,

the procedure of fixing an overheating car engine, or calculating the distance

of a star from our solar system, are examples of well-structured problems.
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2.1.2 Ill-structured Decision Problems

Ill-structured problems, on the other hand, are those in which the existing

state is vague, and the goal state is unclear and non-quantitative; thus, a set

course of action cannot be followed to reach the goal state [28]. Ill-structured

problems do not have a single correct solution; that is, there can be more

than one appropriate solution depending upon the current circumstances of

the system. According to Simon [31], the category of ill-structured problems

is a residual category of well-structured problems; that is, all the problems

which are not well-structured can be called ill-structured problems. Every ill-

structured problem is unique in terms of existing situation, goal, objective,

desired outcome, and the process necessary to reach an optimal solution.

Examples of ill-structured problems are: devising a strategy to increase profit

for a product, creating efficient traffic infrastructure for a population of two

million, or selecting a suitable candidate for an executive position.

2.2 Decision Support Systems

The term decision making refers to the process of making the choice for fur-

ther course of action based upon certain criteria, circumstances and available

information. The computerized systems that support decision makers in this

process are referred to as decision support systems (DSS). A DSS is an inter-

active computer-based system or subsystem intended to help decision makers

use communications technologies, data, documents, knowledge and/or mod-
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els to identify and solve problems, complete decision process tasks, and make

decisions [32].

Since its conception in 1965, the DSS field has evolved in several directions

based on the technologies introduced over time. These include the model-

driven or model-oriented DSS [33, 34], data-driven DSS [35], communication-

driven DSS [36], group DSS [37], document-driven DSS [38], and web-based

DSS.

Apart from these categories, a classification which has proven to be the

most promising in supporting decision making for ill-structured problems,

is intelligent DSS (IDSS). These systems have also been called suggestion

DSS [33]. The term was coined by Clyde Holsapple in 1977. The idea of a

DSS intelligently synthesizing decision alternatives and supporting a decision

makers cognitive abilities appealed to many researchers; thus the work on

merging AI techniques with DSS to produce IDSS started. This field has not

matured as rapidly as was anticipated; however, it is proving itself to be very

promising for ill-structured decision support.

2.2.1 Intelligent Decision Support

A DSS that is designed to behave intelligently through incorporating an ar-

tificial intelligent technique is called an intelligent decision support system

(IDSS). The early IDSS were rule-based decision support systems, also known

as expert systems. However, the IDSS evolved in different directions over

time, based on advances in the field of artificial intelligence (AI). AI tech-
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niques, such as neural networks, fuzzy logic, and genetic algorithms, were

incorporated into the DSS to achieve intelligent support for ill-structured

decision problems [39].

In 1991, Nonaka [13] wrote a paper with the title The Knowledge-creating

Company, in which he identified knowledge as the most valued asset, and

the key factor, for business organisations to gain competitive advantage.

Knowledge can comprise skills, ideas, observations, experiences and intuition

[5, 13]. This research paper was arguably the starting point for IDSS research

to evolve in the revolutionary direction of knowledge warehouse-based DSS

(KWDSS). Knowledge warehouse (KW) technology is still in its infancy, and

there is as yet no standard storage structure proposed for it.

Following the studies conducted in psychology and organisational behav-

ior, which recognized the significance of the cognitive abilities of decision

makers in solving complex decision problems [40], DSS researchers employed

techniques to incorporate cognition into DSS [6, 4, 41]. These systems have

been named cognitive decision support systems (CDSS). The CDSS use men-

tal models as the means to store a decision makers cognition [3].

2.2.2 Cognitive Decision Support

As discussed in the previous section, cognition based DSS can provide better

support for a decision makers thinking process and knowledge creation than

conventional DSS. Storing cognition in the system is a step towards achieving

the goal of preventing the loss of knowledge. However, merely storing cog-
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nition is not sufficient to develop effective DSS for ill-structured problems.

It is essential to employ a human-centric interface to facilitate the seamless

transfer of knowledge between the decision maker and the cognition storage

in the DSS. The techniques, such as natural language processing, semantics,

and graphical representation of decision alternatives, can be used to accom-

plish the task knowledge transfer. Following an overview of cognition (mental

models) is presented followed by an account of human-centric approaches for

cognitive DSS.

2.3 Mental Models

The interpretation of the objective world in the human mind is highly sub-

jective. It can be constructed socially, but a large part of the mental repre-

sentation of the world is personally constructed. This mental representation,

which is constructed upon personal values and experiences, is stored in the

human mind in the form of cognitive maps or mental models. Next section

describes the mental models and the related topics in detail.

The theory of mental models was proposed by Kenneth Craik in 1943,

which states that the mind develops models of real world, and utilizes them to

deal with the present and the future situations in a better way. Later, based

on this theory, Johnson-Laird [14] emphasized that to make inferences, mind

relies upon intuition and mental models rather than formal logic (see [42] for

a comprehensive history of mental models). Especially in complex situations
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with imprecise information, mental models become the key factor to make

sense out of the insufficient information [8]. They assist us in transforming

the tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge, so as to communicate it to others.

They have proved to be the fundamental analysis tool, and critical success

factor, in complex and ill-structured decision situations [3, 43].

Mental model representation has been used extensively in DSS to deal

with ill-structured decision problems [6, 3]. They assist decision makers to

understand and formulate ill-structured decision problems, and to select the

relevant parts of the problem space [41]. The computerized mental model rep-

resentation allows the system to collect and store decision makers cognition

in natural format, which prevents loss of knowledge. Being able to retain

the cognition of decision makers in the system implies that while decision

makers may leave the organisation, their knowledge and cognition remains

within the organisation for future use.

Several DSS based on mental models have been proposed. Early CDSS

systems such SPRINT [44] and ”Cognitive Lens Support System” [41] offered

limited support to decision makers’ cognition. Later, Chen and Lee [6] de-

signed a CDSS, which they claimed to have mitigated availability, anchoring,

overconfidence and blind-spot biases. The claim was not validated by them

though. The shortcomings of their approach were: a) no mechanism to de-

bias or validate knowledge input; b) different users’ cognitive maps remain

un-integrated, thus biased; c) increasing size of cognitive maps may become

an issue. Li Niu et al. [3] proposed FACETS to support a manager’s situa-
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tion awareness (SA). The key shortcoming of FACETS was slow process to

access relevant knowledge, since the output is in the form of lengthy reports

and tables. FACETS does not deal with cognitive biases in decision making.

2.3.1 Elicitation of Mental Models

The mental models have been used in decision system to understand, predict

and solve problems in uncertain and vague situations [45, 3]. They are formed

through experience, observation and ongoing learning processes in the human

mind, and are the basis for the beliefs and subjective opinions of a person

[8]. They provide the knowledge required to do the situation assessment,

problem understanding and formulation, problem space identification and

problem space segmentation [46, 47]. Generally, the mental models used in

decision making are represented as causal maps, containing concepts and

causal relationships [48, 3].

Mental models can be a powerful tool in solving complex and vague deci-

sion situations [6, 43]. However, there are various issues in the articulation,

elicitation, and representation of mental models, which if not addressed, may

lead to poor decisions. The current mental model representation carries fol-

lowing issues regarding the articulation and elicitation of mental models:

(a) its limited capacity to facilitate elicitation of valid mental models from

individuals with accuracy ;

(b) its inability to store meaningful and contextual information about these
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mental models [49];

(c) its limitation to de-bias mental models during elicitation [50].

We will explore in Chapters 3 and 4, how these shortcomings can be mit-

igated to some extent by the SDA model and SDAEC which were proposed

in [51] and [52] respectively.

2.3.2 Knowledge Elicitation Approaches

There are two approaches to elicit knowledge, direct elicitation approach and

indirect elicitation approach [53].

2.3.2.1 Direct elicitation approach

The direct elicitation allows experts to describe main concepts of a domain in

the form of words, symbols or pictures, and connect these together according

to their understanding.

The approach commonly used to elicit mental models is direct elicitation,

due to their intrinsic complexity an subjectivity, so as to prevent the intro-

duction of the subjective understanding of knowledge workers. In addition,

since the process of invoking associative memory of an expert through repet-

itive questions requires direct communication with the expert, the elicitation

approach chosen to extract mental models for SDA representation is direct

elicitation.
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2.3.2.2 Indirect elicitation approach

In the indirect elicitation approach, the knowledge is extracted from the

verbal communication or documents written by the experts. Although the

knowledge elicited through direct or indirect elicitation always contains the

subjectivity and biases of the expert. However, the indirect elicitation might

also introduce the subjectivity of knowledge workers based on their level of

understanding.

2.3.3 Associative Memory in mental model elicitation

Due to the complex and intuitive nature of mental models, it is difficult

to articulate them accurately [48, 50]. The articulation of mental models,

to some extent, depends upon the intended representation, such as a causal

map. A person may describe their mental models through various techniques,

such as a set of rules, a mind map, or statements [48]. Based on the intended

representation, required entities (in the case of causal maps, concepts and

relationships) are then elicited from these descriptions [53].

Several elicitation techniques have been proposed to get such as 3CM [54],

fuzzy cognitive mapping [55] and diagrammatic interview method by Dray et

al. [56]. These techniques assume the mental models to be a network of

concepts and relationships ; thus, all that is extracted from the descriptions

is the concepts and relationships. However, mental models in human mind

are more complex structures than merely causal maps [57]. They work in
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conjunction with, and are supported by, our visuals and associative memory

[50]. Every mental model is formed through an experience, having a historical

background in the associative memory, which contains the reasons for its

existence [58]. Thus its not sufficient to elicit and store the mental models in

the form of concepts and relationships. It is essential to help an individual to

remember the historical background (from associative memory), and elicit it

along with respective mental model [59].

Engaging associative memory allows to avoid the phenomena where peo-

ple articulate the ”espoused theories”, rather than the actual ”theories-in-

use”, due to the poor insight into their own mental models [60]. Invoking

associative memory will help to recall the situations in which the mental

models were created, the reasons behind their creation, and their perfor-

mance in terms of solving a problem. This in turn will give the person a

clearer picture of what actually worked and why. Therefore, it is argued

in this research that by incorporating associative memory into the current

causal map representation for mental models, the following advantages can

be achieved:

• Help individuals to articulate their mental models in a better and ef-

ficient way, by providing them with a template of what is required to

be elicited,

• Improve the accuracy of the mental models by asking critical questions

(see Section 4.3.1 for the details of the questions),
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• Mitigate the biases during the elicitation process, as well as the at the

time using these mental models, through the contextual and objective

information (performance measuring parameters) extracted from the

associative memory.

There is nevertheless a downside to the use of mental models. During the

construction of mental models through an experience, biases are introduced

into the mental models based on the prevailing conditions. Biases are incli-

nations towards or against certain ideas or entities which often lead to poor

decision making [6, 61, 22]. However, the decision makers are bound to use

their biased mental models because of the limited or ambiguous knowledge

available in complex and ill-structured decision situations. Cognitive biases

and their effects on ill-structured decision support are described below.

2.4 Cognitive biases

The human mind forms mental models during an experience and, depending

on the circumstances surrounding that experience, introduces biases in them

[16]. While mental models are the fundamental tool for solving ill-structured

decision problems, the inherent biases become a barrier in achieving optimal

solutions [17, 18, 19]. Following is a brief discussion on the impact of biases

in ill-structured decision making.

Cognitive biases refer to the inclinations towards or against certain ideas

or entities that are generated within mental models during everyday experi-
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ences [16, 62]. Once formed, bias can consistently influence our judgement,

and our future perceptions of the world and happenings in it [63]. Bias is

considered to be a negative consequence of adopting heuristics as it entices

decision makers away from making optimal decisions [64, p.760]. For a com-

prehensive taxonomical classification of decision biases, refer to Arnott [65].

The presence of cognitive bias may result in enormous damage, especially in

business and medical domains; thus it is essential to mitigate all such bias

[20, 21, 22].

Das and Teng [64] have grouped the biases involved in strategic decision

making into four categories, which are:

• Prior hypotheses and focusing on limited targets: The decision makers

choose to rely on their previous beliefs, or rely heavily on one piece of

information, and may ignore information that indicates otherwise. The

cognitive biases anchoring, attentional bias, and focusing effect come

under this category.

• Exposure to limited alternatives: Problems are broken down into smaller

constructs and fewer alternatives are considered, relying more upon in-

tuition. The cognitive bias availability comes under this category.

• Insensitivity to outcome probabilities: Subjective judgement is used

rather than rational probability. The cognitive bias neglect of proba-

bility comes under this category.
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• Illusion of manageability: Over optimism, overestimation of the control

level. The cognitive bias illusion of control comes under this category.

Arnott [65] presents a more comprehensive taxonomical classification of

decision biases.

As discussed above, the presence of cognitive biases may result in poor,

and sometimes disastrous decisions, especially in business and medical do-

mains; thus it is essential to mitigate them [66, 67, 51, 21, 22, 19].

This research addresses four biases, availability, framing, contextual and

group also known as team biases (we will refer to this bias as group bias

throughout this study). Following is an overview of these biases along with

the respective de-biasing techniques.

2.4.1 Availability bias

Availability Bias. Availability bias is the phenomenon of considering only

those alternatives that are easily recalled from memory [68]. To reduce this

bias, a CDSS must be able to assist a user in bringing maximum relevant

knowledge from long-term memory to working memory [69]. People, under

the influence of availability bias, make poor decisions. For instance, after the

9/11 incident, a significant fall was noticed in the number of people traveling

by air. This was due to the perception of masses for air travel being more

dangerous option than car. While the fact was opposite to that.
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2.4.1.1 De-biasing techniques for Availability bias

In order to remove or reduce the affect of availability bias the following

techniques have been devised in the literature.

a) Socratic Approach:

The Socratic approach is used to de-bias lack of interest to consistency and

small sample size. To those assessors who make decisions with ease by which

the examples can be recalled, one should use a simple de-biasing method

by helping assessor to think of previously detected values of random volume

of interest as an example. This will remind the assessor that self selected

samples that are without any analysis are termed as biased estimates. By

using Socratic procedure one can guide the respondent to the conclusion

through indirect questions. This will help in reducing overconfidence which

is due to disinterest to sample size and non randomness [70].

b) Decomposition Technique:

This is one of the techniques used to de-bias availability in individuals.

In the study done by Srivastava & Raghubir [71], this technique was used

to de-bias the case of memory based credit card expense estimates. In this

experiment two studies were conducted among 55 undergraduate students.

The first study was conducted without decomposition technique, where stu-

dents were asked to recall their integrated total in guessing future expenses.

The latest the past expense, the more was its use in the estimation task, the

one who were frequent users of credit card they use their latest bill as their

estimation for future bill, and by the use of estimation bias they adjusted
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their future bill upward. In the second study decomposition technique was

used, where clubbing of individual expense categories were before the holis-

tic estimation. The result was de-biasing of memory based estimates using

decomposition technique.

c) Reflective Reasoning:

Reflective reasoning technique is used to reduce the effects of availability

bias in diagnostic accuracy. A study was performed, in order to inspect that

medical experience ignites availability bias, that brings diagnostic errors,

and reflection overcome this bias by resulting accuracy. Mamede et al. [72]

conducted an experiment where three phases were presented in front of the

medical students. In the first phase a normal exposure of diseases along with

its symptoms were presented in front of the students, and they were asked

to rate the likelihood of the accuracy of diseases that were present in front

of them. In the second phase of their study students were exposed to similar

symptoms and signs of different disease, and they were asked to recognize the

disease with non analytical reasoning, whereas in the third phase students

were asked to again diagnose similar cases that could have been altered by

prior cases, by using reflective reasoning. In the third phase of their study,

they come up with proper diagnosis with analysis which helped them to make

an accurate diagnosis.

d) Electronic Brainstorming Technique:

This technique is used to reduce the availability bias in group context.

According to the study of [73], the non interacting individuals in the verbal
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brainstorming sessions were found to be more interactive in electronic brain-

storming sessions. It has been stated in the article that there are three main

reasons that lead to lack in ideas while verbal brainstorming, which are:

• Attenuation Blocking: Individuals in a group that are stopped from

adding comments either usually forgets as they seem to be less authen-

tic.

• Concentration Blocking: This type of blocking leads to the genera-

tion of fewer comments, because individual get busier in remembering

the comments rather than contributing the new ones. This is due to

memory limitation.

• Attention Blocking: Individual in a group is listening to others without

any pause, which doesnt provide the individual a time to think and

comment.

Electronic brainstorming focuses on three mechanisms, which reduce the

availability bias in group context:

• Parallel Input: In this way the individual do not need to rehearse their

ideas they can contribute it as soon as they are generated. Hence the

ideas are freed and expressed easily.

• Collective Memory: Ideas that are generated in parallel can be easily

stored in the external memory and can be retrieved when required.
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• Serially Retrieval Output: This mechanism allows the ideas to be

picked up one at a time, and arrange them in sequence no matter

in which format they are generated.

e) Electronic Mailing Technique:

This is another technique used to reduce the availability bias in group

context. A range of non communicational cues such as posture, getup, tone

of voice, direction of look, physical distance and many more comes under

social interactions that stop one to generate ideas independently [73]. An

electronic communication on the other hand, allows you to express views

and opinions freely. Also the parallel mechanism in the electronic mail allows

the individual to express his/her views, without waiting for other person to

finish. The experiments show that greater number of solutions are proposed

in electronic mailing as compared to verbal communication [73].

f) Accelerated Feedback:

This technique allows for a user to get quick feedback on their action/decision,

thus quickly lowering their overconfidence as opposed to learning with expe-

rience, which is a slow and expensive process, especially for new employees

[74].

2.4.2 Framing bias

Framing bias refers to the inclination created by the way a decision situation

is presented [66]. Framing bias can be reduced or eliminated by making a
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decision maker draw, or study, causal maps regarding a decision situation

[75], or by providing them with adequate contextual information about a

decision situation [58].

Framing effect can be categorized in three categories; attribute framing

, goal framing and risky choice framing [76]. In attribute framing a single

point of an item can be in positively framed or negatively. In goal framing,

convincing communication is framed to pressurizes the positive or negative

result or by not performing an act. While in risky choice framing, it depends

on the situation is unsafe or safe and been described positively or negatively

terms.

2.4.2.1 De-biasing techniques for Framing bias

Following is overview of the de-baising techniques for framing.

a) Cognitive reappraisal:

Emotions of a person are said to be a major influencing factor in framing

bias [77]. Cognitive reappraisal is considered to be a solution to this sus-

ceptibility in decision making process. Emotion regulation is very important

to reduce framing bias in decision making. Cognitive reappraisal allows to

reformulate the problem in order to reduce the impact of emotions [77].

b) Cognitive mapping:

Cognitive mapping was suggested as a solution in strategic decision mak-

ing for limiting the ill effects of framing bias [75]. It allows the experts

to construct maps of the domain by listing out concepts and relationships
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among those concepts. This allows to get a big picture of the situation in a

clear and concise manner, which results in mitigation of framing [75, 78].

c) Evidence rating:

Evidence rating proposes the diversion of focus to the substance or strength

of the evidence, rather than on the frame itself [79]. It works through listing

the reasons or factors behind the evidence, determining its health, as a result

diverting the focus from the frame.

d) Warning and Involvement:

Warning is simply the process of warning the subjects about the pos-

sibilities of specific bias in a decision situation, whereas involvement refers

to the degree of interest of a person in a particular situation [76]. A study

by Cheng & Wu [76] demonstrated the effectiveness of these techniques in

mitigating framing bias in the participants of the study.

e) Demographic Method:

Demographic method suggests to use additional information about a sit-

uation to better perceive and understand the implications of various decision

alternatives[80]. The study by Almashat at al. [80] was conducted in a med-

ical scenario, where it was demonstrated that elaboration and justification

were able to prevent the occurrence of framing.

f) Visual Aids:

Many studies have shown the significance of visual aids in communicat-

ing the risk messages and crucial decision-related information [81]. Visual

aids include icon arrays, bar graphs, and concept maps. Experiments show
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that visual aids not only improve understanding of the problem, but save a

decision maker from making a conscious effort to de-bias their cognition by

acting as an external de-biasing aid [81].

g) Critical Thinking:

Critically analyzing a decision situation by studying maximum possible

number of facts relevant to the situation is proved to be an effective de-biasing

strategy for framing. By ”thinking like a scientist, especially with access to

information relevant to unbiased decision, has been reported to significantly

mitigate framing in subjects [82]. The two techniques implemented in this

study aimed at reducing the framing bias by encouraging cognitive thinking

process in adults as well as youngsters. The test was conducted on 120 older

adults from psychology background and 120 younger adults. The mental

capabilities of both the groups were balanced. The First technique was to

solve problems by analyzing the data. It was observed that though initially

both the groups exhibited framing effect, it prevailed more with the older

group than the younger group and they were more prone to make risky

choices with loss oriented questions/problems but when it came to probability

calculated tasks, the framing effect was eliminated since it encouraged more

to think analytically by directing the expected values [82]. The second test

was to check whether or not the older adults gave unbiased decisions when

instructed them to implement analysis only at the beginning of the testing

session. They were asked to think either rationally or irrationally. 136 adults

of both age brackets were subjected and it was seen that follow your gut
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feeling was majorly influenced by framing bias. When the instructions were

to base the judgments on the instant initial reactions, then the younger lots

were more prone to risk than the older lot. This proved that engaging in

deep thinking and analyzing the problem, yielded safe results comparatively.

However, the situations, the age and the engagement with the problem by

adults was the major drawback [82].

2.4.3 Contextual bias

Contextual Bias. Contextual bias is a false permanent impression about a

decision alternative being successful, or otherwise depending on the environ-

ment it was generated in. For example, a user may find pre-sales services

very useful for increasing sales in the case of e-reader, and may develop a

mental model based on this experience as: Pre-sales service — increases —¿

Sales However, this mental model may not be applicable in an alternative

situation, such as for the sale of the product books. It is essential to have

the historical contextual information about this mental model stored with

the model, so that a user can delineate where it may or may not be appli-

cable. It is very important to retain the decision alternative along with the

historical data, to reduce this bias.

2.4.3.1 De-biasing techniques for Contextual bias

The de-biasing techniques for contextual bias are described below.

a) Thought Listing Technique:
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In this technique, the respondents are required to list their thoughts which

ran through their minds after being exposed to a particular question or mes-

sage. Next, these thoughts are examined to check their consistency with the

original question or message. This is a way to obtained the internal dialog of

an individual, so as to understand and then modify it, in order to overcome

individual’s emotional and behavioral cognitive inclinations [83].

b) Self Evaluation Technique:

Self-Evaluation is an inductive measurement technique that can be em-

ployed to test emotional behavior and behavior change [84]. A case study

was studied an investigated to record the rate and effects of hetero-social

anxiety and anonymity on self-statements and self-evaluation by men [84].

When Self Evaluation was conducted for women the results varied from the

results of men, like spontaneous negative self-evaluation and self-statements

were produced at a higher rate than men.

2.4.4 Group bias

Group Bias. Group bias refers to the biases of a team or group with similar

backgrounds, jobs, experiences, training, values and goals [50, 85]. Group

biases can be removed by allowing users from different backgrounds review

one anothers experiences (recommendations) [50].

2.4.4.1 De-biasing techniques for Group bias

Following is an overview of de-biasing techniques for group biases.
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a) Counterfactual Mindset:

According to the study of [86], it has been observed that inducement of

counter-factual mindset suppresses decision errors, and increases the search

for dis-confirmatory information in group decisions. Counter-factual mindset

allows the group to construct counter-factual thoughts that makes a collec-

tive decision, instead of allowing every individual to manipulate and gen-

erate individual decision. In order to prove that a counterfactual mindset

has less decision errors than a non counterfactual mindset, an experiment

was performed by Kray & Galinsky [86]. The experiment was performed

on twenty eight groups of undergraduate students, each group had three stu-

dents. There were two parts in which this experiment was performed, one was

a counter-factual prime condition and the other was a non counter-factual

prime condition. A scenario was set, where the description about difficulties

a race team is facing was given, now it was the group members who have

to decide, whether to proceed with the race or not, that will begin shortly.

The group who was following the non counter-factual prime condition, they

did not try to seek dis-confirmatory information like counter-factual prime

condition. Hence in the end it resulted in bringing counter-factual prime

condition to be three times correct decision maker than non counter-factual

prime condition.
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2.5 Human-Centric Approach in Ill-structured

Decision Support

The concepts in the human mind about the real world are highly abstract.

We humans tend to associate these concepts with certain words or expressions

which do not describe the concepts in their entirety. Nevertheless, our mind

interprets the abstract concepts behind those words and expressions correctly.

This ability to make sense out of abstract or vague information essentially

becomes the key to dealing with complex and unclear situations, and to

reaching suitable solutions to such problems [38].

In contrast to the human ability to perceive, intuitively recognize, under-

stand and communicate, a computer system works on a pre-defined set of

instructions, each of which is designed to perform a certain task. Computer

systems can only recognize or understand the information for which they are

programmed. There are obvious inadequacies in computer systems when it

comes to intelligence, and it may be a long time before machines are en-

abled with human-like intelligence. Nevertheless, they can be programmed

to interface with humans in a more human-like, intuitive and natural way,

so that knowledge can be seamlessly transferred between humans and com-

puters. This is where human-centric computing (HC2) comes into play. The

basic idea behind HC2 is to make computer interfaces natural, intuitive and

somewhat intelligent for humans. The architecture of HC2 is given in Fig.2.1.

Since this research focuses on incorporating cognition into DSS through
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of Human-centric system. Taken from [1]

mental model representation, HC2 techniques that are suitable for creating

seamless communication between human cognition and mental model repre-

sentation will be discussed. These techniques are natural language processing

(NLP) and semantics. Following is an overview of these techniques.

2.5.1 Natural Language Processing

The very basic form of communication among individuals is natural language,

such as English. A natural language is a rich set of linguistic constructs,

such as the parts of speech. Humans comprehend the meaning behind the

language not only by these constructs, that is, words, but also by their in-

terrelationships and their placement in the text [39]. A word may represent

different contexts when used in different places in a sentence or with different
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words. For instance, adding one word, to, to the word ran in the following

sentences signifies two different meanings:

(a) She ran to the hotel.

(b) She ran the hotel.

The inherent nature of computer instructions, on the other hand, is pre-

defined. Each command performs exactly the same task each time it is run.

This nature of computer systems has some drawbacks when it comes to com-

munication between the user and the computer.

• Only a fraction of information or knowledge can be transferred to the

system due to inherent limitations in processing and understanding the

information; hence the loss of knowledge.

• The user must learn proper syntax before being able to communicate

with the system

• The user must convert their ideas, queries, or information from an in-

tuitive format to a system-defined format before they can be presented

to the system. This fact implies that the focus of the user will be more

on the communication format, rather than the actual task.

As discussed previously, it is essential to prevent the loss of knowledge

during the communication between a decision maker and the system in order

to provide better support for ill-structured decision making. A NLP equipped
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user interface allows the user to input their knowledge and cognition in the

intuitive manner, as well as query the system in natural language, without

having to convert their thoughts into computer system syntax. In this way,

the decision maker will be able to focus more on the problem at hand, rather

than on the method of interaction with the system. Following is a brief

overview of NLP.

The goal of NLP is to investigate the factors behind the comprehension

of complex natural language constructs by humans, and explore the ways to

implement them into computer systems [39]. NLP addresses the issue of how

to make machines understand a word, sentence, paragraph, and eventually a

document in their entirety.

To enable machines to understand natural language, it is first essential

to recognize the factors which assist humans to correctly comprehend the

meaning behind a word, sentence, paragraph or whole document. According

to Feldman [39], humans process language on seven levels of understanding to

extract the context behind it: phonological, morphological, lexical, syntactic,

semantic, discourse and pragmatic. Following is a brief description of these

levels.

• Phonological level: This level refers to the pronunciation of words

and is important for speech recognition systems.

• Morphological level: This level deals with the morphemes. A mor-

pheme is the smallest meaningful unit of a language. Prefixes, suffixes
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and root words are examples of morpheme.

• Lexical level: This level deals with the dictionary meanings of words

and their analysis in terms of parts of speech.

• Syntactic level: Syntax deals with the meaning conveyed by the

structure of a sentence. This level helps to identify a words mean-

ing and grammatical classification (part of speech) depending on its

location in the sentence, even when its actual meaning is unknown.

• Semantic level: This level refers to the meaning of the words them-

selves, within the context of the sentence in which they appear. For

example, the word draw by itself may bring to mind to draw a pic-

ture. When it used in Draw the drapes please, however, it signifies the

entirely different concept of opening/closing the curtains.

• Discourse level: This level determines the structure and the role of

a particular part of the text in terms of the structure of the whole

document. For example, if a NLP tool knows the standard structure of

a research paper, it may determine the nature of a piece of text in the

document, based on certain characteristics, such as location; that is to

say, it can sense whether a piece of text is the abstract, introduction,

results or conclusion of a research paper [39].

• Pragmatic level: This refers to the external or general knowledge (or

common sense), that we use to extract the meaning from a document
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or conversation. Among these levels, semantics has grown to be a field

in its own right in computational research. Following is an overview of

semantics.

2.5.2 Semantics

The study of semantics deals with the meaning or context of words in a

language. The subject of semantics stems from philosophy and has been

under scrutiny for thousands of years. Ancient philosophers such as Plato and

Aristotle discussed the topic, as well as labelling the relationship between a

word and its meaning. Plato described this relationship as naturalist, stating

that the meaning of a word is derived from the sound it makes. Conversely,

Aristotle called this relationship conventionalist, opining that the relationship

between the meaning and sound of a word is absolutely arbitrary.

There are many facets of semantics and its classification, but for the scope

of this chapter, we shall describe semantics in terms of linguistic semantics

and non-linguistic semantics. Linguistic semantics is the study of meaning

behind spoken or written language. Non-linguistic semantics, on the other

hand, is the study of meaning behind non-verbal expressions and body lan-

guage. Similarly, in computer systems, semantics have been applied at both

linguistic and non-linguistic levels. Before examining linguistic semantics, we

will briefly describe non-linguistic semantics in computer systems.
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2.5.2.1 Non-Linguistic Semantics

As stated above, non-linguistic semantics deals with the meaning and inten-

tion behind non-verbal communication such as gestures and body language.

The semantics behind non-linguistic communication, such as physical and

emotional gestures, when interpreted correctly, can be of high significance in

understanding the intentions of a speaker. It can provide the information

that linguistic communication may be unable to express.

The virtual doctor system (VDS) by Fujita et al. [40] is an example of

such system. VDS extracts the physical and emotional information from a

patient by the use of cameras and other sensory equipment. The system has

two ontologies that store the semantics of the various physical and mental

gestures of the patient, which, along with linguistic input by the patient,

assist in diagnosing the patient. This system shows that non-linguistic se-

mantics increases a machines understanding of a humans intentions during

communication.

2.5.2.2 Linguistic Semantics

The linguistic semantics in computers are applied in three categories: logical

language semantics, programming language semantics and natural language

semantics. Logical language semantics represent the meaning (truth values)

of certain propositions in terms of set-theoretic models. Programming lan-

guage semantics define the meaning of programming language commands,

that is, which command will perform what task. While natural language se-
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mantics deal with the meaning (context or intention of the speaker) behind

the natural language constructs.

Storing cognition is a step towards improving ill-structured decision sup-

port. To store cognition in the system, mental model representation is used.

The NLP interface facilitates the transfer of knowledge from the decision

makers mind to the system and stores it in the mental model representation.

An improvement over mental model representation is to integrate semantics,

so that the context and meaning behind the cognition can be stored along

with the cognition itself.

From the discussion in previous sections, it can be concluded that to

support ill-structured decision problems, four aspects need to be considered:

1. Enable the CDSS to provide cognitive support to the decision maker

by storing cognition in CDSS in an intuitive format;

2. Prevent the loss of knowledge during communication between the de-

cision maker and the system by providing a human-centric interface to

facilitate the seamless transfer of knowledge;

3. Mitigate cognitive bias from mental models stored in the CDSS.

4. Incorporate semantics in the mental model representation to transfer

the context of the knowledge along with the knowledge itself.

The field of CDSS has made significant progress regarding knowledge and

cognition processing. It is designed to provide support for a decision maker’s
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cognitive processes during decision making [6, 3, 41, 87]. However, despite

having intelligent behavior and knowledge processing faculties, the CDSS are

bound to rely upon relational database technology for the status of business.

The contradictory nature of CDSS and DW hinders the retrieval of precise

and relevant business information from DW in efficient manner. In addition

to that, much of the required information/knowledge doesn’t exist in DW

due to the knowledge being filtered out during the loading phase of DW. As

a result, data mining is required to infer hidden patterns from the DW data

and create knowledge needed by CDSS.

A knowledge-enabled system can potentially allow much of the knowl-

edge being passed to the storage without being filtered out, thus reducing

the need for data mining at the last minute. Moreover, a great amount of

knowledge may be lost in the knowledge to data conversion during CDSS

to data warehouse communication. Therefore, in order to achieve optimal

intelligent decision support, it is essential to have a knowledge warehousing

system, designed to intelligently interact with the CDSS and exchange re-

quired knowledge in a precise and reliable manner, minimizing the loss of

knowledge. Knowledge warehousing can also provide two additional advan-

tages to the business enterprises:

• It will make it possible to capture and store the knowledge of employees;

thus if an employee leaves, their knowledge will remain as an asset

within the organisation;
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• It will automate the distribution of knowledge across the organisation.

2.6 Role of Knowledge in Business Intelligence

and Decision Support

Despite knowledge being the key factor to gain competitive advantage, BI

technologies, especially data warehouses (DW), do not support handling of

knowledge [13, 5, 12, 7]. The relational technology falls short in representing

the complex and unstructured nature of knowledge [88, 89]. The fact can

be observed from a KW based on relational technology, by Levy et al. [90,

91]. The limitations of relational model hinder real-world object/relationship

representation in this KW. Also, OLAP reports produced are lengthy and

time-consuming [91].

DW filter out a great deal of knowledge during the loading phase, result-

ing in the loss of crucial decision making knowledge [92]. The field of CDSS,

on the other hand, has made significant progress regarding knowledge pro-

cessing; yet CDSS has to rely upon DW for back-end [6, 3, 41, 87]. This

poses two issues:

(a) huge amounts of knowledge is lost during knowledge-to-data (CDSS-to-

DW) conversion [5];

(b) data mining is essential to infer hidden patterns from data to create

knowledge during data-to-knowledge (DW-to-CDSS) conversion
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To address these issues, a knowledge-enabled back-end has been deemed

crucial to support decision making. As a result, knowledge warehouses have

been proposed [5, 7, 6].

2.6.1 Knowledge Warehousing

As discussed previously, despite the importance of knowledge in gaining com-

petitive advantage for enterprises, current information systems, such as DW,

do not provide the capability to store and propagate knowledge [5, 12]. Based

on the relational database technology, although DW provide decision mak-

ers with large data repositories, they are unable to handle the most critical

asset of an organisation, knowledge. Thus, DW only partially support execu-

tives’ decision making process [3, 93]. To fill this gap, a new technology was

proposed, known as knowledge warehouses (KW) [7, 5].

Based on Nonaka’s [13] knowledge spiral model, knowledge warehouses,

hypothetically, manage, process, store, apply and disseminate knowledge of

the firm across the organisation [7, 5]. However, the term has been used for

a wide variety of applications (see [12]). For instance, Pedersen [94] charac-

terizes it as a knowledge management system (KMS), which enhances and

shares knowledge in a particular application; whereas, Yacci [95] describes

it an ”information repository”. The reason for this extensive usage can be

attributed to the fact that there are no standard working boundaries defined

for the technology.

The basis for KW as a novel technology to collect, organize, store and
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disseminate knowledge was founded by Nemati et al. [5], who characterize

KW as:

”a new generation of knowledge-enabled systems that provides the in-

frastructure needed to capture, cleanse, store, organize, leverage, and

disseminate not only data and information but also the knowledge of

the firm.” .

2.6.1.1 Hybrid Knowledge-base Approach

The KW architecture proposed by Nemati et al. [5] is a theoretical system,

designed to improve decision making by providing the knowledge of busi-

ness to user. The storage architecture of their KW is a hybrid knowledge

base approach, that is, it is a collection of knowledge bases, model bases

and analysis workbench. The authors state that the system should be able

to store a wide variety of knowledge objects, such as ”numerical data, text

streams, validated models, meta-models, movie clips, animation sequences,

as well as the software used for manipulating them”. The object-oriented

knowledge base management system (KBMS) is responsible to integrate var-

ious types of knowledge objects and models to present the knowledge to the

user as a whole. Although the idea proposed was to have a novel technol-

ogy to store historical knowledge of the firm, the system architecture was

merely a hybrid knowledgebase system (combination of various knowledge

bases). Around the same time, Dymond [7] proposed the KW technology
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to capture and store business processes, rules, best practices, and domain

expertise. Similar to the KW by Nemati et al., the storage of this KW was

also a collection of knowledge bases, which allow to store knowledge in the

form of a tree of objects, as well as rules. At the time of query, the knowledge

needs to be fetched from different knowledge-bases and reassembled before

being presented to the user.

Several KW systems have been proposed based on the hybrid knowledge-

base approach, such as [94, 96, 97, 98, 99]. Among these systems, ISYMOD

by Chabalier [96] is the closest to the storage structure of SSKW. It is a well

designed system in terms of storage structure. It uses a combination of two

knowledge bases, domain knowledge base (DKB) and methodological knowl-

edge base (MKB). DKB stores domain knowledge, whereas MKB works as a

tool to infer domain knowledge from raw data, such as documents, business

reports and databases, and converts it into classes and associations to pop-

ulate DKB. While Pedersen [94] proposes a powerful tool for the evolution of

knowledge. In their clinical reasoning knowledge warehouse (CRKW), Ped-

ersen obtains and utilizes subjective opinions and arguments of experts on

a patient’s case to support distributed reasoning and case based reasoning.

Each opinion is supported by an argument. The argument contains refer-

ences to the sources that have helped the author shape their opinions. This

system demonstrates the importance of an individual’s subjective views and

opinions in the evolution of knowledge and decision alternatives.

The major disadvantage of the above-mentioned systems, using different
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knowledge representation formats, is the overhead of integrating these knowl-

edge formats to synthesize and produce an output, which can decrease the

system’s performance greatly when the volume of stored knowledge grows

[23]. In addition to that, while qualifying as a knowledge-enabled system, a

combination of different knowledge-bases does not represent a novel technol-

ogy of KW. Similar to a DW, a KW should be defined clearly in terms of

its goals, characteristics and features, as well as should be designed to store

knowledge in a standard format. Keeping this in mind, the main goal of this

research is to design and develop a knowledge warehouse, which provides

a unified, single-format storage structure, as apposed to hybrid knowledge

base approach. This is to make the process of populating the KW simple, as

well as eliminating the overhead that knowledge integration may cause while

producing output.

2.6.1.2 Relational vs Object-oriented in Knowledge Warehousing

The increasing diversity and complexity of objects, relationships and semi-

structured/unstructured data of todays business, demands for robust tech-

niques to implement and store them [100]. The conventional database sys-

tems are not flexible enough to handle such structures [88]. They fall short,

when complex objects or complex processes as properties of those objects are

needed to store [92]. The fact can be observed from a recent KW proposed by

Levy et al. [90, 91], which makes use of relational database technology to or-

ganize knowledge. This KW is based on the multidimensional data warehouse
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modelling by Rizzi [101]. The inherent limitations of relational model in rep-

resenting knowledge, hinder the intuitive and real-world object/relationship

representation. Also, the OLAP reports stored in the KW are lengthy, thus

time-consuming and impractical in today’s dynamic business decision mak-

ing environment. The robust query support of relational database model,

however, is a major advantage of this system.

The object oriented model has been found to be an appropriate model,

to represent knowledge in an intuitive and natural format [102]. It provides

a strong basis to represent knowledge with rich semantics [103]. However,

innovative and improved techniques need to be employed in it to be able

to handle knowledge in an improved manner. We employ semantics and

subject-oriented approach in object-oriented approach to design a subject-

oriented, semantic knowledge warehouse (SSKW). SSKW handles and stores

knowledge in a meaningful way, along with the subjective views of various

stakeholders. The subjective views facilitate the evolution of knowledge and

provide clear picture of the opinions and interests of the stakeholders, which

will greatly help shape better informed decisions [94].

While designing a knowledge warehouse, the first and foremost question to

address is to choose the type of representation, which can comprehensively

encompass domain knowledge. Several classical knowledge representation

(KR) techniques have been proposed, due to the fact that every KR technique

represents one aspect of real-world knowledge. Thus, another category of KR

techniques came into existance, namely hybrid KR techniques. As the name
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implies, hybrid KR techniques combine two or more classical KR techniques

to form a representation, which can comprehensively represent the knowledge

of a particular domain. Following is an overview of the two types of KR

techniques.

2.7 Knowledge Representation Techniques

Every knowledge-based system employs a KR technique to symbolically for-

malize domain knowledge, and to define automated reasoning over it. The

aim of KR is to define real-world entities, such as objects, processes, events

and relationships, in a machine-interpretable representation. Various KR

techniques have been proposed to fulfill the requirements of different appli-

cation domains over the past few decades.

Each KR technique captures a unique aspect of real-world knowledge;

such as rule-based KR captures the heuristics used in real-world, while case-

based KR extracts experiential knowledge about the real-world. Thus, a

single KR technique is not sufficient to comprehensively translate the real-

world into a knowledge-base [104]. For this very reason, multiple KR tech-

niques need to be merged together into a hybrid KR technique, in order for

a KBS to optimally represent the real-world, making it domain/application-

independent. Similarly, a KW needs to adopt the hybrid KR approach, so as

to portray an optimally comprehensive picture of the real world, as well as

to be a step closer to being domain/application-independent.
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KR techniques can be divided into two categories; classical KR techniques

and hybrid KR techniques. Following is an overview of the two categories.

2.7.1 Classical knowledge representation techniques

This Section overviews the classical knowledge representation techniques,

which paved the way to transfer human intellect to machines.

2.7.1.1 Rule-based representation

Rule-based representation defines knowledge in the form of rules.

Production rules represent knowledge in the form of if-then rules, which

can be used to express heuristics. In order for a rule to be applied, all the

conditions for that rule need to be true. Production rule representation is

easy to express, understand and maintain. Each rule is independent of other

rules, and is seen as a unit of knowledge. According to Hayes-Roth [105],

every rule-based system has following properties:

• They incorporate practical human knowledge in conditional if-then

rules,

• their skill increases at a rate proportional to the enlargement of their

knowledge bases,

• they can solve a wide range of possibly complex problems by selecting

relevant rules and then combining the results in appropriate ways,
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• they adaptively determine the best sequence of rules to execute, and

• they explain their conclusions by retracing their actual lines of rea-

soning and translating the logic of each rule employed into natural

language.

The main disadvantage of this representation is that as the size of knowledge-

base grows, the possibility of contradictions among rules, as well as the time

to process a query, also increase.

2.7.1.2 Semantic Networks

Semantic networks are networks of nodes, connected through links called

arcs. The nodes represent domain concepts, while the arcs illustrate the

relationships among those concepts. The advantages of semantic networks

include their support for inheritance, easy visualization due to their graphical

nature, easy categorization of related knowledge, and uniquely identifiable

nodes. However, there are three main disadvantages of the approach. 1) Since

the links between the objects represent only binary relations, inheritance from

multiple sources can cause conflicts. 2) Due to the unavailability of naming

standard it is difficult to display negation or disjunction sentences. 3) They

lack the ability to represent quantifiable statements in semantic networks.
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2.7.1.3 Frame-based representation

Frames are similar to semantic networks, with nodes and interrelations be-

tween them. All the information relevant to an object, however, is held in-

side the node called frame. A frame consists of slots, which hold declarative

and procedural information about an object. Frame-based representation

allows the addition of new slots for properties and relations in a seamless

manner. Unlike semantic networks, frames provide the capability to attach

varied properties to the objects of the same type, making it flexible enough

to represent real world entities.

2.7.1.4 Predicate Logic

Predicate logic states that simple statements can be represented in formulae,

where a predicate can be applied to one or more arguments. For instance, in

the statement ”Bob teaches Mary”, according to predicate logic, teaches is

the predicate, while Bob and Mary are the arguments. It can be written as:

teaches(Bob, Mary)

If a predicate have one argument, it shows a property of the argument,

such as in Student(Bob), being student is a property of Bob. However, if a

predicate has two or more arguments, it refers to the relationship between

the arguments, such as in teaches(Bob, Mary), teaches shows the relation-

ship between Bob and Mary. Predicate logic also introduces the concept of

quantifiers, which deal with inherent ambiguity in the real world scenarios.
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The strength of predicate logic lies in its robust expression and reasoning,

thus it can capture most of the natural language. Although Kowalski [106]

states that predicate logic is enough to represent the real world knowledge

in its entirety; it is proven that predicate logic falls short to represent and

reason with the concepts such as time and possibility.

As stated earlier, the classical KR techniques are robust, mature and

well formalized, however are designed with a specific purpose and applica-

tion in mind. Thus, each of these techniques represents a specific aspect of

the vast variety of knowledge available in the real world. So, in order to

comprehensively represent the real world knowledge into machines, various

KR techniques have been merged together to form hybrid KR techniques.

2.7.2 Hybrid knowledge representation techniques

The hybrid KR techniques have been devised to allow flexibility in handling

and storing various forms of knowledge, as well as are an attempt to depict

a more comprehensive representation of the real world in a KBS.

2.7.2.1 KRYPTON

KRYPTON is a hybrid KR architecture, which deals with terminological

and assertional knowledge [107]. It merges frame-based representation with

first-order logic. The implementation of KRYPTON consists of two boxes;

terminological box (T box) and Assertion box (A box), both having their own

formalization and inference engine [107]. A-Box holds the predicates, the
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definitions of which are stored in T-Box. The merit of KRYPTON lies in

the combination of frame and predicate logic advantages, due to which it

allows to handle incomplete information. The shortcoming of this knowledge

representation is the limited expressive power, due to through complexed

structural and assertion facilities.

2.7.2.2 MANTRA

This representation is the combination of first order logic, terminological

language, semantic networks and production systems. The architecture of

MANTRA has the three layers; epistemological level, logical level and heuris-

tic level. The epistemological level is the lowest level of the architecture,

which has three methods for representation. The logic method is used for pre-

senting the logic knowledge about a particular domain. The frames method

is applied for representing a terminology through concepts, the classifications

of objects, and relations the properties of objects. While the semantic nets

method, which consists of a set of nodes related by links, manipulates the

ideas of classes and hierarchies.

At the logical level, powerful hybrid inference algorithms are employed,

which implement tell and ask functions. The queries can be made by using

one or more methods, such as logic and frame, logic and semantic net, or

frame and semantic nets.

The heuristic level introduces production rules, in order to combine the

merits of both declarative and procedural knowledge.
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Advantages of MANTRA include, graphical user interface, which can

assist in building underlying knowledge bases; and its ability to manage and

store procedural knowledge along with declarative. However, despite the

incorporation of various KR techniques, the expressiveness of the system is

limited.

2.7.2.3 FRORL

FRORL combines frames and production rules in order to provide strong

expressive power for domain objects and relationships, as well as knowledge

inferencing mechanism [108]. Two types of frames are used in FRORL; object

frames, which represent real world entities; and activity frames, which depit

the changes taking place in the real world regarding those entities. FRORL

allows for modularity, incremental development and reusability [109].

2.7.2.4 Extended Semantic Nets

The technical implementation of this hybrid knowledge representation is the

combination of proximal network model and Semantic network. For inter-

active learning, the proximity model is applied in order to categorise the

entities that relate to each other. A relationship is suggested when a number

of entities, which are logically positioned, are close in proximity; they connect

in order to shape a structural hierarchy. Extended Semantic Net is applied

for providing the ability of processing of large amount of data in short span

of time. The proximal network model is including three stage of processing:
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• Pre-treatment process: in this phase the documents which are associ-

ated with the domain are analysed.

• Then output of word document matrix is gained.

• Such matrix is delivered to the intermediate process. Then data mining

and clustering algorithms analyse this matrix. This task apply K-

means Clustering algorithm and the semantic network, which is consist

of nodes, is on the basis of the KL-ONE model. The instance and

inheritance relations are used for defined components in the domain.

The advantages of the approach are:

• This technique is Expressive

• There is a Good balance between mind and mathematical models in

order to progress better knowledge representing.

• The method which is used for data processing method itself is able to be

independently applied for data processing and representing knowledge

in different domains regardless of the input data.

• One of the most important aspects of this knowledge representation is

the need of short span of time for processing enormous amounts of data

and demonstrating multiple domain scalable

• Another important feature of Extended Semantic Net is having the

capability of customization based on the user needs.
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However, this approach lacks in providing the right balance to combine

the concept in semantic network with word network, which is resulted from

the proximal network.

2.8 Overview of the Identified Research Gaps

The research gaps identified through the extensive literature review con-

ducted above are:

1. Inability of the current mental model representation to store detailed

contextual information about corresponding mental model;

2. Unavailability of automated de-biasing techniques;

3. Unavailability of automated mental model validation techniques;

4. No knowledge elicitation approach available to extract past contextual

information from an expert regarding certain mental model;

5. No delineation of knowledge warehousing characteristics, functions, and

role;

6. Unavailability of a standard knowledge warehousing platform as a novel

BI technology.
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2.9 Summary

This chapter presents the detailed literature review in the areas related to

this research. It describes the state of the art of the fields of DSS, BI CDSS,

and KW, as well as analyze the research gaps and issues in these approaches.

Based on the conclusions of this review, appropriate solutions are proposed

in the following chapters to address these issues.
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Chapter 3

Semantic De-biased

Associations (SDA) Model

The role of cognition in decision making has been recognized in the field of

psychology widely [110, 111, 112]. Several studies were conducted to demon-

strate the key role of a decision maker’s cognition and perceptions in uncer-

tain and dynamic business environments [113, 4]. The cognition of a decision

maker provides insights into the relationships among decision situation, en-

vironmental parameters and possible strategies [4]. Despite the crucial role

of cognition in decision making, its adoption into decision systems has been

rather slow since its conception in early 90s [41]. The cognitive DSS is still

one of the less developed types of DSS, as compared to others such as model-

driven and data-driven DSS.

Since the recognition of its role in improving information and decision
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Figure 3.1: Taxonomy of influences on cognitive information processing by
Posner and McLeod [2]

systems, the use of cognition in decision systems has been proposed in two

ways: a) the cognition style to design information/decision systems; and

b) cognitive processing support for a decision maker’s cognitive capabilities.

Following, an overview of research in cognitive style is give before moving on

to the cognitive processes research. Note that our research belongs to the

later category.

The organisation of this Chapter is as follows. Section 3.1 gives a brief ac-

count of the role of cognition in decision support. In Section 3.2, the related

work about cognitive bias, its types, and available de-biasing techniques are

re-examined. Section 3.3 describes the proposed semantic de-biased asso-

ciations (SDA) model architecture in detail, along with definition of all its

components. Human-centric approach and de-biasing approaches in SDA are

explored in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 respectively, while the role of semantics in

SDA is discussed in Section 3.6. Finally, the knowledge cycle created by SDA
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between user and system is detailed in Section 3.7.

3.1 Role of Cognition in Designing a DSS

The early researches conducted on the role of cognition in decision systems

were focused on considering a decision maker’s cognitive style while design-

ing management information systems (MIS)/DSS [114, 115, 116]. Posner

and McLeod [2] divided the influences on cognitive information processing

into two groups; specific and general (Fig.3.1). The cognitive style research

focused on the general influences. It proposed to understand and use the

”architecture of a person’s cognitive information processing” to design an

personalized MIS/DSS, in order to complement the cognition of a decision

maker [115, p.140]. This would mean that the system was designed to sup-

port the traits, or states of the decision maker, rather than supporting their

thinking process and strategies for solving the decision problems. Later,

however, the focus of the research in cognitive DSS shifted to supporting

the cognitive processes and strategies of a decision maker, that is specific

influences (Fig.3.1).

3.1.1 cognitive information processing

The research on specific influences of cognitive information processing, which

focus on supporting the cognitive processes of a decision maker for uncertain

decision situations, has proven to be very promising [3, 115]. The cognition
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Figure 3.2: (a)Conventional representation; (b) SDA representation

of decision makers assists in understanding the links between environmental

parameters, possible strategies and the decision alternatives [4]. In the uncer-

tain decision environments with ill-structured decision problems, cognition

has proven to provide the best methods for optimal decision making [113].

Given the performance of cognition in decision making within dynamic en-

vironments, various cognitive models were used to implement cognition into

DSS. However, the most frequently used cognition model is the causal maps

(mental models). The simplest form of the causal map representation is

shown in Fig. 3.2(a). It can be described as a set of concepts, and directed

relationships among these concepts. The relationships are usually directed,

and undefined in terms of their name or meaning; although some studies

use an additional value, weight, to show the importance of the relationship

[41, 6, 3].

The mental models are the end result of the process of learning through

observation or experience. Once formed, the mental models mostly remain

unchanged and are used by the individual for a long time. Based on personal
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beliefs, points of view, or the circumstances around an observation/experience,

the interpretation of a situation may be different in the minds of different

individuals; causing them to generate dissimilar mental models for the same

situation. This phenomenon of having personal opinions, points of view, or a

belief systems, causes to introduce cognitive biases into the generated mental

models.

3.2 Cognitive biases

Cognitive bias is a concept in psychology, which refers to the phenomenon

of deviation in judgement based on usually illogical personal inclinations

[117]. They are a negative consequence of adopting heuristics as they entice

decision makers away from making optimal decisions [64]. Many researchers

have indicated the serious consequences of cognitive biases in decision making

and signified the need to reduce or eliminate them in order to reach better

decisions [20, 16, 17, 118]. The process of removing biases from mental

models is known as de-biasing, which is one of the main features of the SDA

model proposed in this research. The biases addressed in this research are

availability, framing, contextual and group biases.

Various de-biasing techniques have been proposed in the literature, most

of which require a conscious effort from the decision maker to be unbiased at

the time of decision making [21, 119]. However, it is important to build de-

biasing traits in the system, so as to save the decision maker a conscious effort
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during the time of decision making, which requires all their mental faculties

focused on the ways to solve the problem, rather than reflecting on their own

biases [19, 69]. Since this study addresses four biases, availability, framing,

contextual and group, we will briefly review the de-biasing techniques for

them before exploring our proposed system architecture.

3.2.1 De-biasing techniques

Availability bias is the phenomenon of considering only those alternatives

that are easily recalled from memory [68]. To reduce this bias, a CDSS

must be able to assist a user in bringing maximum relevant knowledge from

long-term memory to working memory [69].

Framing bias refers to the inclination created by the way a decision situa-

tion is presented [66]. Framing bias can be reduced or eliminated by making

a decision maker draw, or study, causal maps regarding a decision situation

[75], or by providing them with adequate contextual information about a

decision situation [58].

Contextual bias is a false permanent impression about a decision alterna-

tive being successful, due to the environment it was generated in. For

example, a user may find presales services very useful for increasing

sales in the case of e-reader, and may develop a mental model based on

this experience as: Pre-sales service — increases —¿ Sales .

However, this mental model may not be applicable in an alternative sit-
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uation, such as for the sale of the product books. It is essential to have the

historical contextual information about this mental model stored with the

model, so that a user can delineate where it may or may not be applicable.

Group bias refers to the biases of a team or group with similar back-

grounds, jobs, experiences, training, values and goals [50, 85]. Group biases

can be removed by allowing users from different backgrounds review one

anothers experiences (recommendations) [50].

Considering the aforementioned need for a DSS to employ de-biasing tech-

niques in order to facilitate automatic and seamless mitigation of biases from

the decision maker’s mental models, we have proposed SDA model. The SDA

model incorporates semantics, performance measuring parameters and past

cases (contextual information) into the conventional mental model represen-

tation, in order to mitigate four biases; availability, framing, contextual and

group biases. The SDA model assists user to make more informed decisions

by providing de-biased, and validated domain knowledge. In addition to em-

ploying techniques to mitigate biases, it incorporates semantics to automate

the integration of mental models. Following, the detailed description and

architecture of the SDA model is presented.
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3.3 Semantic De-biased Associations (SDA)

Model

SDA model offers an improved representation to store and process mental

models in a semantic manner [51]. The SDA model is designed to store

cognition in human-like format and to provide an interface, which allows a

decision maker to communicate with the system in an intuitive way. This

enables the decision maker to concentrate on the decision problem, rather

than on the format of the communication.

The SDA model allows the storage of cognition in a natural format by

incorporating semantics in the conventional mental model representation

(Fig. 3.2). Semantic representation also provides the foundation to employ

de-biasing techniques. The main components of SDA model are cognitive

knowledge base (CKB), SDA knowledge management (KM) layer and user

interface (Fig.3.3). Following is an overview of the SDA model architecture,

illustrating the semantic mental model representation.

3.3.1 SDA Architecture

CKB is the core component of SDA model, which stores cognition through

concepts, associations, and cases. They are described as follows.

• Concepts are the notions within a problem domain (such as loss of

sales), in the form of a single word, such as sales, or a collection of
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Figure 3.3: The architecture of SDA Model
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words, such as bad delivery. Each concept is assigned a URI for unique

identification.

• Associations are semantic triples, which are made up of two concepts

and a relationship between them. Associations show the type, effect

and purpose of the relationship between the two attached concepts. An

association provides the foundation for attaching de-biasing informa-

tion, and each association has many cases or none attached to it (cases

are described below). An association is assigned a success rate, which

is an average of its success for all the attached cases.

• Cases are the past decision problems attached to associations. These

cases show past decision situations, and the role of the association in

their solution. Every case has a weight for each association used in

solving the case. The weight shows the degree of importance of the

corresponding association in solving the case.

The CKB is managed by the SDA knowledge management layer, which

consists of four algorithms:

(a) SDA knowledge retrieval algorithm: It is designed to fetch knowledge

from the CKB according to the user query. The algorithm uses the

synonym list to change the verbs used in the user query in the association

names in the CKB.
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(b) SDA knowledge transfer algorithm: It helps users to transfer their per-

sonal experiences and mental models to the CKB. These experiences are

transferred to the un-validated knowledge pool, until they are rated by

other users. Once the knowledge is verified by the verification process,

it is forwarded to the CKB.

(c) SDA knowledge revision algorithm: This algorithm is used to update,

delete or refine the old or out-dated knowledge in the CKB.

(d) SDA knowledge backup algorithm: It backs up the knowledge, which has

been proven to be useful for the problem domain, to the CKB backup.

At the time of decision making, the retrieval of particular mental models

is carried out by identifying concepts and associations in the users query, and

by fetching related mental models from the CKB, which makes the process

fast and reliable, retrieving only relevant and precise knowledge.

System users have unique login identities, with different privileges. Users

are divided into three categories: domain experts, managers and employees.

• Domain experts are specialists in the field who have more than 10 years

successful decision making experience;

• Managers are executives who are qualified for the decision makers job

but who do not have as much experience as domain experts;

• Employees are subordinates of the managers, who have vast experi-

ence of the organisation and its market. Employees are authorized by
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managers to use the system.

3.3.2 Cognitive Knowledge Base

As stated earlier, CKB stores Concepts, Associations, Cases, Success rate

and Weights. They are fomally defined as follows.

The knowledge in CKB is a collection of mental models about several

problem domains. A problem domain (PD) in SDA model can be defined as:

PD = {A1, A2, . . . , An} (3.1)

where, A is an association defined by an ordered set, i.e:

A = {pa, r, pb} (3.2)

Here, pa is pre-concept; r is semantically-defined causal relationship; and pb

is post-concept. pa and pb belong to the set of all concepts in the problem

domain, denoted as P, i.e:

P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} (3.3)

Whereas, r belongs to the set of relationship labels (verbs), denoted as R;

i.e:

R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} (3.4)
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An association may have none or many cases attached to it. Cases are the

past decision situations appended to an association, which assist in under-

standing the role of the association in solving those cases. The set of cases

is defined as C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn}. An association Ai has a success rate Si,

which is the average of all sij assigned to cases cj for the association Ai; i.e:

〈Si〉 =
n∑

j=0

sij (3.5)

where, sij is the success factor of association Ai for case cj (Fig.3.4).

Conversely, there may be more than one association (decision alternatives)

involved in solving a case. To measure the contribution of each association,

a weight is assigned to each one of them with respect to the case (Fig.3.5).

A weight can be defined as:

wij : (Ai, cj) (3.6)

where A is association i; and c is case j. The sum of all wij for a case is:

Wj =
n∑

i=1

wij (3.7)

where, Wj indicates the sum of weights of all contributing associations, (i =

1 to n), in solving cj. The sum is always equal to 1.

The KM layer facilitates the retrieval, transfer, validation, revision, and
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Figure 3.4: Success rate of an
association regarding the cases
attached.

Figure 3.5: Weight distribution among
associations for a case.

backup of mental models stored in CKB. A user can query in natural lan-

guage. Then SDA knowledge retrieval algorithm fetches knowledge from CKB

accordingly, and outputs in graphical format. The SDA knowledge transfer

algorithm lets user to input experiences, which go to the un-validated knowl-

edge pool, and forwarded to CKB once verified. The SDA knowledge revision

algorithm updates/deletes out-dated knowledge. SDA knowledge backup al-

gorithm copies the de-biased knowledge from CKB to the CKB backup.

3.3.3 SDA knowledge management Algorithms

This section presents four algorithms designed to extract, revise and backup

mental models according to the SDA mental model representation. Following

is the description for the four algorithms, along with their pseudo codes.

3.3.3.1 SDA Knowledge Transfer Algorithm

The SDA knowledge transfer algorithm allows for a human-centric and in-

tuitive transfer of mental models from decision makers mind to the storage,
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Figure 3.6: Seamless transfer of knowledge through SDA knowledge transfer
algorithm

so as to prevent knowledge loss (Fig.3.6). This algorithm is based on SDA

articulation and elicitation cycle (SDAEC), which will be described in detail

in Chapter 4. The algorithm works as follows.

The user enters a concept in the system. The system checks if the concept

already exists; in which case, the concept is output in graphical representa-

tion along with all the associations attached to it. This is to let the user

check if the association, which user intends to input, already exists. If it

does not, the user can proceed to input the second concept and the semantic

relationship between them. The system then asks user to input any con-

textual information regarding the recently entered association, if available.

When the user is done inputting his knowledge, the system creates poll and

notifies the users of the system about new knowledge in need of approval.

The knowledge is sent to the working storage once it is approved by the

system users. Following is the algorithm illustrating this process.
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Algorithm 1 Knowledge Transfer Algorithm
1: a = YES;
2: while

do
3: READ (concept1);
4: Search concept1 in the database;
5: if concept1 already exists then
6: Retrieve all associations attached to concept1;
7: OUTPUT these associations in graphical format;
8: if the required association already exist then

; exit
9:10: else if relationship exists AND concept2 does not exist then
11: READ (concept2);
12: exit;
13: else if concept2 exists AND relationship does not exist then
14: READ (relationship);
15: exit;
16: else
17: READ (relationship);
18: READ (concept2);
19: end if
20: else
21: READ (concept1);
22: READ (relationship);
23: READ (concept2);
24: end if
25: PRINT (”Please add case.”);
26: while
27: READ case;
28: PRINT (”Want to add more cases?”);
29: READ (moreCases); do
30: end whilemoreCases = YES}
31:

32: Calculate weights and success rate averages for the mental model;
33: Create Poll. Notify users about new knowledge to be validated;
34: Notify expert(s) to approve new knowledge;
35: Store association in temporary storage, until approved by the ex-

pert(s);
36: a = 0;
37: PRINT (”Would you like to add more mental models?”);
38: READ (a);
39: end whilea = YES}
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3.3.3.2 SDA Knowledge Revision Algorithm for Removal of Out-

dated Knowledge

In order to avoid the usage of out-dated or unproductive knowledge, it is im-

portant to periodically assess the usability and effectiveness of stored knowl-

edge in solving decision problems. In SDA model, the measure to assess the

usability of an association is success rate of that association, which is a fuzzy

number. The system checks the success rates of stored associations at a pre-

determined time interval. All the associations with success rate of slightly

successful or below are selected (the associations are measured through a

likert scale consisting of four values, very successful, successful, slightly suc-

cessful, unsuccessful). Next, these associations are checked for the number

of times they are used in decision problems. The associations having a low

success rate after a fair amount of usage, that is five times or more, are

deemed not-so-productive, and thus copied to the knowledge revision pool

for reconsideration. A poll is generated, and the privileged users are notified

to participate in the poll. Later, based on the feedback of the users, the

association can be changed, adjusted, or deleted. Following is the algorithm

to implement the process of revision of knowledge.

The results of the poll are compiled through following algorithm. The

responses are sorted into the three user categories. The poll results are sent

to the domain expert(s) if 20% or more respondents from each category agree

to remove the association. Otherwise, the association is discarded from the

revision pool. Note that the expert response contains a weight of 1, whereas,
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Algorithm 2 Knowledge Revision Algorithm

1: METHOD GeneratePoll(a)
2: {
3: This method generates a form to get users’ feedback about an associ-

ation
4: The users can respond YES or NO; with the reason behind it.
5: }
6: while !EOF do
7: Check the successRate of the current association a in the file;
8: if successRate ≥ slightlySuccessful then
9: Check the number of times the association is used

10: if timesUsed > 5 then
11: Copy the association a to the revision pool
12: Call method GeneratePoll(a)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end while

———————————————————————-
Following is the process after the collection of responses from users.
———————————————————————-

1: while !EOF do
2: Fetch the response and the users details of the respondent;
3: Sort the response into one of three categories according to the user

privileges (Experts, Managers, Employees);
4: Calculate the percentage of responses in favor from each user category;

5: if favor ≤ 20 then
6: Remove the association from revision pool;
7: else
8: Send the poll results to the domain expert;
9: Notify domain expert of the availability of a poll results in need of

review;
10: end if
11: end while
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the responses from manager and employee have the weightage of 0.5 and 0.2

respectively.

3.3.3.3 SDA Knowledge Backup Algorithm

The knowledge backup algorithm works as a filter to separate the knowledge

that is verified to be effective constantly for its application domain. This

algorithm checks all the associations at a pre-defined time interval. If an

association is used sufficient number of times, and has a success rate of ex-

tremely successful or successful, it is copied to the backup, which we call the

universal truth, containing the substantiated mental models. Following is

the algorithm for knowledge backup in SDA model.

Algorithm 3 Knowledge Backup Algorithm

1: while !EOF do
2: Check how many cases current association is considered in;
3: if numberCases ≥ 10 then
4: if successRate > slightlySuccessful then
5: Copy the association to CKB;
6: end if
7: end if
8: end while
9: COMMIT all the knowledge to the CKB;

In this Sub-section, we presented four SDA knowledge management algo-

rithms and their working in detail. SDA knowledge transfer algorithm, which

is based on SDAEC, allows seamless transfer of knowledge from expert to the

system, preventing loss of knowledge. SDA knowledge retrieval algorithm al-

lows the system user to query the system in an intuitive manner, so as to keep
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the cognitive faculties of the user free to focus on the actual problem, rather

than on the ways to communicate with the system. SDA knowledge revision

algorithm automates the process of checking stored knowledge at pre-defined

time intervals, and segregates the outdated or inapplicable knowledge chunks

to be revised. It then assists the domain experts to complete the process of

revising this knowledge, which results in either discarding, or updating these

knowledge chunks. Finally, SDA knowledge backup algorithm automates the

process of creating the universal truth of the domain by validating the highly

successful and applicable knowledge chunks and copying then into the backup

storage.

3.4 Human-centric Approach in the SDA model

Following is an overview of the human-centric approaches used in the SDA

model and their advantages in preventing the loss of knowledge and improve-

ment of ill-structured decision support.

3.4.1 Human-centric Cognition Storage using Seman-

tics

Fig.3.2 illustrates how a semantic mental model relationship is defined in

the SDA model, compared to the conventional mental model relationship.

A conventional causal relationship is an undefined directed link from one

concept to another (Fig.3.2(a)); whereas in the SDA model, a relationship
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is semantically defined and labeled (Fig.3.2(b)). This semantic relationship,

along with the two attached concepts, forms a semantic triple, such as bad

delivery reduces sales. The purpose of applying semantics is twofold:

(a) it allows the storage of cognition in a natural format, which matches the

mental model representation in the human mind;

(b) it allows storage of the context behind the cognition, preventing the loss

of knowledge.

The semantics provides a basis for the assignation of distinctive contex-

tual information (cases) and performance measuring parameters (weight and

success rate) to the stored mental models (associations). These elements,

i.e. cases, weights and success rate, provide objective information about a

particular association to the decision maker, thereby assisting to reduce bias.

Moreover, labeling a relationship makes it possible to perform an exhaustive

search on the knowledge (mental models) in a fast and reliable manner. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to represent mental models

semantically, in the form of triples. The next section describes the human-

centric interface in detail.

3.4.2 Seamless Transfer of Cognition through NLP

As can be seen from the architecture of the SDA model, the cognition of a

decision maker can be stored in a natural manner with the help of semantic

mental model representation. The SDA model provides a human-centric
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interface for communication between the system storage and the decision

maker, which allows the input of knowledge in natural language format.

Fig.5 gives an example that illustrates the effortless process of transferring

cognition from a users mind to the CKB.

Fig.3.6 illustrates the process of the seamless transfer of cognition pro-

vided by the SDA model. A salesman discovers that when he provides pre-

sales services to a customer, the customer is more likely to buy the product.

This experience of the salesman forms the mental model in his mind, which

he can describe in natural language as pre-sales service increases sales. The

human-centric user interface of the SDA model allows this salesman to trans-

fer this mental model as it is into the system. Thus, the salesman enters

pre-sales service increases sales. The system asks the salesman for any previ-

ous experience which has led him to conclude that pre-sales service increases

sales. The salesman can choose whether he wants to give this information

to the system. The system stores this mental model as semantically-defined

cognition.

3.4.3 Intuitive Graphical Representation as Output

It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. When it comes to complex

situations, a pictorial representation makes more sense to the human mind,

more quickly, than reading lengthy reports defining the situation. Studies

in decision making show that not only do the pictorial representations of a

situation make a user quickly understand the situation, but also that they
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assist in avoiding bias [75]. Accordingly, the SDA model provides the results

of a decision query in the form of a graphical representation of the stored

cognition. The graphical output assists the user to observe a situation clearly

without missing any aspects of that situation, which may not be the case with

text-only output. The graphics help the user locate the root of the problem

quickly and easily.

3.5 Bias Mitigation in SDA

SDA model addresses availability, contextual, framing and group biases. Fol-

lowing is an account of the way these biases are mitigated in SDA model.

3.5.1 Availability bias mitigation in SDA

Availability bias can be reduced by providing users with a wide range of de-

cision alternatives, to assist them in drawing maximum relevant knowledge

from long-term memory to working memory [120]. The SDA model allows

multiple users to input their mental models. It automatically integrates these

mental models, and provides them to the users at decision making time to

assist them in exploring maximum decision alternatives.

The SDA model allows concepts to have multiple associations among

themselves for multiple problem domains, such as loss of sales and product
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launch. Users (domain experts, managers and employees) can record their

experiences about different problem domains in the form of concepts and

associations. These experiences are merged according to the concepts, with

the help of concept identifiers (URIs), forming a comprehensive mental model

about the problem domain. Note that mental models are not separated

according to the problem domain; rather, they are connected to one another

according to user experiences, thus creating a larger, all-inclusive mental

model of the application domain. Since there is a wide range of experiences

stored in the CKB the decision maker is presented with an extensive choice

of possible decision alternatives. This helps the decision maker to recall

previous experiences regarding all possible decision alternatives presented by

the system, which would not have been remembered otherwise due to the

availability bias. As a result, the availability bias is reduced, and in some

case eliminated, with the help of the SDA-based CDSS.

3.5.2 Framing bias mitigation in SDA

Framing bias can be avoided by drawing or studying causal maps of a solu-

tion to a decision problem [75]; or by having access to extensive contextual

information about the current decision situation [58]. SDA model handles

framing in two ways: a) it represents the decision alternatives graphically,

b) it fetches relevant information about current decision situation from the

backend according to the produced decision alternatives.

Cases are added to an association to add contextual information related
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to the decision situations in which the association (knowledge) was used to

reach the solution. Cases present different perspectives on the particular

association, such as where and whether the association has been successful

in the past, and in which circumstances it has failed to assist in reaching an

optimal solution. By providing the user with all the perspectives, positive and

negative, on the association, the proposed system helps reduce or eliminate

framing bias.

3.5.3 Contextual bias mitigation in SDA

To reduce contextual bias, it is essential to preserve the contextual informa-

tion surrounding an experience [59]. SDA model achieves this by storing

contextual information behind every decision alternative in the form of cases

as references to past decision situations.

The importance or usefulness of an association for a particular case is

measured by a weight assigned to the case regarding that association. A

higher weight indicates the importance of the association in the attached case

(decision situation), or its success, whereas, a lower weight shows that the

association was not particularly useful in solving a certain decision problem.

Having a weight assigned to the case helps to identify the decision situations

in which the association was most or least useful, which in turn assists in

determining where the association can be applied successfully in the future

to obtain optimal results. This helps to reduce or eliminate contextual bias.

Different categories of users assist with the elimination of group biases, which
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tend to be similar among a homogeneous group of people due to their similar

backgrounds, jobs, experiences, training, values and goals [85]. By allowing

users from different backgrounds to participate in the knowledge sharing and

validation, such biases can be reduced to a great extent.

3.5.4 Group bias mitigation in SDA

Group bias is the collective bias of a team or group with similar backgrounds,

jobs, experiences, skill sets and goals [50, 85]. The Group biases can be re-

moved by letting users from different backgrounds review each other experi-

ences (recommendations) [50]. Keeping this in mind, users of the SDA model

are divided into three categories according to their background, experiences,

skills, goals and position in the organisation: namely, domain experts, man-

agers, and employees. The users of the SDA-based system are fundamental

to the knowledge validation process. They cause the group bias present in

the knowledge input to be neutralized, thereby mitigating the group bias.

3.6 Semantics as the foundation of de-biasing

in SDA

In order to incorporate de-biasing techniques, it was essential to first inte-

grate the mental models of various users. For this purpose, we have chosen

to apply semantics in SDA. The advantages of employing Semantics are
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Figure 3.7: Knowledge Cycle created by SDA Model

three-fold; a) it automates the integration of mental models from various

users in a meaningful way; b) it facilitates the access to relevant knowledge

faster and reliable; c) it offers an improvement on conventional mental model

representation (Fig.3.2).

3.7 SDA Knowledge Cycle

There is a strong, yet obscure, connection between learning and knowledge.

While learning is a process that modifies human behaviour based on experi-

ences, knowledge is the resource (stored in human mind) used for the learning

process, which results in additional knowledge creation [121].

This connection between knowledge, learning and experience is well cap-
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tured by the SDA model, which, through its intended working, creates a cycle

of experience, learning and knowledge. This cycle is named SDA knowledge

cycle, and works as follows.

A user holds mental models in their mind, generated from experience.

SDA model allows the user to input these mental models according to the

specified format, which facilitates the mitigation of inherent biases. These

mental models are then validated and stored in CKB. At decision making

time, user is provided with de-biased mental models in graphical format. The

user, while employing this knowledge to resolve the current decision situation,

might learn or synthesize new knowledge, or discover a new pattern. This

will augment their knowledge, consequently generating new mental models.

At this point, the user may decide to add this recently acquired knowledge

to the system, thus continuing the SDA knowledge cycle (Fig.3.7).

The SDA knowledge cycle provides a learning and knowledge growth plat-

form to an organization, thus it can be said to be an effective tool for orga-

nization learning [121, 122].

3.8 Summary

This chapter presented the architecture of SDA model, which deals with

availability, framing, contextual and group biases in a decision maker’s cog-

nition, and improves decision support for ill-structured problems. Semantics

in SDA model automate the integration of mental models and make the
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access to relevant knowledge faster and reliable. SDA model is designed to

help user to reach a better informed decision in an efficient and human-centric

manner. The results of the experiment for this Chapter have been reported

in our paper [51].

The SDA model also introduces the SDA knowledge cycle, which pro-

vides learning and knowledge growth opportunities to the system users, thus

promoting organizational learning.
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Chapter 4

SDA Articulation and

Elicitation Cycle

The process of elicitation depends upon the type of representation that the

knowledge is being extracted for. Although the source and content of knowl-

edge may remain the same, the aspects to be extracted vary based on the

representation. This fact implies that the knowledge elicitation process needs

to be designed according to respective representation. For instance, for the

rule-based representation, the knowledge is extracted in the form of if-then

rules, while for object-oriented representation, the knowledge of the objects

and their properties is derived. Similarly, an appropriate elicitation process

needs to be devised for SDA model, in order to help an expert to articulate

required knowledge effectively.

The first step to design the knowledge extraction process for SDA repre-
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sentation is to identify the key aspects of knowledge required by SDA model,

and potential purposes these aspects will serve in future.

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 briefly overviews the

SDA mental model representation. Next, the direct elicitation approach for

mental models is discussed in Section 4.2. The role of associative memory

in designing our proposed mental model elicitation process, namely SDA ar-

ticulation and elicitation cycle (SDAEC) is described in Section 4.3. Section

4.4, introduces the SDAEC, and describes its working in detail. Finally, Sec-

tion 4.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of SDAEC in increasing the validity

and accuracy of mental models through the elicitation process.

4.1 SDA Mental Model Representation

The main components of SDA representation are concept, semantic relation-

ship, association, case and performance measuring parameters, i.e. weight

and success factor (Fig. 4.1) [51].

A concept represents the notions of a domain, and can be described in

the form of a word or a phrase.

Semantic relationship is designed to depict meaningful causal link be-

tween two concepts.

An association is the combination of two concepts connected through a

semantic relationship, designed to portray a distinctive mental model. It is

a construct that provides the foundation to append contextual information
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Figure 4.1: Fundamental components of SDA-mental model representation

to a mental model.

A case stores contextual information, which consists of various environ-

mental parameters indicating the circumstances during the development of

a specific mental model. These environmental parameters include:

• What: The details of the problem/situation;

• When: Date;

• Where: Organization;

• How:

– The way this mental model (association) was created, or the way

it helped to solve the problem;

– The extent to which this mental model (association) was effective

in solving the problem (weight);

• Who: The decision maker (his credibility);
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Figure 4.2: Implementation of Case in preliminary SCDSS prototype

• Which: (The kind of situations, in which this mental model (associa-

tion) can be used successfully.

The performance measuring parameters weight and success rate represent

the level of contribution of an association to solve a case, and performance

of the association in solving problems of a specific domain, respectively.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.1, association Y is formed through two

concepts concept 1 and concept 2 connected with a semantic relationship

r. The association Y has past cases (1,2, ..., n) attached to it. These

cases contain the information about the past experiences, which led to the

creation of the mental model represented by association Y. Fig. 4.2 shows

the information contained in a case in SDA-based mental model represen-

tation [51]. The table contains Case ID, Association ID, Case Details (the

what question), Case Year (when), Case Organisation (where), Future Use

(which) and Weight (how). Another important measuring parameter in SDA-

based representation is the success rate, which is the average of all the success

factors of that association for the corresponding cases (see [51]).
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Since SDA model requires the above-mentioned background knowledge in

addition to a mental model itself, it is crucial to recall the actual experience in

which mental model was created, to gather the factors behind its conception.

This can be achieved by invoking the associative memory through asking a

series of questions from the expert, which implies the use of direct elicitation

approach.

4.2 Direct Elicitation Approach

As stated earlier, the design of elicitation process depends upon the type

of representation, for which knowledge is being extracted. The information

requirement for the conventional mental model representation is rudimen-

tary, consisting of merely two components, concepts and causal links (rela-

tionships) between them. Correspondingly, the elicitation process for this

representation is also straightforward, and works as follows. To elicit mental

models, an expert is asked to articulate domain concepts. Next, the expert is

required to connect these concepts to each other with directed causal links,

according to his/her understanding. At this point, the mental models are

finalized and input into the system for storage. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the elici-

tation process for conventional mental model representation.

However, due to greater information requirement of SDA mental model

representation, this process needs to be modified according to the SDA spec-

ifications, in order to extract all the relevant knowledge required. To this
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Figure 4.3: Direct elicitation approach

end, an improvement on the conventional mental model elicitation technique

is proposed, namely SDAEC [52]. SDAEC assists experts to explore their as-

sociative memory and fetch corresponding contextual information, validating

the articulated mental models in the process. Following is a brief overview

of the role of associative memory in extracting the contextual information,

as well as in validation of mental models during elicitation.

4.3 Associative Memory in SDAEC

Mental models are complex constructs, which work in conjunction with, and

are supported by, our visuals and associative memory [57, 50]. Every mental

model is formed through an experience [16, 62]. This experience is transferred

to the associative memory and remains stored there, containing the factors

behind the existence of that mental model [58]. So, in order to understand

the fundamental motives and reasons behind the creation of a mental model,

it becomes essential to access associative memory to elicit corresponding con-

textual information, which contains the required clues [59]. This information

is essential to provide a clear picture of the situations in which the mental
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model can be effective and why. Contextual information is also fundamental

in detecting cognitive biases, and providing the tools to remove them.

In addition, engaging associative memory allows to avoid the articulation

of ”espoused theories”, and enables to recall the ”theories-in-use”, which

have proven to be effective in the past [60]. By incorporating techniques to

invoke associative memory during elicitation the following advantages can be

achieved:

• Help individuals to articulate their mental models in a better and ef-

ficient way, by providing them with a template of what is required to

be elicited,

• Improve the accuracy of the mental models by asking critical questions

(see Section 4.3.1 for the details of the questions),

• Mitigate the biases during the elicitation process, and while using the

elicited mental models, through the contextual information and the per-

formance measuring parameters extracted from the associative mem-

ory.

To invoke associative memory for mental model elicitation, we employed

Socratic questioning in SDAEC, in order to enable expert to recall as well as

critically analyse past experiences.
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4.3.1 Socratic Questioning

Socratic questioning, also known as dialectical approach, is a systematic ques-

tioning technique that forces a person to think deeply and critically about

their own or general cognitive constructs and thought processes [123]. Think-

ing is driven by questioning, which may lead to realization of the facts,

previously invisible to the expert’s mind. Also, asking the right questions

can help identify, and consequently mitigate, cognitive biases from mental

models [50]. Keeping this in mind, socratic questioning, together with ba-

sic fact-extracting questioning, has been incorporated in SDAEC. The basic

questioning will help expert to recollect the details of the past experience,

followed by socratic questioning, which will urge him/her to critically analyse

various environmental parameters, their status, and their effect on genera-

tion of the mental model. This approach is known to ”correct misconceptions

and lead to reliable knowledge construction” [124, p.291]. By correcting any

misconceptions, the validity and accuracy of mental models can be increased

[125]. In addition, it can also lead to understand the potential ramifications

of the mental model extracted [124].

The questions designed for SDAEC, to force an expert to invoke associa-

tive memory and critically analyse the past situations, include:

• why does the user think what they think?

• which decision problem was this mental model used for?

• how helpful their mental model was in that situation?
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• how did it solve the problem?

• what were the circumstances surrounding the decision problem?

• when and where did it occur?

• who was responsible for the decision making?

• what was the credibility of the decision maker(s)?

• where can this mental model be applied in the future?

During this process, experts may discover their mental model to be either

an espoused theory, or an inaccurate, unproven or biased mental model [15].

In which case, they may adjust their mental models according to the newly

acquired understanding through Socratic questioning.

4.4 SDA Articulation and Elicitation Cycle

As stated above, to extract required contextual information from the associa-

tive memory, Socratic questioning is utilized in designing SDAEC. SDAEC

is a cyclic process, which consists of three phases, articulation, Socratic ques-

tioning, and elicitation (Fig. 4.4).

In the articulation phase, the expert is required to (convert their implicit

knowledge of the domain into explicit knowledge) (communicate their un-

derstanding of an aspect of the domain) in the form of a SDA-based mental

model, containing two concepts connected through a semantic relationship.
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Figure 4.4: The proposed SDA articulation/elicitation cycle (SDAEC)
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After expressing their knowledge, the expert is asked a series of questions in

the Socratic questioning phase, in order to help them recall the relevant past

experience and critically analyse it. If the questioning process updates the

understanding of the expert, the process goes back to the articulation phase,

where the expert is required to modify the original mental model according

to the newly formed understanding. Again, the process is transferred to the

Socratic questioning phase, where the expert is asked questions about the

modified mental model. This process continues until no more modifications

are suggested by the expert, and s/he is satisfied with the final mental model

as well as the quality of the extracted contextual information.

Finally, the process enters into the elicitation phase, where the final men-

tal model and its supporting information are carefully verbalized and formu-

lated according to the SDA representation, and input into the system.

4.4.1 Associative Memory in Bias Reduction

The SDA model deals with four cognitive biases, availability, contextual,

framing and group biases. However, here we will discuss only the ones af-

fected by the contents of associative memory. These are, contextual and

framing. Contextual bias is generated from the circumstances surrounding

an experience. Same kind of problem, with different contextual informa-

tion, may need different solutions [58]. In the SDA model, the contextual

information extracted from the associative memory helps a decision maker

distinguish between the current decision situation and the past decision cases
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stored, and determine the suitability of the corresponding mental model for

the current decision situation.

Framing defines the inclinations, developed by the way a decision situ-

ation is presented [126]. In the SDA model, the framing bias is handled

through various past cases, which are attached to certain mental model.

These cases come from the associative memories of various users. Each case

contains a weight showing the importance/effectiveness of the corresponding

association for the case. The weight, being the factual data, can assist the

user in avoiding framing bias, even if the presentation of decision situation

is biased in the case details (Case Details in Fig. 4.2).

4.5 Evaluation of SDAEC

This section walks through the SDA articulation/elicitation cycle, demon-

strating its effectiveness to facilitate mental model articulation and to im-

prove their accuracy. The specific decision problem is: How can we increase

our sales/clientele? The participants of this case study were required to ar-

ticulate possible alternatives/solutions to this decision situation. Following

are three selected decision alternatives, articulated by three participants from

different fields, which demonstrate how SDAEC deals with different scenar-

ios. Fig. 4.6 shows the elicitation of three mental models, presented in this

Section.
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Figure 4.5: The Cases elicited through SDAEC

4.5.1 Mental Model 1: Offer Incentives

The participant (from fashion industry) came up with the an alternative:

”Sales/clientele can be increased by offering incentives”. Since SDA model

represents mental models in a human-centric manner by incorporating se-

mantics, the conversion of mental model described in natural language into

SDA representation was effortless, which is:

Incentives increase Sales

The participant was then asked a series of questions in Socratic questioning,

to recall the relevant experience and critically analyse it. After going through

the Socratic questioning phase, the participant became more certain of the

accuracy of their mental model, as the recalled experience (case 123 in Fig.

4.5) helped them to validate success of the mental model in the domain. This

mental model was extracted from a personal experience and was validated

by the positive outcome (0.75 weight) of the decision alternative (association

012 ).
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4.5.2 Mental Model 2: Entering New Markets

The participant (from telecom industry) came up with the mental model

”Sales/clientele can be increased by entering new markets”, converted to

SDA-based representation as:

Entering New Markets increase Sales

This mental model was based on the participant’s observation. During So-

cratic questioning phase, they communicated their observation of a company

entering the rural market rather than focusing on urban market, which gave

the company a big boost in sales. This mental model was validated by the

positive results it brought for that company (Case 022 in Fig 4.5).

4.5.3 Mental Model 3: Chasing Good Prospects Con-

tinuously

The participant (from tobacco industry) came up with the mental model

”Sales/clientele can be increased by chasing good prospects (potential cus-

tomers) continuously”, converted into SDA-based representation as:

Pursuing good prospects continuously increase Sales

Initially, the participant was confident about pursuing good prospects

continuously. But during the Socratic questioning phase of SDAEC, the par-

ticipant was unable to recall a huge profit gained from long-chased prospects

in the past few years. Also, the critical analysis provided them with different
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Figure 4.6: The three mental models elicited for the domain Increase in Sales

conclusion. The participant realized that their company has gained more

sales from pursuing new prospects, after freeing the resources from the long-

held ones. As a result of this process, the participant corrected their mental

model as: ” Sales/clientele can be increased by freeing the resources from

long-chased yet unfruitful Prospects”. That is:

Sidelining long-chased prospects increase Sales

Fig. 4.5 shows the final mental model in case 091. The initial mental

model in this example was a deep-seated but inaccurate assumption. Its

inaccuracy was recognized during Socratic questioning by engaging associa-

tive memory, as the mental model could not be sufficiently validated by the

past experiences of the participant. This resulted in developing a better un-

derstanding of the situation by the participant, which in turn resulted in
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the development of a validated and effective mental model. This example

shows the success of SDAEC in correcting any inaccurate mental models, or

discarding them if necessary.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a detailed overview of the SDA articulation

and elicitation cycle (SDAEC), which was designed to extract knowledge ac-

cording to the SDA representation. SDAEC utilized Socratic questioning to

invoke the associative memory in order to fetch contextual information from

an expert. Compared to the conventional direct elicitation for causal men-

tal models, SDAEC provides an improved way to elicit and validate mental

models by engaging associative memory, and ensures their accuracy/validity

by asking critical questions during the elicitation process. We discussed the

contributions of SDA-based mental model representation, towards better ar-

ticulation, elicitation and accuracy of mental models, in addition to the iden-

tification and mitigation of contextual and framing biases. The performance

of SDAEC in validating and improving mental models was demonstrated

through three cases from different industries. The demonstration showed

that SDAEC successfully helped participants to correct and validate their

mental models and discard any inaccurate ones.
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Chapter 5

Subject-oriented Semantic

Knowledge Warehouse

Knowledge is a vague, complicated and multifaceted concept, which is not

entirely comprehended yet [127]. The structure and nature of knowledge

in human mind is still unclear. According to Robinson [128], knowledge

is a state, rather than a process or event. Yet, the knowledge representa-

tion (KR) techniques have been devised by identifying how mind uses the

stored knowledge to perform certain activities, such as coping in an unfamil-

iar situation, or reaching a decision. As a result of different insights into the

workings of mind, several KR techniques have been proposed, such as rules,

frames and semantic networks. Whether different KR techniques must be

used for different purposes [104], or a single technique can represent knowl-

edge in its entirety is a research direction in its own right; which depends
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upon when and how well we understand the nature of knowledge. However,

in the perspective of this research, which is warehousing of knowledge for de-

cision support, it is proposed that, similar to the domain-independent nature

of a DW, a generic and domain-independent KW storage structure can be

defined. This research proposes a KW platform, which stores the knowledge

of any domain/application in a unified format.

The organisation of this Chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 looks into the

parent technologies of knowledge warehousing, and explores their characteris-

tics that are imminent to knowledge warehousing. Next, Sections 5.2 and 5.3

present detailed account of the schema and architecture of the proposed KW

subject-oriented semantic knowledge warehouse (SSKW), respectively. Fol-

lowing that, a comparison between object/process/event/relationship (OPER)

model and a DW is given in Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 presents an anal-

ysis of various aspects of SSKW architecutre, followed by the Summary of

the Chapter.

5.1 Knowledge Warehousing

The concept of warehousing knowledge is paradoxical. While warehousing

data has turned to be a successful and rewarding endeavour, researchers are

still questioning the suitability of knowledge to be warehoused as an asset due

to its complex and vague nature as opposed to data [12]. The ever-changing

nature of knowledge makes it unsuitable to be handled the same way as
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data. However, there is a great consensus over importance of the availability

of knowledge in decision making process. To this end, various knowledge

management systems (KMS) have been proposed to support decision making,

the recently introduced category of which is knowledge warehouses (KW).

Although the term knowledge warehousing has been used extensively for

a wide variety of applications, the concept of KW as a novel technology was

proposed by Nemati et al [5], as well as Dymond [7]. A knowledge warehouse

is considered as an extension of data warehousing (DW) [7], and is informally

defined by Nemati et al [5] as:

”a new generation of knowledge-enabled systems that provides the in-

frastructure needed to capture, cleanse, store, organize, leverage, and

disseminate not only data and information but also the knowledge of

the firm.” .

However, to the best of our knowledge, no formal definition of KW de-

lineating its features, characteristics and functions has been devised so far.

Therefore, it is not clear in the literature as to which features a system must

have in order to be considered a KW. In this chapter, we will attempt to

upgrade the definition given by Nemati et al [5] by clearly identifying the

features, functions and the boundaries of KW. The concept of knowledge

warehousing is at the junction of data warehousing and knowledge-based sys-

tem (KBS) [7]. Thus in order to formulate the definition of KW, it is crucial

to understand various aspects of DW and KBS. Following is the overview of
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Figure 5.1: Typical architecture of a data warehouse (courtesy: http://

datawarehouse4u.info/)

both the technologies. Below is an overview of both technologies and their re-

spective characteristics, which can be inherited by KW as a novel technology

to warehouse knowledge; followed by our proposed definition of knowledge

warehouse.

5.1.1 Data warehousing

A data warehouse is a collection of specially designed technologies to sup-

port decision makers to reach well-informed and optimal decisions [129, 130].

In contrast to an operational database, a data warehouse stores historical,

redundant, de-normalized, read-function-friendly, and voluminous data, de-

signed to provide faster response to the analytical queries for decision making.

A typical DW implementation generally consists of a storage unit that holds

multidimensional data, and a set of analysis and reporting tools (Fig. 5.1).
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A data warehouse differs from the operational transaction systems in that

it must provide a big picture of the business at different temporal points and

the shift in trends occurring between them, in order to support decision mak-

ing and predict future trends. According to Inmon [131], a data warehouse

has the following characteristics:

a) Subject-oriented

It is designed to categorize the stored information by subject matter, such

as sales. This feature helps users to analyze relevant data efficiently.

b) Integrated

It gathers data from disparate sources, and collaborates them into a consis-

tent format, to avoid any inconsistencies such as naming conflicts.

c) Nonvolatile

Since a data warehouse stores the historical facts of business, which are not

meant to change, it is called nonvolatile.

d) Time Variant

A data warehouse is designed to help analysts detect the trends of business

over time. This calls for the archival of large amounts of data spanning over

long periods of time. This property of recording the change over time is

referred to as time variance.
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Thus, in order to provide big picture of the business and its past, present

and future trends; a warehousing system has to categorize information ac-

cording to topic, consolidate information from various resources into a single

format, to keep validated information intact by preventing any modifications

or loss, and to retain business information from various time periods.

Subject-orientation in a knowledge warehousing system can be imple-

mented through classification of knowledge by topic. While integration can

be achieved by proposing a unified format for knowledge storage and trans-

forming knowledge from all input sources into the required unified format.

The integration of knowledge can be incorporated through employing seman-

tic approach to calculate the similarity and proximity of various knowledge

elements extracted from different sources.

However, due to different nature of data and knowledge, it is impractical

to be able to apply all of the above characteristics to a knowledge warehousing

system. For instance, the implementation of nonvolatility and time variance

in the knowledge based systems is debatable.

Due to the nature of knowledge, it must keep modifying and changing

over time according to the new inputs and environmental changes. Without

this change, the problem of knowledge inertia arises. Knowledge inertia is

the phenomenon of using ”stagnant knowledge sources” to solve problems,

which often inhibits knowledge to grow and hinders problem solving [132].

Thus, in order to offer optimal support, knowledge, as opposed to data, has to

be open to change. Similarly, time variance may be somewhat inapplicable
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to knowledge, as although volatile, knowledge hold true regardless of time.

Once it is validated to be right or wrong, knowledge not only applies to

the present and the future, but is accepted to be true for the past as well

(this phenomenon in layman’s terms can be called learning with experience).

Thus, variance with time may not be suitable to be applied to knowledge.

In conclusions, to be able to support analytical queries and decision

making, a knowledge warehouse must store large amounts of knowledge in

subject-oriented and integrated manner, but with volatility to prevent knowl-

edge inertia, to provide relevant and precise responses efficiently.

5.1.2 Knowledge-based systems

A knowledge-based system (KBS) is an intelligent and adaptive system which

utilizes domain knowledge and reasoning to solve problems in a similar way

as humans do. The main components of a KBS are:

• a knowledge-base, containing heterogeneous representations and tech-

niques such as rules, facts, meta knowledge, qualitative models, and

intelligent agents;

• an inference engine to implement reasoning and search strategies over

corresponding knowledge-base;

• an automated knowledge acquisition module

• an intelligent, easy to interact with, interface with natural language
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processing (NLP) capabilities

The KBS are used in complex and dynamic environments, where conven-

tional technologies, such as relational databases, fall short in providing the

support required. These systems are designed to automatically extract the

knowledge from various sources including domain experts, process and store

this knowledge in huge volumes, make it available to the system users when

required in order to support problem solving process, and autonomously pro-

vide solutions to the domain problems along with the explanations. These

systems are also used to train experts in the domain. The common charac-

teristics of a KBS are:

• To represent domain knowledge through symbolic representation;

• To have problem solving capabilities implemented through symbol ma-

nipulation;

• To possess learning capability through symbolic programming ;

• To have thoroughly formalized domain knowledge;

• To be able to handle complex environments with vague problems;

• To incorporate natural language interface to provide seamless knowl-

edge transfer between man-machine;

• To have flexibility to be applied to various domain, as well as different

types of problems, i.e. domain/application independent;
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• To emulate human rational thinking process.

According to the above-mentioned characteristics, a KBS should be able

to represent, process, store and learn domain knowledge in a symbolic and

formalized representation, in order to provide human-like rational problem

solving behavior in complex and dynamic situations. Similar to KBS, the

motivation behind a KW is to design a knowledge-enabled BI system to deal

with ill-structured decision problems originating from complex environments,

where conventional technologies fall short in coping [5, 3].

Knowledge warehousing however, can not blindly follow KBS principles,

as its underlying philosophy differs slightly from KBS. While a KBS carries

knowledge to recommend problem solutions, a KW is required to archive

knowledge in subject-oriented and historic manner, in order to support a de-

cision maker to navigate through relevant knowledge, and perform analytical

evaluation of the situation with the help of this knowledge to reach an op-

timal decision. There are certain characteristics of KBS however, which are

imperative for a KW to adopt in order to deal with various aspects of knowl-

edge representation, processing and storage. Among these characteristics are

ill-structured problem management, symbolic representation, symbol manip-

ulation, domain knowledge formalization, domain/application independence,

and human-centric capabilities such as natural language processing.

Similar to KBS, the motivation behind KW is to be able to handle ill-

structured problems in complex environments, where conventional technolo-

gies, such as relational databases/data warehouses, fall short in providing
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required BI functions. Warehousing by definition entails accumulation and

storage of assets, thus a knowledge warehouse must be able to handle great

quantities of knowledge being generated continuously, and provide required

support robustly. To achieve such functionality, a KW needs to incorpo-

rate symbol representation and symbol manipulation, for the selected knowl-

edge representation technique(s) in order to store domain knowledge, along

with corresponding reasoning engine to make inferences based on the stored

knowledge. Knowledge formalization is crucial for knowledge warehousing,

as the more the knowledge is formalized, the better its semantic capabilities

and reasoning will be.

In addition, the KW technology, following the footsteps of KBS and DW,

should also provide a domain/application-independent platform, which can

be used to implement knowledge-enabled BI in any organisation without

needing to change the underlying technology structure. Moreover, the use of

human-centric approaches is imperative for a KW, due to the human-centric

nature of stored knowledge. The advantages of human-centric interface for a

KW is two-fold:

(a) it allows the user to interact with the system in an intuitive and natural

manner, passing all knowledge from user to the system without changing

it into structured format, thus preventing the loss of knowledge which

occurs in relational BI systems during knowledge-to-data conversion.

(b) due to the human-like nature of the interface, the system user doesn’t
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have to learn the ways to interact with the system. Thus they can focus

on the problem solving process rather than on the ways to communicate

with the system.

The use of machine learning in KW as method of adaptation and auto-

mated knowledge acquisition might be optional for small-scale KW applica-

tions, while practically mandatory for the large-scale BI/DSS systems.

To sum up, in order to manage knowledge in an effective manner, a KW

must adopt following traits of KBS:

• formalize domain knowledge by incorporating symbolic representation

and manipulation techniques;

• implement reasoning based on corresponding symbolic representation;

• domain/application-independent;

• incorporate human-centric approaches in the KW interface;

• employ machine learning techniques to automatically acquire domain

knowledge from various sources.

5.1.3 The Definition of Knowledge Warehouse

In the light of the requirements from a KW as a knowledge-enabled BI tech-

nology, and the above-mentioned characteristics of DW and KBS, we have

derived the following definition of KW, delineating its boundaries and essen-

tial characteristics.
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”A knowledge warehouse is an ever growing repository of knowledge,

which provides domain/application-independent platform capable of stor-

ing formalized domain knowledge in a subject-oriented, semantic, and

integrated manner, along with corresponding reasoning engine, human-

centric interface and automated knowledge acquisition processes; de-

signed prevent loss of knowledge, support decision-making in precise

and efficient manner, and create knowledge sharing environment across

the organization.” .

The fundamental task as per the proposed KW definition, which the rest

of the KW characteristics depend upon, is the formalization and reasoning of

the domain knowledge. The task of knowledge formalization and reasoning is

carried out through KR techniques. Many KR techniques have been proposed

as per requirements of various domains/applications, due to fact that so

far no KR technique has proven to be a universal approach to knowledge

handling and storage. We divide KR techniques into two categories; classical

and hybrid KR techniques (see Section 2.7).

Although classical approaches are more formalized and mature, the hybrid

approaches provide more extensive knowledge storage and processing capa-

bilities [107]. Keeping this in mind, we have designed hybrid KR tehcnique

object/process/event/relationship (OPER) model for the proposed subject-

oriented semantic knowledge warehouse (SSKW), to provide a domain-independent

platform to store knowledge in a comprehensive manner. Following is an
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overview of SSKW with all its components including OPER model.

5.2 Subject-oriented Semantic Knowledge Ware-

house (SSKW) Schema

In this section, we propose the domain-independent SSKW, which stores do-

main knowledge in subject-oriented, semantic and integrated manner through

object/process/event/relationship (OPER) model. It is designed to be used

as a BI/DSS technology, which provides efficient and relevant support to

decision makers when required. It addresses the issues of inefficient com-

munication, and the loss of knowledge through its human-centric interface;

and offers reasoning OPER by adopting the semantic link networks (SLN)

reasoning. However, it does not define an automated knowledge acquisition

module.

SSKW can bring two major advantages in an organisation: a) It will make

it possible to capture and store the knowledge of employees; thus if an em-

ployee leaves, their knowledge will remain as an asset within the organisation;

b) It will automate the distribution of knowledge across the organisation.

In this research, SSKW has been used as a backend to the semantics-

driven cognitive decision support system (SCDSS). The integration of SSKW

as the backend to SCDSS brings the following advantages:

• Fetch precise and relevant business information from the backend in
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timely and reliable manner,

• Prevent the loss of knowledge during the communication between the

CDSS and the backend,

• Automate the mapping of relevant knowledge between the CDSS and

the SSKW,

• Enable the CDSS and SSKW to understand each other with the help

of semantics, hence enhance the quality of decisions.

• Provide human-centric, unified format to store domain knowledge.

The framework of SSKW contains OPER model, subjective views (SV)

and SSKW management layer (Fig.5.2). Following is a detailed description

of SSKW framework and its components.

5.2.1 Object/Process/Event/Relationship (OPER) Model

In order to design a standard and generic knowledge warehousing architec-

ture, it was deemed important to categorize the knowledge of business at the

syntactic level. Classification of knowledge at the syntactic-level creates ”a

virtual level of knowledge representation where the dominant traits are not

domain-dependent” [133]. After conducting a study on the concepts and vo-

cabulary used in businesses, three types of knowledge were identified which

can define all the fundamental elements of a typical business environment.

They are: object, process and event. The type object will define the entities
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Figure 5.2: The conceptual model of SSKW

of the business, such as a person (e.g. customer or employee), organisation

(e.g. supplier or competitor) and document (e.g. contract or privacy policy).

The process will provide a template to define the business procedures such as

delivery, market segmentation and sales. The third type of template, event,

will enable us to describe the happenings of the business such as business

expos, meetings and conferences.

However, storing these elements does not imply storing knowledge. In

order to make sense out of them and to draw inferences, these knowledge

elements must be linked together in a meaningful way, to represent the

real-world business environments [134]. ”Human mind works by associa-

tion. With one item in its grasp, it snaps instantly to the next that is

suggested by the association of thoughts, in accordance with some intricate
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web of trails carried by the cells of the brain” [135]. Therefore, to simulate

the knowledge representation and reasoning in human mind, associations

between the knowledge components must be added [136]. We call these

associations, relationships, and name the knowledge representation model

object/process/event/relationship (OPER) model. Following, the definitions

and semantic hierarchy of the four types of knowledge components are given.

Section 5.3.1 gives the formal definitions of the four knowledge components.

5.2.1.1 Object

An object represents an entity of the business organisation, such as person,

document, company and product. Fig. 5.3 shows the object hierarchy in

SSKW. The concept of object is that of the Object-oriented paradigm. Every

object is defined by type. A type is an abstraction of kinds of objects found

in business environment, such as person, document, organisation, product or

territory. The object hierarchy has three design levels (Fig. 5.4). The first

level defines the abstract concepts, which are depicted with dotted line, such

as person, location and business objects. The second level defines the sub-

types of the abstract concepts, which are represented by dashed line, such as

customer, employee, product, document and salesperson. The second level

can span over multiple internal levels, such as organization has two sub-

types in turn, which are suppliers and competitors. The third level of design

hierarchy represents the distinctive, well-defined and uniquely identifiable
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objects, which are represented with a solid line, such as Wilma, Panadol and

the alignment named A189.

An object is made up of properties, such as age, name, designation, skill,

responsibility, and preferences. Properties can be or three types; 1) single-

valued properties, such as name, age and designation, 2) objects, such as

organization, and 3) processes, which defined the behavior of the object.

Process is defined next.
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Figure 5.3: Object schema in SSKW
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Figure 5.4: Example of Object Hierarchy
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5.2.1.2 Process

A process is defined in Oxford dictionary as a series of actions or steps taken

in order to achieve a particular end. On dictionary.com it is defined as

a systematic series of actions directed to some end. These definitions point

out the characteristics of a process, that is, a process comprises of a sequence

of steps, which help to achieve certain objective that is the final outcome of

the process. Each step of the process produces an output, which becomes the

input to the next step, until the final step/ouput is reached.

In SSKW, process is defined as a skeleton for real world processes, such

as buying, selling, delivery and maintenance. It can be defined as a step by

step instruction set of how certain process is carried out. It may involve one

or more knowledge elements to perform those actions. Objects here lie in

two categories.

• Input objects

Objects working

Objects being worked on

• Output objects (objects created)

Fig. 5.6 shows an example of the process of determining the best Align-

ment for a certain medicine. This process has inputs customers (their prefer-

ences), postal areas and salespersons; and output as Alignment. The output

alignment is an object, having properties customers, salesperson, product

and area.
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Figure 5.5: Process schema in SSKW
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Figure 5.6: Example of a Process

A process can be either exclusive or general pattern. An exclusive process

is designed for a level three object, such as Fred, that is, it is designed

exclusively to be a part of Fred’s behavior. The general pattern process can

be designed for an object type in levels one or two, such as supplier, manager

and document. This process can then be used by all the objects lying under

that object type. A process may have another compulsory successive process.

The process schema in SSKW is shown in Fig. 5.5.

5.2.1.3 Event

Event is thing that happens or takes place, especially one of importance (Ox-

ford Dictionary). On dictionary.com, it is defined as something that happens

or is regarded as happening; an occurrence, especially one of some impor-

tance, as well as something that occurs in a certain place during a particular
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Figure 5.7: Event schema in SSKW

interval of time. In short, it is a happening of important nature at a cer-

tain time and place, which can affect its surroundings. By definition, an

event does not explain why and how something happens, nor the interaction

among factors leading to the occurrence. It merely describes what happened

at particular location at a certain point of time.

Since an event is a spatio-temporal unit, which has a particular time and

place, its definition contains time and location as its basic defining factors.

There may be one or more objects or processes involved in an event. Unlike

a process, an event does not have an output. Fig 5.8 illustrates a typical

event in a sales environment; while Fig. 5.7 shows the types of events stored

in SSKW.

5.2.1.4 Relationship

A Relationship defines the type or nature of association between two objects.

such as John is an employee of Organization1. Here John and Organization1

are objects and is an employee of is a relationship between them. The
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Figure 5.8: Example of an Event

relationships in here are different than those of a relational database. In

relational databases, a relationship is a reference to all the instances (records)

of an entity (table). This implies that a relationship defined between two

entities must hold between all the instances of the participating entities. The

relationships for an entity are defined beforehand, in which every instance of

the entity must participate. Moreover, an instance of an entity can not have

an exclusive relationship, or a relationship which was not defined in advance

over the entity. This means that two instances of an entity can not have

different relationships than each other.

Semantic relationships represent the real-world relationships in a better

manner. Every relationship is an object in its self, which can exist indepen-

dent of the objects involved in the relationship. It can be defined at any stage

of an objects lifecyle. Also, the objects of the same type can have entirely
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Figure 5.9: Relationship schema in SSKW

different set of relationships according to their requirements. Note that a

relationship here is not the part of an object definition or a property of an

object; rather it is an independent entity, which stores the association in-

formation about the participating objects. The relationships in SSKW may

have different types, such as cause-effect, implication, subtype, similar-to,

instance and reverse. These relationship types are based on the semantic

link primitives defined by Zhuge [137] (Fig. 5.9).

A relationship is looked at in terms of its direction. That will help us

drawing conclusions about the roles of objects in the relationships. For ex-

ample, the object on the originating end of selling to relationship can be

easily concluded as a salesperson, while the one on the pointing end will

be assumed as Customer. The direction of a relationship is proportional to

the natural language grammar principles (that is, John is an employee of

organization1; not organization1 is an employee of John.). This will assist in

generating natural language sentences out of the knowledge warehouse.

Note that a relationship here is not the part of an object definition or a
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property of an object; rather it is an independent entity, which stores the

association information about the participating objects. The relationships

here have different types, such as cause-effect, implication, subtype, similar-

to, instance and reverse. These relationship types are based on the semantic

link primitives defined by Zhuge [137]. The semantic link primitive types

definitions, as given by Zhuge [137] are given below.

(a) The cause-effect link, denoted by ce as in r−−ce−− > r′, for which the

predecessor is the cause of its successor, and the successor is an effect of

its predecessor. The cause-effect link is transitive, that is, r−−ce−− >

r′, r′ −−ce−− > r” => r −−ce−− > r”. Cause-effect reasoning can

chain along cause-effect links because of this transitivity.

(b) The implication link, denoted by imp as in r − −imp − − > r′, for

which the semantics of the predecessor implies that of its successor. The

implication link is transitive, that is, r−−imp−− > r′, r′−−imp−− >

r” => r−−imp−− > r”. Implication links can help a reasoning process

find semantic relationships between documents.

(c) The subtype link, denoted by st in as r − −st − − > r′, for which the

successor is a part of its predecessor. The subtype link is transitive, that

is, r −−st−− > r′, r′ −−st−− > r” => r −−st−− > ”.

(d) The similar-to link, denoted by (sim, sd) as in r−−(sim, sd)−− > r′, for

which the semantics of the successor is similar to that of its predecessor,
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and where sd is the degree of similarity between r and r′. Like the

partial-inheritance relationship [138], the similar-to link is intransitive.

(e) The instance link, denoted by ins as in r−−ins−− > r′, for which the

successor is an instance of the predecessor.

(f) The sequential link, denoted by seq as in r − −seq − − > r′, which

requires that r be browsed before r′. In other words, the content of r′

is a successor of the content of r. The sequential link is transitive, that

is, r −−seq −− > r′, r′ −−seq −− > r” => r −−seq −− > r”. The

transitivity enables relevant links to be connected in a sequential chain.

(g) The reference link, denoted by ref as in r − −ref − − > r′, for which

r′ is a further explanation of r. The reference link is transitive, that is,

r −−ref −− > r′, r′ −−ref −− > r” => r −−ref −− > r”.

(h) The equal-to link, denoted by e as in r − −e − − > r′, for which r and

r′ are identical in meaning. Clearly, any resource is equal to itself.

(i) The empty link, denoted by φ as in r −−φ−− > r′, for which r and r′

are completely irrelevant to each other.

(j) The null or unknown link, denoted by Null or N as in r−−N −− > r′,

for which the semantic relation between two resources is unknown or un-

certain. The Null relation means there might be a semantic relationship,

but we do not yet know what it is. A Null link can be replaced by a

provider or by a computed link.
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(k) The non−α relation, denoted byNon(α) or αN as in r−−αN−− > r′, for

which there is no α relationship between r and r′. It is sometimes useful

in the reasoning process to know that a particular semantic relationship

between tow resources is absent.

(l) The reverse relation operation, denoted by Reverse(α) or αR as in r −

−αP −− > r′. If there is a semantic relation α from r to r′, then there

is a reverse semantic relationship from r′ to r, that is, r′ − −α − − >

r => r−−αP −− > r′. A semantic relation and its reverse declare the

same thing, but the reverse relationship is useful in reasoning.

5.2.2 Difference between Process and Event

From the definitions above, it can be seen that while an event portrays what

happened, a process addresses the how and why something happens, and

what may be the result as the end of that happening.

Although some events may be similar, they are unique due to their

time/space factor. For instance, any annual Car Expo will have similar op-

erations, such as launching new car models, introducing new concept cars,

inviting customers to try new facilities. However, they will be distinctive

from each other in terms of time/space. In addition, some events may be

absolutely unique, such as an air crash, as it is highly unlikely to find two

air crashes with identical circumstances and results. Even apart from the

time/space factor, given the same participants/circumstances, the unfolding
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of an event might not be the same, due the fact that the operations inside

an event are not pre-determined.

On the contrary, the operations and steps of a process pre-determined and

remain constant. Thus given the same values for input variables, the outcome

of a process will always be the same. For instance, the car maintenance

process involves airbag, tire, and engine checkups and repairs if required;

which always results in the safe condition of the car.

5.2.3 Subjective Views

One aspect of object-oriented model that is exploited in SSKW is the concept

of subject-oriented programming [139]. Subject-oriented programming states

that for every object, there can be several subjective views. Such as, for the

object tree, the perceptions a bird, an owner and a tax officer will be different.

The subject-oriented programming allows to program various perceptions on

objects. These perceptions or subjective views can prove to be building blocks

for subjective knowledge creation; which in turn will add to the knowledge

of decision makers.

Subjective views can aid executives in perceiving the success, popularity,

or weaknesses of their business/products among various stakeholders, such

as customers, competitors or employees. Fig.5.10 illustrates the phenomenon

of subject-oriented approach. The outer circle in the figure represents the

OPER storage; whereas the inner circles exemplify the knowledge compo-

nents with relationships among them. The sv(1, 2, . . . , n) represent various
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Figure 5.10: Subject-oriented approach in SSKW

SVs on OPER knowledge components.

A SV is a collection of views (ideas, opinions and attitudes) of a cer-

tain audience, such as customers, employees owners. It contains the corre-

sponding views for most or all of the objects, processes and events. To start

with, a pre-defined number of subjective views are implemented, that is, cus-

tomer, executive and media. However, the functionality for user-defined SVs

is provided in the system for the privileged users. The view of a knowledge

component is in the form of a text-based report.

Every subjective view is a two dimensional matrix, where each matrix

is stored as a two table database [140]. Of these two tables, one holds the

OPER entities, about which the opinions are to be stored, such as Air France,

and Airbus 333, or to whom the opinions belong, such as Alvin Harris and

O Thompson. While the other table holds the propertiesof these entities,

such as seat comfort, catering and staff service, representing the aspects of
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Figure 5.11: To calculate current trends and customer preferences from Sub-
jective Views

certain OPER entity to be evaluated. A subjective view allows to calculate

the current trend concerning a SSKW entity in a certain group of people.

It also allows to study the inclinations and preferences of a group member,

such as a customer, by studying all the subjective views input by that group

member. As per current design, each sv is a numeric value.

A subjective view matrix allows us to calculate two types of values, which

can prove to be essential in decision situations. These values are:

(a) The current trend or popularity of a SSKW entity, by aggregating all the

subjective views regarding that entity. For example the trend, positive

or negative, about a certain product can very well be studied by the

subjective views given by various customers about that product.

(b) The current inclinations and potential preferences of a stakeholder (such

as customer), by studying all the subjective views entered by that par-

ticular stakeholder. For instance, the inclinations and preferences of a

customer can be easily derived from all the subjective views s/he has

entered about different products (Fig. 5.11).
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5.3 Subject-oriented Semantic Knowledge Ware-

house (SSKW) Architecture

This section gives an overview of SSKW conceptual model and implementa-

tion.

5.3.1 SSKW Architecture

The architecture consists of three main components; OPER Storage, sub-

jective views and knowledge management layer. As discussed previously,

OPER storage contains objects, processes, events and semantic relationships

between them; while SVs contain the opinions of stakeholders about OPER

knowledge elements. SSKW may contain more than one SVs (Fig 5.2). The

SSKW knowledge management layer consists of the OPER/SV manager to

interact with the storage, query processor to manage the queries received from

user interface, and knowledge mapping component to maps OPER knowledge

elements with their counterparts in CDSS. Following are the formal defini-

tions of OPER and SV components.

Let K be the set of all knowledge elements (objects (O), processes(P),

events(E) and relationships(R)) in a particular domain, i.e.

K = {k1, k2, . . . , kn‖k ∈ O,P,EorR} (5.1)

Where,O is the set of all the objects in the domain, P is the set of all processes,
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and E is the set of all events. Whereas relationship is defined as,

R = (mpre, SL,mpost) (5.2)

here, mpre and mpost are the knowledge elements of types O, P or E. SL is

the set of all semantic links in the domain.

The complete set of subjective views is denoted by SV, and is defined

as the set of matrices, in which each matrix represents subjective views of a

particular group of stakeholders, about OPER knowledge elements. A SV is

defined as follows:

SV = {[sv1], [sv2], . . . , [svl]} (5.3)

Where, each [sv] is a two dimensional matrix, as defined below:

[sv]



E1 E2 ... En

P1 sv11 sv12 . . . sv1n

P2 sv21 sv22 . . . sv2n

...
...

...
. . .

...

Pm svm1 svm2 . . . svmn



where [sv] represents the sets of views of participants (P) from a particular

group of stakeholders, such as customer group or executive group.

Each entry (element) of this matrix is mapped to exactly one knowledge

element (E) in the set K of equation (1).
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5.4 Comparison between OPER and DW

The main advantage of OPER storage is that unlike DW, in SSKW knowledge

can be accessed through any dimension. As shown in Fig. 5.12, BK-M82S-

38 is type product, linked with its manufacturer AdventureWorks,competitor

CDK-bike, and two delivery processes, deliveryMarch and deliveryApril of

type delivery. When BK-M82S-38 is accessed, all their associated knowl-

edge elements become available through semantic relationships. Similarly,

accessing delivery provides direct access to all its child processes for all the

products.

Moreover, in DW the data is accessed through the dimensions previously

declared at design phase, such as marketing, sales, and finance. In OPER

model however, the business concepts and entities exist individually (but

semantically associated), defined as objects, processes or events. Every object,

process and event, therefore, becomes the dimension of reference, through

which knowledge can be searched and accessed.
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Figure 5.12: Example of Knowledge storage in OPER
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Figure 5.13: The difference between the DW and OPER storage

This can be a very powerful tool for decision maker, as the domain knowl-

edge is not divided, but encapsulated through the object, process and event

constructs (Fig.5.13). For instance, to get the status of sales for all the prod-

ucts stored, the process sales is accessed, which leads to all its child processes,

product1Sales and product2Sales ; whereas to output the status of product1,

the object product1 and all its processes (product1Sales, product1Marketing,

product1Finance are fetched. This way, OPER enables the access of rele-

vant knowledge in efficient and comprehensive manner, improving decision

support.
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5.5 Analysis of SSKW Architecture

The concept of knowledge warehousing is still in its infancy. This research at-

tempts at defining the structure, characteristics, functionalities and benefits

of knowledge warehouses. The unified knowledge representation makes the

performance of the system efficient and reliable. In addition to that, it makes

the SSKW knowledge representation architecture domain-independent. By

incorporating object-oriented approach and semantic links, the knowledge

is stored in a intuitive, human-centric manner; which makes the transfer of

knowledge between decision maker and the system a seamless process. More-

over, the use of semantics, and the knowledge conversion into RDF triples,

allows for an improved and faster interaction between SSKW and the SCDSS,

and prevents the loss of knowledge. Semantics also helps access the relevant

and precise knowledge in a timely manner.

5.5.1 Object-oriented Approach in SSKW

The increasing diversity and complexity of objects, relationships and semi-

structured information constructs in today’s business environment demands

for robust techniques to implement them [100]. The conventional relational

database systems are not flexible enough to handle such complex object and

process structures, especially the knowledge components discussed above [88].

Moreover, the relational model lacks support for semantic relationships [92].

Therefore, to store the knowledge components defined above, the object ori-
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ented approach has been chosen. OO approach can represent the real world

objects in an intuitive manner [141]. Furthermore, it can support the incor-

poration of semantics, which are crucial in implementing the representation

real world associations in SSKW [87].

5.5.2 Subject-oriented Approach in SSKW

The subject-oriented approach facilitates the storage of opinions and prefer-

ences of different stakeholders. This allows decision makers to compare and

evaluate the aspects of decision situation, which are deemed crucial by the

stakeholders belonging to different groups. With the help of these perspec-

tives, the decision maker can analyze the situation from different perspectives

before making a decision, such as the perspective of customer, executive or

competitor.

5.5.3 Semantics in SSKW

Semantics are incorporated in SSKW for two reasons:

(a) To represent real world associations into the system in a natural and

intuitive way;

(b) To enable automatic mapping of knowledge components between SSKW

and SCDSS, to make the communication between the two fast and reli-

able.
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5.5.4 Subject-oriented Semantic Knowledge Warehouse

(SSKW) as the Backend to SCDSS

As the result of above-mentioned advantages of SSKW, the quality of decision

support can be improved significantly by ustilizing it to support a CDSS (Fig.

5.14). In addition to the benefits that SSKW offers for decision making, it

brings two benefits to organisations as well:

(a) it stores the knowledge of employees, making it possible for the organ-

isation to keep the knowledge in the event of an employee leaving the

job;

(b) it automates the distribution of knowledge across the organisation, allow-

ing privileged users to access any kind of knowledge at any time, without

the need for personal contact.

There are however, limitations to the SSKW architecture usage:

(a) the knowledge of the business needs to be classified into objects, processes

and events, before it can be loaded into the SSKW;

(b) knowledge validation mechanism should be devised, so as to prevent the

invalidated or irrelevant knowledge from passing to the storage.
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Figure 5.14: SSKW as a back-end to the SCDSS: The Complete Solution
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5.6 Summary

This chapter introduces the definition of knowledge warehousing, through

exploring the requirements of a knowledge-enabled BI system, the charac-

teristics of DW, and the aspects of KBS. This work is the effort to delin-

eate the properties, functions, and characteristics of a KW. Following, a

subject-oriented semantic knowledge warehouse (SSKW) architecture was in-

troduced, which stores knowledge in a subject-oriented, semantic, integrated,

systematic and meaningful manner. It provides the functionality to integrate

and preserve the knowledge of various users in its storage. SSKW incorpo-

rates object-oriented, semantic, and human-centric approaches to facilitate

an intuitive and efficient communication with the SCDSS. It prevents loss

of knowledge, improves knowledge precision, and ensures efficient delivery of

knowledge when required.

It is argued that a hybrid, and integrated, knowledge representation for

decision support is essential in order to make it domain-independent. It is

demonstrated through the case study that knowledge warehousing in this

manner improves the support for decision making by efficiently providing

precise and significant knowledge in a human-centric format.
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Chapter 6

Semantics-driven

Knowledge-enabled Cognitive

Decision Support System

The semantics-driven knowledge-enabled cognitive decision support system

(SCDSS) is comprised of two main frameworks, SSKW and SDA model. This

chapter introduces the technologies utilized in developing these two frame-

works, and integrating them together to form SCDSS. The implementation

of the models, techniques, and algorithms proposed during this research (See

chapters 3, 4 and 5) will be illustrated here in detail.

The SCDSS supports a decision makerś cognitive and knowledge-oriented

faculties during decision making activities, by providing them with precise,

relevant, and meaningful domain knowledge instead of structured data. It
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Figure 6.1: The conceptual model of semantics-driven cognitive decision sup-
port system (SCDSS)

allows a decision maker to interact in a natural and intuitive manner, and

ask complex and vague questions. It then outputs knowledge that is most

relevant to the decision query, and presents it in graphical format to portray

the big picture of the current decision situation. The first version of SCDSS

has been described in an earlier publication named Human-Centric Cognitive

Decision Support System for Ill-Structured Problems [142].

This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes the archi-

tecture of SCDSS. While Section 6.2 details the implementation aspects of

SCDSS, including the technologies used, prototype design, and GUI snap-

shots.
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Figure 6.2: The framework of semantics-driven cognitive decision support
system (SCDSS)

6.1 Semantics-driven Knowledge-enabled Cog-

nitive Decision Support System

We have proposed a human-centric CDSS called semantics-driven knowledge-

enabled cognitive decision support system (SCDSS). The conceptual model

of SCDSS is illustrated in Fig.6.1. SCDSS is comprised of SSKW which

consists of object/process/event/relationship (OPER) model, subjective views

(SV) module, and SSKW management layer, and SDA model which contains

cognitive knowledge base (CKB), SDA knowledge transfer algorithm, SDA

knowledge retrieval algorithm, SDA knowledge revision algorithm, and SDA

knowledge backup algorithm (Fig.6.2). The functions and advantages of these

components will be described in the following sections.
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The system is designed to support a decision makers cognition during

decision making activities. A decision maker develops ideas, perceptions,

skills and intuition over time through experiences, which generate mental

models. SCDSS retrieves these mental models in an intuitive manner with

the help of human-centric techniques incorporated in SDA knowledge trans-

fer algorithm, de-biasing them in the process. The de-biasing techniques

in the SDA knowledge transfer algorithm allow SCDSS to eliminate any bi-

ases present in the mental models, and validate their effectiveness for the

domain. After passing through this algorithm, the mental models are sent

to CKB to be merged with the existing mental models and stored. Later,

when a decision maker queries the system in natural language through the

human-centric interface of SCDSS, the required de-biased mental models are

retrieved from CKB through SDA knowledge retrieval algorithm and pre-

sented to the decision maker in graphical format. The graph is connected

to the SSKW through the knowledge mapping component. So, the relevant

knowledge from the SSKW can be retrieved by clicking on the concepts in

the output graph. Thus the sysem supports decision makers in making better

informed decisions by presenting relevant and precise knowledge about the

decision problem efficiently.
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6.2 Implementation of SCDSS

6.2.1 The Development Environment

The SCDSS was developed on an Intel Core 2 Duo, 2GB RAM, and Windows

7 Operating system. The tools and technologies used in developing SCDSS

are as follows.

Programming Tools: Netbeans

Programming Languages: Java, PHP

Database Server: MySQL

Framework: Yii

The prototype can be visited at: http://www.tasneememon.com/SCDSS/

index.php

6.2.2 Prototype Design

The SCDSS prototype is a web-based system, which provides access to CKB,

OPER and SVs in an intuitive and human-centric manner through various

knowledge management routines and algorithms proposed in this research.

Following is an account of the SCDSS prototype implementation.

The core approaches that SCDSS framework is built upon are semantics,

object-oriented and causal map approaches. Thus we needed to select the

tools and technologies, which can support the implementation of all three

of the approaches. Thus we chose Java as the basis of the implementation

framework, as the support for semantics, causal mapping and graphical rep-
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resentation in Java is easily available.

6.2.3 Subject-oriented Semantic Knowledge warehouse

The SSKW consists of OPER model, SV module and the SSKW management

layer. It is implemented to test and evaluate its practicality and performance.

The SVs use relational database, while OPER model is implemented using

RDF.

6.2.3.1 OPER model

OPER model combines object-oriented approach with semantic link networks

(SLN) to store domain knowledge in the form of objects, processes, events,

and semantic relationships among them. For this component, we chose RDF,

since it provides great support for storing objects, processes and events, as

well as allows us to conveniently incorporate SLN-based semantic relation-

ships. The user interface of SCDSS allows the privileged users to input,

update, delete the knowledge elements (objects/processes/events), as well as

link them to one another through semantic relationships. Fig.6.3 and 6.4

shows the list of objects stored in OPER base, and the details of the ob-

ject Alvin Harris who is an employee of Colgan Airline, working there as a

captain. The options on the right allow the user to see the complete list of

objects, create a new object to be linked with object 21, Alvin Harris, up-

date or delete this object, add another property to it, link an existing object,

process, or event to Alvin Harris, and view stored SVs about this object.
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Figure 6.3: List of objects shown in SCDSS user interface
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Figure 6.4: The object details with modification options in SCDSS user interface
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Similarly, the processes can be added, updated, deleted, added properties

to, and linked with objects, events and other processes (Figs.6.5,6.6). The

process detail screen shows various properties and steps of the process ”de-

frost the formed ice”, and its relationship to an event ”Air France aircraft

went missing” (Fig.6.6). As can be seen in Fig.6.6, the event ”Air France air-

craft went missing” can be accessed through this process, by clicking on the

link. Thus the user can freely traverse the OPER base from one knowledge

element (object/process/event) to the others through the semantic relation-

ships between them. The event ”Air France Aircraft went missing” is shown

in Fig.6.7. The relationships are pre-defined, and can be used to link knowl-

edge elements during definition or later as required.
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Figure 6.5: List of processes shown in SCDSS user interface
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Figure 6.6: The process details with modification options in SCDSS user interface
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Figure 6.7: The Event details with modification options in SCDSS user interface
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Figure 6.8: The subjective table containing the identities of individuals and
OPER entities.

6.2.3.2 Subjective views

Each subjective view is a database of two tables, subjective (Fig.6.8) and

opinion (Fig.6.9). The subjective table is made up of Group ID, Individ-

ual ID, Object ID, Event ID and Process ID. The Group ID refers to the

identity of the certain group, to whom the subjective view belongs, such

as customersśubjective view or managersśubjective view. The Individual ID

specifies the ID of an individual within that group. These two columns com-

bine to form the composite primary key of the table in order to keep the

records in different subjective views unique, as the same individuals may be-

long to other groups, having their opinions stored in other subjective views.

The Object ID, Event ID and Process ID store the IDs of OPER entities,

about which the individual has given their feedback. It indicates that a

customer can provide opinions on any object, event or process.

The opinion table contains Opinion ID, Group ID, Individual ID, Opinoin Name

and Opinion Value. The Opinion ID is auto-generated number, which along

with Group ID and Individual ID, forms the composite primary key. The

Opinion Name and Opinion Value store the name of the entityś property to
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Figure 6.9: The opinion table containing the subjective views of individuals
about various aspects of an entity.

be evaluated, and the feedback value given for that property by the individ-

ual.

As can be seen from the description above, the subjective views architec-

ture is robust enough to handle varied number of individuals, opinions and

entities. In addition, it is domain-independent. The creation of subjective

views and the corresponding opinions is achieved manually in the current

version of the prototype by the privileged users or knowledge workers. How-

ever, it is intended to design an automated acquisition process in the future,

which can extract the opinions and feedback of various stakeholders from

various sources, such as web blogs and social media websites. Figures 6.10,

6.11 and 6.12 show the create page, view page, and add opinion page for

subjective views in current prototype respectively.
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Figure 6.10: The page to create a subjective view of an individual
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Figure 6.11: The user interface showing a subjective view of an individual
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Figure 6.12: To add an individuaĺs opinion about an aspect of corresponding OPER entity.
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Subjective views can be searched from two perspectives, i.e. entity per-

spective or individual perspective. The entity perspective provides the deci-

sion maker with insights into the overall success or failure of certain aspects

of the entity. Fig.6.13 shows the subjective views of Air France passengers

about various aspects of the airline, such as seat comfort, staff service and

catering (Note that this is the dummy data to illustrate the usage of subjec-

tive views in SSKW).

The individual perspective on the other hand, provides understanding of

the preferences, inclinations and future potential of the individual. This in-

formation can be used in determining the benefit that the can bring to the

organisation. Fig.6.14 shows all subjective views by a passenger, O Thomp-

son, about various entities stored in OPER.
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Figure 6.13: Subjective view results for the OPER entity Air France.
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Figure 6.14: Subjective views of the individual O Thompson about various entities.
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6.2.3.3 SSKW management layer

The SSKW management layer contains SV manager, which is a simple database

manager, as the SVs are stored in relational databases. While thequery pro-

cessor employs SPARQL, in order to retrieve the RDF based knowledge

from OPER. The query processor receives the list of concepts from the SDA

knowledge retrieval algorithm, and fetches relevant knowledge elements from

OPER. It then passes this knowledge on to the knowledge mapping compo-

nent.

The knowledge mapping component is the interface between SDA model

and SSKW. It performs two crucial functions in the retrieval of knowledge.

1) It allows the SDA model to pass the resultant list of concepts to SSKW,

while keeping the SDA output with itself. 2) When the SSKW produces the

output based on the SDA concept list, it maps the SSKW output with the

SDA output and sends it to the user interface for display. Thus it acts as

a communicator between the two components, as well as links their outputs

for a precise and efficient knowledge portrayal.

6.2.4 Semantic De-biased Associations Model

The SDA model incorporates semantics and case-base approaches in causal

mapping in order to provide de-biaisng capabilities for mental models. It con-

sists of cognitive knowledge base (CKB) and the SDA knowledge management

algorithms to manage CKB.
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6.2.4.1 Cognitive knowledge base

The technology chosen to implement CKB is relational databases due to its

support for case-based representation, and semantic causal mapping. The

database contains concepts, relationships, associations and cases. The privi-

leged users can create, update, delete and manage them conveniently through

the SCDSS user interface, which then goes through. The user interface also

shows the list of the concepts, relationships, associations and cases (Figures

6.15, 6.16, 6.17, 6.18).

6.2.4.2 SDA knowledge transfer algorithm

The knowledge is inserted by the following process. The user first has to input

required concepts and relationships. Then these concepts and relationships

are used in creating an association (Fig.6.19). However, the added association

is not passed on to the storage yet. As the next step, the system asks the

user to input supporting case for this association (Fig.6.20). This step helps

user to reconsider their mental model (association), and if the user decides

to modify the association, s/he can go back to the create association page.

After the user is satisfied with their association and case, s/he can submit

the information. This process is based on SDAEC (See Chapter 4). The

submitted knowledge (association and case) however, does not go directly

to the main storage. It is held at the intermediate storage, until verified by

the expert in charge. Once verified, the knowledge is transfered to the main

storage, CKB.
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Figure 6.15: The list of SDA concepts in SCDSS interface
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Figure 6.16: The list of SDA relationships in SCDSS interface
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Figure 6.17: The list of SDA associations in SCDSS interface
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Figure 6.18: The list of SDA cases in SCDSS interface
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Figure 6.19: Creating association in SCDSS user interface
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Figure 6.20: Creating supporting case for an association in SCDSS user interface
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6.2.4.3 SDA knowledge revision algorithm

If the success rate of an association is lower than the predefined threshold,

it is sent to the knowledge revision pool (Fig.6.21). A notification is sent to

expert(s) in charge, as well as the selected users of the system, informing them

of knowledge in need of revision. The users give their feedback regarding this

association, in order to rate its validity for the domain. This helps experts(s)

determine whether the association should remain in CKB or be discarded

due to its inapplicability to the domain.
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Figure 6.21: The list of associations to be revised by the expert in SCDSS
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6.2.4.4 SDA knowledge backup algorithm

All the associations, which have been more successful than the predefined

threshold after a certain number of uses, they are considered to be the uni-

versal domain truth, thus automatically are copied to the backup.

6.2.4.5 Knowledge retrieval algorithm

The knowledge retrieval mechanism in SCDSS is the process which initiates

the communication between SSKW and SDA model during the user query.

The process of retrieving knowledge in response to a user query is presented

below. To elaborate the working of this process clearly, we have chosen an

example based on a fictitious business organisation AdventureWorks, which

deals in bicycles. For the decision situation, following query is chosen:

”Why the sales of bike (BK-M82S-38) have dropped over the past 2 weeks?”

The knowledge retrieval for this query works as follows (Fig. 6.22). The

system accepts above-mentioned query in natural language, and extracts

main terms from it with the help of CDSS and SSKW vocabularies. The

terms found in CDSS vocabulary, i.e. sales, verb dropped, are sent to CDSS;

while the SSKW terms, i.e. BK-M82S-38 are forwarded to OPER/SV man-

ager. OPER/SV manager fetches the status of BK-M82S-38 and related

processes, events, relationships, and SVs, and keeps them as intermediate

result.

Meanwhile, CDSS extracts all the mental models containing sales, with
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Figure 6.22: The knowledge retrieval process in SCDSS
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Figure 6.23: Output of user query from SCDSS
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dropped as relationship (Fig. 6.23). The CDSS then forwards the list of

concepts from the resultant mental models to the knowledge mapping com-

ponent (KMC), which passes them to OPER/SV manager while retaining

the unique identifiers of these concepts. The OPER/SV manager searches

for these concepts in the intermediate result, and sends the result to KMC.

KMC maps SSKW and CDSS output through the unique identifiers, and

passes the output to GUI. Thus, when a concept, such as bad delivery, is

clicked in CDSS output (Fig. 6.23), the corresponding BK-M82S-38 delivery

report from SSKW is displayed (Fig. 6.24). The detailed evaluation of the

SCDSS and its user interface will be given in Chapter 7.

6.3 Summary

This chapter explains the working of SCDSS prototype system. The system

incorporates all the techniques and algorithms proposed during this research,

including OPER model, subjective views, SDA model, and SDA articulate

and elicitation cycle. The SCDSS is designed to provide the support to a

decision makers cognitive processes and knowledge-based capabilities, in a

human-centric manner.

This prototype will be used to evaluate the performance and effectiveness

of underlying proposed techniques/algorithms. The evaluation experiments

conducted to measure their performance will be presented in Chapter 8.
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Figure 6.24: The delivery report from SSKW
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Chapter 7

Analysis of OPER Model

In this chapter, the knowledge representation model proposed in SSKW,

called OPER model, will be analyzed against the currently available KR

techniques, in order to establish its effectiveness as a unified KR architecture.

7.1 Overview of OPER model

The issue of knowledge loss in BI and DSS systems is considered to be one of

the major drawbacks of relational database technology [7, 140]. Conversion

of knowledge to structured data results in loss of knowledge, while the conver-

sion of data to knowledge, despite using specialized data mining techniques,

can not derive optimal knowledge. Thus, a knowledge-enabled backend is

deemed essential for BI and DSS systems, so as to provide efficient access

to relevant knowledge. Keeping this in mind, SSKW architecture has been
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of OPER model

proposed (presented in Chapter 5), which has OPER model as its underlying

KR technique.

Knowledge in OPER is categorized at syntactic level, into four knowledge

components, namely objects, processes, events and relationships. An object

defines real-world entities, such as employee and organization.Processes rep-

resent real-world procedures, such as product delivery, and sales. Events

imply an occurrence in a specific time/location, such as Sydney car expo.

Relationships are semantically defined links, used to represent real-world re-

lationships amongst objects, processes, and events.

As stated in Chapter 5, OPER model can be classified as a hybrid knowl-

edge representation technique, which combines object-oriented approach, frame-

based approach and semantic link networks (SLNs) [137] together in order to

represent domain knowledge (Fig.7.1, 5.4).

Fig.5.4 shows that the storage of knowledge in OPER model through

object-oriented, frame-based and SLN approaches. It illustrates the scenario

with two products, Product1 and Product2. Each product is connected to
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Figure 7.2: Storage of knowledge in OPER model

three of their respective processes, sales, marketing and finance, which in

turn are instances of the parent processes sales, marketing and finance.

7.2 Evaluation of Knowledge Representation

Techniques

To evaluate a KR technique, it is essential to develop a suitable evaluation

criteria. The first thing to be considered while developing such criteria is to

understand the characteristics common to all the KR techniques. In addition,

it is also crucial to consider the qualities, which contribute towards a good

KR technique.
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7.2.1 Evaluation criteria

A good knowledge representation technique must possess the qualities of scal-

ability/modularity [143, 144], expressiveness/completeness [145, 146], clear

semantics [147], organization of knowledge [147], and granularity [148]. In

addition, the type of knowledge, which a KR technique is designed to handle,

also plays an important role in determining its value.

Scalability/modularity refers to the ability of adding or deleting knowledge

without an impact on the existing knowledge, which describes scalability or

modularity [143, 144]. This feature allows a system to conveniently update

add, and delete knowledge without introducing any inconsistencies [149].

Expressiveness defines the thoroughness to which various aspects of a

knowledge entity can be represented [145]. Expressiveness can be defined

as: a) Containment and b) Completeness [144]. Containment refers to the

amount of knowledge a KR technique is designed to contain. Whereas com-

pleteness denotes the thoroughness of knowledge.

Clear semantics specifies the meaning of expressions represented by a KR

technique [147]. It is essential for a KR technique to have uniform and well-

defined domain semantics in order to allow the application to easily interpret

the meaning of knowledge. If it is not well-defined, the interpretation of

knowledge can become extremely difficult and tedious task; as the meanings

of a syntax may be interpreted differently.

Organisation of knowledge defines the underlying structure of knowledge,

such as hierarchical or relational structure [147].
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Finally, granularity refers to the size of the meaningful chunks of knowl-

edge, to which a knowledge-base can be broken down [148]. In other words, it

refers to the extent of detail to which a knowledge element can be described

[150]. Granularity can be defined as either fine or coarse. The smaller the

size of chunks, the finer the knowledge; while larger size signifies coarse gran-

ularity [147].

In addition to the above-mentioned characteristics, we will also look into

the types of knowledge a KR technique supports. The type of knowledge

helps to decide the type of problems a KR technique can handle [147]. As

stated earlier, there are two types of knowledge, declarative and procedural.

Declarative knowledge represents objects, facts and relations of the real world

, and states their truth [151]. Procedural knowledge on the other hand, deals

with the processes and tasks are done in real world [151].

It is important to consider the characteristics of knowledge representation

which will help in forming a uniform basis for evaluation. The evaluation cri-

teria proposed here, thus, focuses on six crucial and common aspects of KR

techniques. These criteria are scalability/modularity, completeness, seman-

tics, organization of knowledge, and supported knowledge type.

The analysis of OPER model is done against two types of KR techniques;

the classical and hybrid KR techniques (See Chapter 5 for detailed descrip-

tion). The chosen classical KR rechniques include predicate logic, semantic

networks, production rules and frames ; while the hybrid KR techniques in-

clude KRYPTON, MANTRA, FRORL, extended semantic nets and Baby-
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lon2.

7.3 Analysis of OPER Model

The analysis of OPER against classical and hybrid KR techniques is perfomed

through descriptive research methodology. The merits and demerits of the

approaches are measured through the studies conducted and published in

the literature.

7.3.1 Classical KR techniques vs. OPER model

Following is the result of analysis of OPER model performed against classical

KR techniques (see Table 7.1).

7.3.1.1 Predicate logic

Logic is one of the oldest representation models of knowledge and thought

[147]. The most common form of logic used is predicate logic. Predicate logic

allows to break a statement into various components, and use variables and

functions of variables in the form of a symbolic logic statement [151]. Sen-

tences can be constructed using proposition symbols (P, Q, R) and boolean

connectives, such as conjunction (And), disjunction (Or), and implication

(P implies Q). Logic represents declarative knowledge [145]. The advantages

of logic are modularity support [149], well-defined semantics in the form of

Boolean connectives and quantifiers [148], and expressiveness [152]. However,
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there are some disadvantages to the approach, including poor organisation

of knowledge [153], and the high expressiveness capabilities, which lead to

complexities/conflicts due to increased number of combinations to make in-

ferences [147].

7.3.1.2 Semantic networks

Semantic networks allow to represent concepts and relationships between

them through nodes, links (edges) and link labels [151]. The nodes in se-

mantic networks represent objects, events and actions, while links represent

the relationships having link labels. Semantic networks represent declarative

knowledge, and support inheritance. Scalability/modularity is difficult to

achieve in semantic nets due to its hierarchical characteristics. For instance,

if a parent node is deleted, the associated child nodes will also have to be

deleted as child cannot exist without parent node [147]. Moreover, semantic

networks lack formal semantics, as there are no standards set for nodes, arc

values, and link names [149].

7.3.1.3 Production Rules

A rule based system consists of global rules and facts about the knowledge

domain. The basic idea of these systems is that knowledge is presented as

production rules in the form of condition-action pairs [151]. The inference

engine used will contain procedural knowledge for choosing a particular pro-

duction rule to fire. In production rules, each rule is independent of other
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Table 7.1: Analysis of OPER model against the classical KR techniques

Criteria/KR
technique

Logic Semantic Nets
Production
Rules

Frames

OPER (SLNs
+ Frames +
OO)

Knowledge
Type

Declarative Declarative Procedural
Declarative and
Procedural

Declarative and
Prodecural

Granularity Fine Fine Fine Coarse
Coarse

Organisation
of Knowledge

Poor Excellent Poor Excellent
Excellent

Scalabil-
ity/Modularity

Excellent Poor Excellent Average
Poor

Semantic
Clarity

Excellent Poor Excellent Poor
Poor

Expressive-
ness/Completeness

Excellent Poor Excellent Poor
Poor
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rule and therefore can be developed and modified independently of other rules

[151]. Type of knowledge that is represented in production rule is procedu-

ral (Bingi, Khazanchi Yadav 1995). Furthermore granularity of knowledge

represented is fine because each rule is broken to its minimal level and is

specific to the condition that is being tested. Semantics for production rules

are clearly defined which is in the form of If-Than construction pair. Also it

is easy to add new rules however it may increase the complexity. However,

knowledge is very poorly organized in production rules as the knowledge can

only be organized in the form of if-then format.

7.3.1.4 Frames

4) Frames Frames are similar to semantic networks however all the informa-

tion relevant to a particular object is held inside a single node. Frames have

two main parts i) Slots that hold variable data and ii) Fixed parts that hold

static data. In other words, frame represents an entity as a combination of

slots and associated values. (Turban Aronson 2005). Frames may contain

both procedural and declarative knowledge [147]. Furthermore, they are very

efficient in maintaining and organizing the knowledge. Modularity is average

in frames because even though each frame is independent and contains its

own information however they are organized in hierarchical manner which

means as more frames are added it becomes difficult to manage the relation-

ship between various frames. Furthermore, according to (Reichgelt, 1991)

frames lack clear semantics and have limited expressiveness.
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7.3.1.5 OPER Model

The analysis of OPER model was conducted extensively, against each criteria

chosen for this study, a detailed account of which is given below.

a) Knowledge type

OPER is a combination of Semantic Nets and Frames which means knowl-

edge type in OPER is both Declarative and Procedural. As defined above,

Semantic nets are used to describe the declarative knowledge better because

in declarative knowledge the relationships are well defined and relationships

are the basis of organizing knowledge in semantic networks. Frames are sim-

ilar to semantic networks, but all the information relevant to an object is

held inside the node. Frame represents an entity as a set of slots (attributes)

and associated values. Frames may contain both procedural and declara-

tive knowledge. So OPER supports both declarative knowledge to define

the factual information and procedural knowledge to define the process to

do something, it depends what kind of knowledge needs to be stored in the

system. It is possible that the system only requires one kind of knowledge

type at a moment however if the requirements change and system is required

to store both kind of knowledge then OPER can support them.

b) Organization Of Knowledge

Organization of knowledge is excellent in OPER because it supports both

inheritance and hierarchical structure. Semantic network and frames form

the basis of OPER. Semantic networks support inheritance which means that

all members of a class (category) will inherit all the properties of their super-
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classes which enables them to represent deep knowledge (Bingi, Khazanchi

Yadav 1995).Furthermore, frames supports hierarchical structure which makes

it easy to set up slots for new properties and relations and also to include

default information [148].

c) Scalability/Modularity

In terms of modularity, OPER is poor that is to say that it is not easy to

add, delete or update the knowledge. As is the case with semantic networks,

even though it supports inheritance but as more and more knowledge is

added or deleted from the knowledge base inheritance from multiple sources

can cause problems such as conflicts. Similarly in frames, it is easy to add

new frames (knowledge) however deleting and updating the frames may cause

conflict. Therefore, in terms of modularity OPER lacks the desired flexibility

and may lead to conflicts and complexities.

d) Semantic Clarity

There is no formal semantics in both semantic nets and frames which

means OPER also lacks formal semantics. In semantic networks there are

no standards about node and arc values and also there is no standard def-

inition of link names. Furthermore, due to lack of semantic it gets difficult

to represent quantified statement i.e. statements which involves quantity or

number. Similarly, frames do not have any formal semantic which limits its

ability to express incomplete knowledge.

e) Expressiveness

Expressiveness capabilities of OPER is poor. OPER is basically a hybrid
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of semantic nets and frames. In semantic nets, only unary or binary rela-

tions can be defined which result in poor expressiveness and also it is very

difficult to express quantified statements. Furthermore, frames also lacks the

expressiveness capabilities (Reichgelt, 1991)

f) Granularity

The granularity in OPER is coarse which means that the knowledge is

stored in large chunks in OPER even though it is using frames and semantic

nets.

The result of the above evaluation suggests that OPER is not as com-

prehensive as compared to classical knowledge representation schemes (Ta-

ble.7.1). The only criterion in which OPER is comprehensive is the type of

knowledge it can represent as it is able to represent both declarative and

procedural knowledge. Furthermore, OPER is also excellent in organizing

the knowledge as compared to other knowledge representation techniques.

However, when it comes to modularity, semantic and expressiveness, OPER

is poor in these criteria whereas knowledge representation techniques such

as logic and production rules are excellent in all three criteria. Therefore,

the results suggest that OPER can be improved in criteria such as modu-

larity, semantic and expressiveness to be called a comprehensive knowledge

representation technique.
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7.3.2 Hybrid KR techniques VS. OPER Model

This section compares the OPER model with various hybrid KR techniques

from the literature.

7.3.2.1 KRYPTON VS. OPER

KYRYPTON is a combination of First order logic and frames, which shows

that it can support both declarative and procedural knowledge. Therefore, in

terms of knowledge type OPER and KYRYPTON can support both declar-

ative and procedural knowledge types. In case of granularity, both of them

provide coarse granularity. This is because of the use of frames in the struc-

ture of both. While organization of knowledge in OPER is excellent due to

support of both inheritance and hierarchical structure. In KRYPTON how-

ever, organisation of knowledge is average due to poor structure of frames.

However, owing to use of first order logic in KRYPTONs structure its rank in

modularity, semantic and expressiveness and incompleteness is higher than

OPER.

7.3.2.2 Babylon 2 VS. OPER

Babylon 2 is a combination of Frames and production rules. As a result, in

terms of knowledge type both Babylon2 and OPER support declarative and

procedural knowledge and also in case of granularity due to use of Frame

in their structures, they are Coarse. Whereas OPER, as mentioned in last

section, supports inheritance and hierarchical structure is excellent in orga-
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nization of knowledge, Babylon2 because of applying of Production Rules

in its structure is weaker than OPER in this criterion. However, in terms

of modularity, semantic and expressiveness, Babylon2 is better than OPER,

and this is because of employing production rules.

7.3.2.3 MANTRA VS. OPER

This hybrid technique, which is the combination of First Order Logic, Ter-

minological Language, Semantic Networks and Production Rules, like OPER

supports declarative and procedural knowledge type. In terms of granularity,

MANTRA offers fine, while OPER has, as stated earlier, Coarse. In terms

of organization of knowledge OPER is better than MANTARA and it is be-

cause of the use of First Order Logic and Production Rules in the structure

of it which both of them is poor in this criterion. Modularity and semantic

of MANTRA are better than OPER, due to its logic and production rules

application. As mentioned in last section MANTRA is poor in expressive-

ness [109] and also OPER because of using Semantic Nets and Frames in its

structure, which are both poor in this criterion, is poor in this measure.

7.3.2.4 FRORL VS. OPER

This hybrid technique is the combination of Frames and Production Rules.

As a consequence, in terms of knowledge type, like OPER it can support

declarative and procedural knowledge and also in case of granularity, owing

to use of Frame in the structure of both hybrid techniques, they are Coarse.
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Table 7.2: Analysis of OPER model against the hybrid KR techniques

Criteria/KR
technique

KRYPTON MANTRA FRORL
Extended

Sem Nets
Babylon2

OPER

Technical
Implementa-
tion

First order
logic
Frames

First order
logic
Terminological
language
Semantic
networks
Production
Rules

Frames
Production
Rules

Proximal
network model
Semantic
networks

Frames
Production
Rules

Semantic
networks
Frames

Knowledge
Type

Declarative
and Procedural

Declarative
and Procedural

Declarative
and Procedural

Declarative
Declarative
and Prodecural

Declarative and
Procedural

Granularity Coarse Fine Coarse Fine Coarse
Coarse

Organisation
of Knowledge

Average Average Average Excellent Average
Excellent

Scalabil-
ity/Modularity

Excellent Excellent Excellent Poor Excellent
Poor

Semantic
Clarity

Average Average Average Poor Average
Poor

Expressive-
ness/Completeness

Poor Poor Poor Excellent Poor
Poor
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While OPER, as mentioned in last section, supports inheritance and hier-

archical structure is excellent in organization of knowledge, FRORL due to

apply of Production Rules is weaker than OPER in this criterion. How-

ever, in terms of modularity, semantic and expressiveness because of use of

Production Rules in its structure, FRORL is better than OPER.

7.3.2.5 Extended semantic nets VS. OPER

This hybrid technique because of having just networks in its structure can

only support declarative knowledge type, while OPER due to use of Frames

in its structure can support both declarative and procedural knowledge types.

In case of granularity, OPER is Coarse, but Extended Semantic Net is fine

in this criterion. In terms of organization of knowledge, modularity and

semantic they are both same and this is because of the use of Semantic Nets

in the structure of both. However, Extended Semantic Net is more expressive

(Shetty, Riccio Quinqueton 2009).

As it can be seen in Table.7.2, there are various hybrid knowledge repre-

sentation schemes in AI which all of these hybrid techniques have their own

semantics, structure as well as different flexibility in level of power of ex-

pression. The result of the above evaluation represents that OPER is not as

complete as compared with other hybrid knowledge representation schemes.

As in mentioned before the only criterion in which OPER is inclusive is the

type of knowledge it can represent as it is able to represent both declarative

and procedural knowledge. Moreover, OPER is also excellent in organizing
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the knowledge and compared to other hybrid knowledge representation tech-

niques it is just Extended Semantic Net which is excellent in this criterion.

In terms of modularity, semantic and expressiveness, OPER, as it stated in

previous section, is poor in these criteria. What stands out from the table is

that in other hybrid techniques at least one of the criteria in which OPER

is poor, they are excellent, and although those mentioned hybrid techniques

have some weaknesses, overall the mixture of two or more traditional knowl-

edge representation scheme which are used in their implementation result in

making the hybrid system which is more efficient. Hence, the results put

forward that OPER should be improved in criteria such as modularity, se-

mantic and expressiveness to be considered as a comprehensive knowledge

representation technique.

7.4 Summary

This chapter reviewed the structure of OPER model, and analysed it against

classical, as well as hybrid, KR techniques. During the evaluation, each

traditional knowledge representation technique was analysed using six crite-

ria, namely knowledge type, granularity, organization of knowledge, scalabil-

ity/modularity, semantic and expressiveness. Furthermore, after evaluating

OPER, OPER was found to be capable of representing both declarative as

well as procedural knowledge, and supporting inheritance due to the hierar-

chical structure of knowledge. However, OPER model fell short in terms of
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scalability/modularity, formal semantics, and expressiveness, thus requires

improvement in said aspects of the architecture.
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Chapter 8

System Evaluation and Testing

This chapter presents two evaluations performed on the system. The first

evaluation, presented in Section 8.1, is performed on the SCDSS system as

a whole on the following criteria; debiasing for availability, framing and con-

textual biases; knowledge sharing and enhancement capabilities; efficiency of

the system in producing output; and relevance of output. While the second

evaluation, presented in Section 8.2 is perfomed on the SDA model specif-

ically, in order to assess its debiasing abilities for availability, framing, and

contextual biases.
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8.1 Evaluation 1:

Evaluating SCDSS for De-biasing, Knowledge sharing,

Efficiency and Relevance of output

To evaluate the SCDSS, a usability test was conducted based on a case study

about the effect of social media on various aspects of business.

8.1.1 Case Study: SleekTabs

The company chosen for this case study is a hypothetical organization, Sleek-

Tabs. SleekTabs is a manufacturer of tablet PCs. the mental model dataset

for SleekTabs is constructed around areas such as social media, product devel-

opment, government policy and sales. Fig.8.1 shows the set of mental models

used for this study. It was elicited from the experts in the domain of sales.

8.1.2 Criteria for evaluation

The evaluation of the system is to be carried out around four criteria; de-

biasing for availability, framing and contextual biases; knowledge sharing and

enhancement capabilities; efficiency of the system in producing output; and

relevance of output.
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8.1.3 Participants

The population chosen for this experiment was from three groups, DSS pro-

fessionals, students of business intelligence (BI) and emphDSS researchers.

The reason behind choosing these three groups is that the professionals pro-

vide the opinion based on the real-world experience, the students of BI pro-

vide the novice decision making perspective as well as the user-friendliness of

the system, while the researchers evaluate the system in terms of its theoreti-

cal foundations and latest innovations, providing insights into the weaknesses

of SCDSS in that regard.

8.1.4 Scenario

The SCDSS allows a decision maker to query in the natural language. The

users were able to query the system for various aspects of the business, such

as sales, production and effects of social media on business, based on the

set of interconnected mental models provided to them (Fig.8.1). The queries

used by the users include:

• how can we improve sales?

• how social media affects sales?

• what is the role of social media in improving business?

• what can I do to increase my competitive advantage?
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Note that the queries and the mental model in this case study are simpler.

However, as this system is expendable through continuous use, it is bound to

get complex over time, collecting specialized and optimized domain knowl-

edge. The query complexity is also bound to increase with the evolution of

mental models.
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Figure 8.1: Mental model of the domain used for system evaluation
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After getting familiar with the system, the participants were asked to

query about the effect of social media on business, as follows:

How can social media benefit my business?

Fig.8.2 shows the output of this query produced by the system. The

output shows three types of effects that social media can have on various

aspects of the business. These effects are increases, generates and enables.

The user can traverse through the graph by clicking any of them to further

explore the mental models. Figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 show the extended SDA

mental models.

These mental models were elicited from various experts through SDAEC.

Although the number of decision alternatives (mental models) in this case

study is small, the CKB has the capability to grow in size over time by con-

tinuous elicitation of mental models from experts, which will help to reduce

or eliminate the availability bias during decision making.

The system is designed to fetch the current status of relevant business

entities by clicking on the concepts in the graphical output. For instance,

clicking on the social media directs the user to the current status of Sleek-

Tabs products in social media 8.6. The social media analysis here includes

information about the number of times a product has appeared in social me-

dia, positive mentions, negative mentions, ranking, suggested improvements,

and social media initiatives. These details depend upon how that entity was

defined in SSKW.
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Figure 8.2: Result of the query

Figure 8.3: The graph for the social media generates
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Figure 8.4: The stored mental models for social media enables

Figure 8.5: The stored mental models for social media increases
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Figure 8.6: The current status of business in social media, fetched from
SSKW
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8.1.5 Evaluation and Results

After conducting the experiment with the system, the users were instructed

to fill out a questionnaire about the working of the system. The questionnaire

consists of 24 questions, divided into following six categories: participant’s

professional profile, experience with DSS; debiasing mental models; system’s

efficiency in generating output; relevance of knowledge; and ease of use.

The professional profile section contains questions about respondant’s

job role, length of experience with decision making, DSS/BI tools used, and

organisation type and scale in which the respondent is currently working.

This information gives us insights into the a respondent’s level of expertise,

type of skills, and field of specialization.

The section on debiasing mental models asks questions to find out the

effects of debiasing in SCDSS. The biases covered in here are availability,

contextual and framing.

8.1.5.1 Experiment results for availability debiasing

The debiasing for availability is surveyed through following questions:

• Did the system present you with a new decision alternative, which was

unknown to you?

• Did the query output help you to recall relevant alternative(s), which

you had forgotten otherwise?
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Figure 8.7: Survey results for availability debiasing

• Did the system suggested the decision alternatives, which were better

than what you had in mind?

The results of these questions are shown in Fig.8.7. The results show that

60% of respondents thought that the system presented them with a new men-

tal model, or facilitated them to learn a new mental model. Whereas, 85.7%

agreed that the system helped them to recall relevant mental models during

decision making process. For the question about suggesting better decision al-

ternatives, 18.7% indicated little contribution by SCDSS in this regard, 31%

indicated fairly well, 19% very well, while 31.3% indicated a definite avail-

ability of better decision alternatives than their own mental models. These

results clearly show the successful implementation of availability debiasing.

8.1.5.2 Experiment results for contextual and framing debiasing

To detect debiasing of contextual and framing biases, the role of cases in

formulating final decision was explored. Following questions were asked to
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Figure 8.8: Survey result for Contextual and Framing debiasing

detect the effects of contextual and framing debiasing.

• Contextual: Did the facts provided in the past cases gave you confi-

dence in the decision you took?

A case contains the objective information about that situation through

variables, each representing an environmental parameter. This information

provides insights into reasons behind the success of corresponding decision

alternative in that situation. It also indicates the possible cause of bias

generation. Thus having the objective information helps us recognize the

connections between various factors and the success or failure of a decision

alternative.

The users rated contextual debiasing in the SCDSS as follows (Fig.8.8).

Majority of the respondents, that is 60%, expressed that information of the

past situations helped them make a better informed decision confidently.

Second highest, that is 26.7% thought that past cases gave them very well .
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Whereas 13.3% perceived very little facilitation from SCDSS in regard. So

we can say that the majority of the respondents viewed the factual data in

cases as helpful in educating them about the decision situation, thus making

a better-informed decision with confidence.

• Framing: Did knowledge of successful and unsuccessful use of a decision

alternative in the attached cases help you to objectively measure its

usability in current decision situation?

• Did the representation of results in SCDSS helped you to understand

decision situation better than other BI/DSS output?

A decision maker might be biased against or towards a decision alter-

native due to their past experiences. Having successful and unsuccessful

cases attached to it helps the decision maker to recognize the weaknesses

and strengths of that decision alternative in different situations, which can

neutralize their framing. Moreover, it provides different perspectives on that

decision alternative, thus preventing the decision maker from heavily rely-

ing upon it, or refraining from using it; resulting in reduction/elimination

of framing bias. In the survey ratings, half of the population (50%) rated

this being helpful in determining the usability of a decision alternative in

current situation. A 12.5% of respondents voted it to be perfectly helpful,

and 25% voted fairly well. Whereas, 6.2% found it to be of very little help,

and 6.3% viewed it as not helpful at all in weighing the usage of a decision

alternative. These results are very encouraging, and show the importance
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of the availability of factual data in formulating an unbiased and objective

opinion, thus breaking the frame.

The graphical representation of results, which is considered to be a debi-

asing technique for framing [75], was also evaluated against the ouput repre-

sentation of other BI/DSS sysetms. For this criteria, 37.5% rated the role of

result representation in understanding the situation as fairly well, 6.3% rated

it as very well, 31.2% voted very little, and a 25% of the respondents did not

find it better than the other BI/DSS systems at all. These results show a

lack of efficacy in the way the results are presented in SCDSS, indicating a

need for improvement. Here, it would be noteworthy to mention that the

improvement in the graphical output, especially in the capability of the sys-

tem to show complete mental model relevant to the query, was a recurring

recommendation. This feedback was collected through an open-ended ques-

tion asking respondents to fill in their suggestions and improvements to the

system (Fig.8.8).

8.1.5.3 Experiment results for knowledge sharing and evolution

Knowledge sharing is one of key functions, around which SCDSS was de-

signed. To test whether it facilitates the sharing and evolution of knowledge,

users were asked to rate the system’s ability against three factors: a) to

provide extensive set of mental models for a decision situation; b) to assist

sharing knowledge of various experts amongst SCDSS users; and c) to facil-

itate learning and development of new knowledge (mental models). Fig.8.9
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Figure 8.9: Survey result for knowledge sharing through SCDSS

shows the ratings for the above-mentioned factors. The questions used in this

experiment representing these aspects of knowledge sharing are as follows.

• Did the system provide you a larger set of decision alternatives than

you expected?

• Did you like the idea to access and use the mental models of other

decision makers when needed?

• Did the output of SCDSS help you to develop new, or richer, mental

models?

To the first question, the ratings are as follows. A 37.5% voted that

the system provides a fairly large set of decision alternatives, 31.3% voted

very well, 6.3% agreed perfectly to the availability of extensive set of decision

alternatives. While 25% thought that the set of decision alternatives provided

by the system was not particularly large.
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The idea of accessing other decision makers’ mental model was notably

a favored one with the respondents. A substantial 31.3% liked the idea

perfectly, 25% rated it as very well, another 25% voted fairly well, while 18.8%

found the idea to be of very little use. Whereas, none of the respondents

disagreed with the idea.

To the question about SCDSS being capable of causing the learning of

new knowledge, 26.5% rated it to be very helpful in learning new knowledge,

21% voted fairly well, and 15% rated it to be perfectly capable of facilitating

the learning of new knowledge. However, 20% voted it to be of very little

help in this regard, and 17.5% rated it not helpful at all. In summary, the

feedback for this feature of SCDSS was mainly positive.

Looking at the results for the three knowledge sharing questions, the sys-

tem received a substantially positive response from the respondents, demon-

strating its effectiveness in sharing the domain knowledge amongst system

users. This also shows that when an expert leaves the organisation, their

knowledge can still remain within through SCDSS, and be used for future

decision making. The results also show that the SCDSS allows a new decision

maker to learn the inside skills of the domain through the stored knowledge

of senior experts.
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Figure 8.10: Survey result for efficiency and relevance of output

8.1.5.4 Experiment results for system efficiency and relevance of

output

The system efficiency was based on two factors; a) number of cycles the

system takes to produce precisely relevant/useful output; and b) the amount

of effort a user is required to put while querying the system. Following are

the questions from the survey to determine system efficiency.

• Was the system more efficient in producing output than the other

BI/DSS sysetm that you have used?

• In terms of efficiency, how would you rate the querying facility in

SCDSS (natural language query), as compared to other BI/DSS?

The results for system efficiency in terms of producing output are as

follows (Fig.8.10). A 61.5% of respondents rated the system as being more

efficient than other BI/DSS , while a 38.5% indicated that it was not more
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efficient than other BI/DSS systems. The response for the natural language

query facility was however immensely positive. A 57.7% or respondents rated

it as perfect in terms of efficiency, 17% as very well, 19% rated it fairly well,

and 6.3% rated it as very little. The results indicate that the feature of

natural language query is a well-received one, which enables the decision

maker to focus on the decision problem, rather than concentrating on the

way to interact with the DSS.

To determine system’s performance in terms of the relevance of output,

following question was included.

• Did the query output direct your thought process to the precise/relevant

set of solutions regarding your decision situation?

The results show a huge 78% positive result, which indicates system’s

ability to access and fetch relevant knowledge from CKB according to the

user query.

8.1.6 Discussion and analysis of the results

The motivation behind this study is to explore the efficacy of SDA-based

SCDSS to debias mental models of its users. The experiment was conducted

around following criteria; availability debiasing, framing debiasing, contex-

tual debiasing, knowledge sharing and enhancement, and efficiency of output.
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8.1.6.1 Availability debiasing

To debias mental models for availability, it is essential for a CDSS to pro-

vide the decision makers with as many decision alternatives as possible for

a decision situation, especially those which were previously unknown to the

decision makers, so as to explore as many strategies as possible to solve it

[5]. The respondents of this survey were asked if they learned any unfamil-

iar decision alternatives relevant to the situation. The respondents from the

category of professionals pointed out that due to the smaller dataset used

in the case study, the number of unfamiliar decision alternatives was limited

for them. They however commented that if the dataset contained extensive

domain knowledge from various experts, it would prove to be a valuable asset

for them during decision making. This way, the SCDSS will be able to reduce

availability bias to a greater extent.

Another technique to implement availability debiasing is to assist decision

maker to recall their old mental models, which may have been overshadowed

by the recent events, or forgotten over time [69, 68]. The response about

recalling old mental models was highly positive for all three qroups. SCDSS

was 85.7% successful in helping respondents to recall old relevant knowledge.

This in turn, helped them to consider the decision alternatives that may have

had remained forgotten otherwise, thus helping them avoid their availability

bias.

By applying deductive reasoning we can safely state that since availability

bias can be mitigated by providing experts with new mental models or help
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them recalling old mental models and SCDSS holds the capability to assist

experts in these areas; thus SCDSS successfully mitigates availability bias.

Note here that the ability of SCDSS to reduce availability bias is directly

proportional to the number and diversity of mental models stored. That is,

as the knowledge in SCDSS expands and evolves with time, the likelihood of

debiasing for availability also increases.

As can be seen from Fig.8.7, the positive results for being able to recall

old mental models with the help of SCDSS were much higher than that of

the learning new mental models and better decision alternative suggested by

SCDSS. This can be attributed to the preliminary mental models available

for the case study. The professionals included in the study pointed out to the

fact that the dataset was preliminary, and had it been more mature and vast,

it could have led them to more clear conclusions as to how much SCDSS can

affect their performance in dynamic and task-intensive environments.

8.1.6.2 Framing debiasing

Debiasing for framing can be achieved by learning about the impact of a

mental model upon various decision situations. This can be achieved by

presenting the positive and negative effects of taking certain course of ac-

tion to solve a decision problem [58, 51]. SCDSS records the outcomes of

the decisions taken with certain mental model in the past, which may be

positive or negative. These positive and negative results obtained through

using a mental model allow the user to neutralize their opinions about a
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mental model. The respondents stated that it helped them see ”the good

and bad performance of the mental models in action”, ”leading to developing

a neutral perception of the mental model, rather than a biased one”. Thus,

the users who were either relying heavily upon, or avoiding, certain mental

model due to their past experiences, were neutralized in their framing (re-

liance/avoidance over that mental model) by seeing its performance outcome

in different decision situations (SDA cases). As the survey results for this

aspect in SCDSS showed highly positive results, it can be concluded that

SCDSS was able to debias framing.

Framing bias can also be eliminated through presenting the situation in a

graphical format, to show the decision maker the big picture of the situation

[75]. The SCDSS provides the output of a decision query in graphical format

to give the user a better understanding of the links among various business

concepts. The experiment results for this feature however were not very

encouraging. This could be due to the limitations in graph traversal, as

pointed out by the respondents. This is the aspect of SCDSS, where the

dissatisfaction rate was high. So the effectiveness for the SCDSS in terms

of debiasing framing through graphical representation could not be strongly

supported by the results. It is concluded that the graphical output of SCDSS

needs to be improved further in order to evaluate and establish its usefulness

to debias framing.
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8.1.6.3 Contextual debiasing

The contextual information provides insights into the key actors (environ-

mental factors) behind the development of a mental model [59]. In addition,

it helps to discover the status of certain environmental parameters, which

may have influenced the mental model to be developed in a certain way.

This is called contextual bias and it shows the specific status of various en-

vironmental variables that the mental model was optimized and generated

through. To avoid contextual bias, SCDSS stores the factual data about a

mental model and its successive usage through pre-defined variables in SDA

cases. The values stored in these variables, showing the status of the envi-

ronmental parameters in different situation, help decision makers to identify

the type of situations in which the productivity of the mental model is in-

creased. Having this information at hand, and comparing it with the current

situation, the users can be more confidant in using the mental model for their

decision. The survey results for this aspect show the success of the SCDSS

in providing the decision context to the users, improving their confidence for

using the mental model, thus avoiding contextual bias.

The contextual information provides insights into the key actors (environ-

mental factors) behind the development of a mental model [59]. In addition,

it helps to discover the status of certain environmental parameters, which

may have influenced the mental model to be developed in a certain way.

This is called contextual bias and it shows the specific status of various en-

vironmental variables that the mental model was optimized and generated
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through. To avoid contextual bias, SCDSS stores the factual data about a

mental model and its successive usage through pre-defined variables in SDA

cases. The values stored in these variables, showing the status of the envi-

ronmental parameters in different situation, help decision makers to identify

the type of situations in which the productivity of the mental model is in-

creased. Having this information at hand, and comparing it with the current

situation, the users can be more confidant in using the mental model for their

decision. The survey results for this aspect show the success of the SCDSS

in providing the decision context to the users, improving their confidence for

using the mental model, thus avoiding contextual bias.

8.1.6.4 Knowledge sharing and enhancement

Knowledge sharing and enhancement is considered an important feature for

the future generation of DSS [5]. In SCDSS, sharing of knowledge is achieved

through the SDA knowledge cycle [51]. The functions performed by SDA

knowledge cycle are: extract the mental models from experts; debias, merge

and store them; present the most relevant of the stored mental models to user

at the time of decision making; and allow the users to input any new mental

models created, or knowledge synthesized, during decision making. As a

result, SCDSS provides the users with extensive sets of decision alternatives,

facilitates knowledge sharing amongst employees, and drives the generation

of new knowledge.

The feedback from the respondents for the effectiveness of these features
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were highly supportive of the anticipated usefulness of SCDSS in these as-

pects. The respondents of the survey found the feature of having extensive

set of decision alternatives, to be very important and useful in giving them

more decision strategies to explore before making a decision, which increased

their chances of making a better-informed decision. Note that this feature is

also essential in reducing availability bias. One respondent, however, com-

mented that some experts might not want to share their trade secrets, and

refuse to give away their mental models to the system. This issue however is

not system related, thus outside the scope of SCDSS design.

In addition, the idea of accessing the knowledge of other experts was

highly praised, especially by the participants from the professional group.

The feedback indicates that this feature also helped respondents in achieving

knowledge augmentation. SCDSS achieved this by providing them with new

mental models, as well as different perspectives about those mental models

through historical cases. This in turn facilitated knowledge synthesis, which

resulted in creation of new and less-biased knowledge.

The additional advantage found during this study was knowledge preser-

vation. As SCDSS gathers domain knowledge of employees over time, their

mastery gained through on-job trainings and their experience with the do-

main, remains within the organisation to be shared through SCDSS even

after they leave the company.
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8.1.6.5 System efficiency and relevance of output

The evaluation of efficiency was based upon the time it took for the respon-

dents to query the system, and for SCDSS to produce considerably relevant

output. The feedback on the time to query SCDSS indicated it to be notably

lower that other BI/DSS systems in participants’ use, due to the natural lan-

guage query capabilities of SCDSS. While the relevance of output was based

upon the number of decision cycles it took for SCDSS to take the respondents

to the relevant pool of decision alternatives. The experiment results showed

that the respondents received the relevant output from SCDSS regarding

their decision query in the first attempt. Also, since all the mental models of

the domain were highly connected, they could jump from the concepts pro-

duced to the other adjacent concepts as needed. The flexibility of traversing

through the mental models was highly welcomed by the respondents. How-

ever, the issue of incapacity of SCDSS to back-traverse through the concepts

was raised. This issue is recognized to be redressed in the future studies.

8.2 Evaluation 2:

Evaluating SDA Model for Availability, Framing, and

Contextual De-biasing

Various evaluation techniques were studied to measure the presence of biases

in human mind. The detailed overview of these evaluation techniques is
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presented below.

8.2.1 Evaluation methods for various types of cogni-

tive bias

There is a diverse range of cognitive biases, each of which is developed due to

different stimuli and circumstances. Due to the disparate nature of the biases,

specialized evaluation methods were devised to suit their particular make

up. These evaluation methods include conditional reasoning, miscaliberation,

better than average test, over-claiming technique.

Since this research required to conduct evaluation for three types of bi-

ases, that is availability, framing and contextual, it was deemed essential to

merge and customize these evaluation techniques according to specific re-

quirements of this evaluation . Three evaluation methods were chosen, and

merged together in order to conduct the evaluation using SCDSS. The se-

lected evaluation methods are:

• Conditional reasoning: Designed to judge or define the personality

of an individual [154], this methodology assesses the cognitive bias of an

individual in the context of a specific field. It performs the assessment

by asking the subjects to select the most logical answer from a set of

logical questions, consequently identifying the aggressive individuals by

understanding their reasoning strategies.

• Miscaliberation: It is used to assess overconfidence bias in an in-
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dividual [20]. The participants are required to answer questions in

context to the domain, followed by guessing the number of their re-

sponses they assume would be correct. If the estimated guess is same

or less than actual number of correct responses, the participant is con-

sidered to be unbiased. However, if the estimated guess is higher, the

participant is considered to be overconfident and biased.

• Better than Average test: In this technique, the participants are

required to rate their responses on a Likert scale, in comparison to

other participants. If the subjects rate themselves to be higher than

five on a scale of (0-10), they are considered to be overconfident.

8.2.2 Case study

The case study chosen for this experiment was Airplane crashes. However, as

this domain can be very vast, we chose a specific sub-domain for the survey,

that is the role of cold conditions or aircraft icing in plane crashes. The

domain knowledge stored in the system consisted of the following mental

models:

• Bad Weather (Leads to) Aircraft Icing (Cause Frozen Sensors)False

Altitude and Speed Readings

• Aircraft Icing (Freeze) Carburetor (Increases the chances of) Engine

Failure (Increases the chances of) Plane Crash
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• Aircraft Icing (Leads to) Improper Handling Qualities

• Aircraft Icing (Causes Accumulation of Ice) Freezes Motors and Fans

• Aircraft Icing (Leads to) Icing Wind Shields

• Aircraft Icing (Increases Drag) Decreases ability to lift the Aircraft

• Aircraft Icing (Accumulation of Ice) Modification of Longitudinal Equi-

librium

• Aircraft Icing (Affects the Tubes and Antennas) Loss in Receiving Sig-

nals

This knowledge was converted into SDA-based mental models given in

Fig.8.11.
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Figure 8.11: Mental models of the domain aircraft icing used for SDA evaluation
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8.2.3 Criteria for evaluation

The evaluation experiment was conducted to measure the performance of

SDA model for the following criteria: availability debiasing, framing debiasing

and contextual debiasing.

8.2.4 Participants

This survey was conducted on a group of post graduate students, who did

not have prior experience of the selected domain of aviation, so as to avoid

any biases developed from previous aviation studies or experience.

Each participant was given one of two scenarios prior to attempting the

questionnaire. These scenarios helped us to instill bias in participants’ minds,

which was used as the base line to measure decrease or increase in their bias

after using the system.

8.2.5 Scenarios

These scenarios were taken from actual air crash incidents (Courtesy: Air

Crash Investigation show of ”National Geographic Channel”). The first sce-

nario points out to the problem of frozen speed sensors, while the cause of

crash in the second scenario was lack of monitoring. Therefore, a survey

participant was being biased towards either of these two options, based on

which scenario s/he was given.
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8.2.5.1 Air France 447

On the 1st of June 2009, Air France 330-300 was traveling from Rio de

Janario to Paris. It was claimed to be the latest generation of the airlines

as it had all the latest technology in it. The airbus had 228 passengers on

board, which went missing right above the Atlantic Ocean. The aviation

experts were puzzled with this incident and it took five days for them to find

the wreckage and almost two years to actually get sight of the airbus form

the ocean bed.

The flight has taken off and everything was in control. Then the flight

reaches the equator where they will pass through a region called inter tropical

convergence. This area is known for creating thunderstorms and deviation in

weather. This was confirmed by a weather report expert Micehal De viliars.

The flight enters a cloud cover at 1.51 am when the cockpit lids up with

thunderstorms. The senior pilot stated that he did not expect that there will

be much thunderstorms and he leaves the control to the less experienced pilot

which was definitely a bad decision. Thats when the weather deteriorates

and the pilot informs the crew to settles as the flight might be on move. They

recorded a temperature of (-42 deg Celsius) which actually froze the speed

sensors thereby giving faulty readings (speed and altitude) on the system

which confused the pilots and left them in a question on what is happening.

The senior pilot was contacted but there was no response for a while. The

situation became worse before he could report. The aircraft was flying too

high above see level and so they tried to level it to the horizon but they failed
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and landed into the sea.

The final report was documented sometime in 2012, which states that

the reason for the aircraft to go missing was due to poor decision-making

standards of the pilots. It claims that the pilots actually did not look up

at issues and thereby they lost control. They found 50 bodies and wreckage

exactly five days after the incident about 600 miles away the coast of Brazil.

8.2.5.2 Colgan Air Flight3407

On the 12th of February 2009, Continental Connection flight Colgan 3407 was

travelling from Newark, New Jersey to Buffalo It was a 74-seat Bombardier

Dash 8 Q400 and was been cleared for the ILS runway 23 approach to Buffalo

Niagara International Airport. Bombardier Dash 8 Q400 was carrying 45

passengers and 4 crew members on board, when it went missing from radar.

Weather conditions were light snowy and fogy with wind speed of 17 miles

per hour. The plane crashed into a house in New York after having a great

aerodynamic stall. All 49 on board and 1 in house were killed in the accident.

The investigation team NTSB and FBI rushed to the accident spot.

NTSB was assigned to recover flight data recorder and cockpit voice recorder

to analyze the reason for the crash. After they found recorders they started

investigating. The crew of Colgan 3407 was Captain Marvin Renslow with

3263 hours of flying experience and first officer Maple Valley with 2200 hours

of flying experience had a hectic schedule and was very tired and sleepy in

cockpit. NTSB found that crew spotted icing on both the wings and wind-
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screen prior to the landing and as response to that pilot switched on de-icing

system (reference speed switch). But the crew failed to maintain the speed

after switching reference speed. Due to lack of monitoring by the crew, speed

warning went unnoticed.

Flight continuing to the landing approach pilots went on to the checklist

and pilot extended flaps and landing gear. After its been extended for the

landing Investigation indicated that airspeed was constantly decayed. Pilots

lost the control of the aircraft and control wheel started shaking captain

failed to pull the aircraft back to control and in no time plane crashed into

a private home in killing 49 on board and 1 in house.

8.2.6 Survey design

The survey was divided into two phases. It the first phase, the participants

were asked to make decision based on the information available in their minds

and in the handouts given to them. While in the second phase, they were

required to use SCDSS for the same decision situation. Each of the two phases

consists of three steps. These three steps incorporate various evaluation

methods, in order to assess the personality of the participants, biases present

in their minds, and the variations in biases as a result of the survey. These

phases are based on conditional reasoning method, miscalibration, and better

than average test methods.

The questionnaire consists of twelve questions about aviation. In order

to determine participantsśources of information, a reference table is provided
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Figure 8.12: Reference table provided with each question, to identify the type
of bias

with every question (Fig.8.12). This reference table contains various options,

in order to determine sources of an individuaĺs knowledge. A reference table

allows to identify the type of biases (availability, framing, or contextual)

existing in a participantś mental models.

In addition to the questionnaire, few handouts about a plane’s architec-

ture, components, and icing conditions were prepared to help participants

understand the facts about plane’s working, especially in cold conditions,

during the survey. Appropriate images of all the Aircraft parts and sensors

were also given to the participants.

8.2.7 Survey administration

The survey was conducted in two phases, one without utilizing SCDSS for

decision making, while the other using SCDSS.
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8.2.7.1 Phase 1: Decision making without SCDSS

In the first step of this phase, conditional reasoning method was used. In

this step, participants were asked to answer two general questions about

airplanes, which are:

• Q1: What is the purpose of BlackBox?

• Q2: BlackBox is installed in?

The logic behind these questions was to categorize the participants into

logical (unbiased), biased and illogical groups. The participants, who were

diverted from their personal intuition due to a source of information, were

considered to be biased. While those who randomly selected illogical answers,

were put in illogical group. And the participants with precise and correct

answers were considered to be the logical ones.

As the results of the first step, the illogical participants were filtered out

of the survey, leaving logical and biaed groups. The remaining two groups

will be used to measure the effects of using SCDSS on unbiased, and biased

users.

In the second step, miscalibration method was employed. Each partici-

pant was handed out one of the two scenarios given above. Then the partici-

pants were asked to answer five questions about the domain of aircraft icing.

The questions included:

• Q3: When the temperature is in a range of -40 to -80 degree Celsius,

what do you think a pilot should do?
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• Q4: What could be the reasons behind a plane crash?

• Q5: Which parts of an aircraft can accumulate ice?

• Q6: What is the main reason for an airplane to crash in icing condi-

tions?

• Q7: What can be the consequences of icing for a flight?

After responding to this part of the questionnaire, the participants were

asked to report the total number questions, and whether in their opinion,

their answers to these questions were correct. The participants, whose es-

timation of correct answers was higher than the number of actual correct

answers, they were labeled as biased. Whereas the participants, whose es-

timation was less than or equal to their correct answers, were considered

unbiased. To identify the types of biases present in the participants, we took

a mean of all the references at the end of this phase.

The third step of the evaluation used the better than average test. In this

method, the participants were asked to answer five questions/statements in

the form of either true/false or yes/no. The questions/statements were as

follows:

• Q8: Should pilot avoid flying when ice is built on the parts of aircraft?

• Q9: Can a co-pilot take control of the aircraft at the time of emergency?

• Q10: In order to defrost the icing on the aircraft, the reference speed

switch needs to be turned on and the flying speed is to be increased.
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• Q11: Pilot does not have to use flash light in order to check for ice

accumulation in the aircraft prior to the conditions favoring ice forma-

tion.

• Q12: Most of the time formation of mixed ice is the cause of ice accu-

mulation on aircraft.

They were instructed to rate their answers on the scale of 0 to 10 to indi-

cate the correctness of their answer. The participants who rated themselves

more than 5, but had the wrong answer, were considered biased. Finally, to

verify the types of biases, the mean of all the values in reference tables, as

well as the evaluation metric questions, were calculated.

8.2.7.2 Phase 2: Decision making with SCDSS

This phase repeated the last two steps in phase 1; that is mis-calibration and

better than average test, were repeated in this phase. The differece between

these two steps of phase 1 and 2 was that, in this phase the participants used

the knowledge in SCDSS to answer the questions, rather than depending

upon the scenarios provided. The results of this phase were compared with

those of the previous phase to find out the difference in cognitive biases of

the participants.
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8.2.8 Evaluation of the results

This section presents the results of the survey, and performs statistical anal-

ysis on it in order to measure the performance of SDA for debiasing of avail-

ability, framing and contextual biases.

8.2.8.1 Phase 1: Decision making without SCDSS

In the first step of phase one, which is conditional reasoning, two basic ques-

tions about flight black box were asked. The results were categorized ac-

cording to Table 8.1. As can be seen in Fig.8.13, only a 13.3% of the survey

population satisfied the condition of being logical. While 20% turned out to

be illogical, and a huge part of the population, that is 66.7%, were biased.

Table 8.1: Categorization of the results for conditional reasoning in phase 1

Soundness of Answers Category

2 correct Logical (Unbiased)
1 correct, 1 wrong Biased

2 wrong Illogical

As a result of this step, the illogical population was discarded, and only

logical and biased participants were to continue with the survey.

In the second step, the participants were general questions about the

aircraft icing domain, with attached reference tables. The reference tables

which helped us to identify and categorize the results into different biases.

For instance, if a participant selected ”knowledge/prior experience”, then the

bias present in their judgment was considered to be availability bias ; whereas
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Figure 8.13: Result categorization for conditional reasoning in phase 1

if they chose ”media/television”, it would be deduced as framing. The degree

of correctness of the answers was also a factor in measuring their knowledge

and cognitive bias.

The third step consisted of specific questions about aircraft icing decision

situations, so as to put the participants in a decision maker’s position. The

answers of most of the participants carried either framing bias due to the

scenario given to them, availability bias due to their observations of recent

air crash of MH370, or contextual bias due to the handouts provided to them

about icing formation on various components of a plane. In addition to

question responses and selecting corresponding references, the participants

were also required to rate their responses to each question on the scale of 1

to 10, in order to determine the degree of influence that a particular resource

had on the respondent. It helped to discover the biases that were more deep-

seated, as well as the sources that were more effective in creating biases.

The results of these steps are given in Fig.8.14. According to the re-
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Figure 8.14: Percentage of biases in the results of Phase 1

sults, the prevalent bias among the respondents was contextual bias, which

amounted to 41.66%. The reason behind the high occurrence of contextual

bias, according to the participants, was due to their great reliance on given

handouts about aircraft icing, which they used to extract maximum informa-

tion from in order to make optimal decision. The second highest occurrence,

that is 33.33%, in the population was of framing bias due to participants’

exposure to the real-world scenarios given to them during survey. Whereas

the lowest occuring bias was availability, that is 25.1%. This bias came from

their observation of the MH370 plane crash investigation.

8.2.8.2 Phase 2: Decision making with SCDSS

In this phase, the participants of the survey were required to respond to the

questions 3 to 12 with the help of SCDSS prototype. Since the system allows

its users to query in natural language, the participants did not need any

training to use it.
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The participants were able to enter the survey questions in the SCDSS,

and get relevant mental models in graphical representation. In this phase

however, their sole source of information had to be the SCDSS, thus the

declaration of sources was not required. Results of this phase show that

the SCDSS output helped them understand the big picture of the decision

situation by providing them with validated knowledge, which in turn allowed

them to reach an unbiased decision. Following is an example of the decision

process, which participants used to reach decision with SCDSS.

As the system facilitated natural language query, the respondents were

able to enter a survey question in SCDSS, such as:

What can be the consequences of icing for a flight?

Fig.8.15 shows the output of this query in SCDSS. The graph gives the

users flexibility to traverse through the graph in order to get better under-

standing of the decision situation, by presenting relevant knowledge. As

shown in Fig., clicking on the aircraft icing cause link, the system retrives all

the menal models relevant to the domain of events caused by aircraft icing.

Through this functionality, the survey participants navigated through to to

acquire relevant domain knowledge in an efficient manner to give optimal

answers to the questions. Participants were also able to see the historical

facts stored in the back-end SSKW, by clicking on various concepts in the

output graph.

Recall that in phase 1 (without SCDSS), the participants were required to

disclose their sources of information for a response, through the reference ta-
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Figure 8.15: Results of the user query about aircraft icing in SCDSS
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Figure 8.16: Percentage of biases in the results of Phase 2

ble. Through this table, the type of bias responsible for an incorrect response

was determined. This information helped us in this phase to determine which

of the cognitive biases SCDSS was able to reduce, and to what extent, by

measuring the degree of correctness of each response and comparing it to

phase 1 responses.

The results of this comparison are given in Fig.8.16. It can be seen that

the biases of the survey population for the same scenarios used in phase 1

reduced significantly, with the biggest drop in contextual bias, which reduced

from 41.66% to 25%. While availability was reduced from 25% to 16.66%,

and framing from 33.33% to 26.33%.

The survey results however, showed an interesting effect of SCDSS on

a few participants. It was found out that along with mitigating bias in

majority of participants, SCDSS contributed towards development of bias in
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Figure 8.17: Percentage of biases in the results of Phase 2

a small number of participants (Fig.8.17). The survey results showed that

the participants, who were logical and careful in their decisions in phase

1, became befuddled when swamped with the domain knowledge through

SCDSS. This led such participants to make a less-than-optimal decision in

phase 2. However, the bias developed could not be categorized due to the

lack of sufficient information about the specific source of bias. More tests

need to be done regarding this issue in the future, to determine the type of

bias increased while using SCDSS.

8.2.9 Discussion and analysis of the results

As can be seen from the case study above, the SDA model provides a human-

centric design which allows seamless knowledge transfer between the user and
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the system. It enables the user to query in natural language, and presents the

results graphical format. The graphical output helps the user to swiftly per-

ceive the current business situation. Semantics makes it possible to extract

only relevant and precise knowledge from the system. These feature enable

SCDSS model to mitigate various types of bias from mental models. These

de-biased mental models assist the user to make better-informed decisions.

8.3 Summary

This chapter presented two evaluations perfomed on SCDSS, which show

the effectiveness of the system in terms of knowledge sharing, relevance of

knowledge, efficiency fo output and de-biasing for availability, framing and

contextual biases.

First of all, a lab-based usability test for SCDSS was conducted on a popu-

lation consisting of BI/DSS professionals, DSS researchers, and BI students.

The survey received significantly positive results for the four criteria; a) de-

biasing of availability, framing, and contextual biases; b) knowledge sharing

capability of the system; c) efficiency of the system in terms of query, as well

as producing output; and d) preciseness/relevance of the produced output.

The recurring suggestion received through the survey was the improvement

of output representation and back-traversing through the concepts in output

graph. After improving the system according to the system, further study
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was conducted in order to determine the effects of implemented de-biasing

techniques on users’ mental models. The results were very encouraging. Re-

sults showed that SCDSS decreased availability, contextual and framing to

significant levels.
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Chapter 9

Discussion, Conclusions and

Further Study

This research is motivated by the agreed-upon need of knowledge/cognition-

based BI and DSS systems. The significance of knowledge and cognition in

gaining competitive advantage has been confirmed by many studies done in

the disciplines of BI, DSS, business, and operations research. However, cur-

rent BI/DSS technologies, for large part, are based on relational databases,

which falls short in handling knowledge/cognition. To address this issue,

knowledge warehouses (KW) and cognitive DSS technologies have been re-

cently introduced. However, as these technologies are still in their infancy,

they need a great deal of refining. The major issues with the technologies

are; cognitive biases in CDSS, and integration overload in KW which results

from hybrid knowledge-base approach employed in KW.
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9.1 Discussion on Thesis Research Questions

To address the above-mentioned issues, three research questions were set at

the beginning of this study. They were as follows.

1. How to implement automated de-biasing of cognition in decision sup-

port technologies?

2. How to design a standard architecture for warehousing of knowledge in

an intuitive manner?

3. How to consolidate a KW and a CDSS into a comprehensive, human-

centric decision support platform?

9.1.1 Research question 1: How to implement auto-

mated de-biasing of cognition in decision sup-

port technologies?

To address the issue of cognitive biases, SDA model was designed to auto-

matically de-bias mental models through:

• invoking associative memory during mental model elicitation, by So-

cratic questioning, reducing contextual and framing biases;

• merging mental models through semantics, using the URIs of the con-

cepts, mitigating availability and framing biases;
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• representing the output in graphical format, reducing framing bias.

The de-biasing techniques in SDA model are weaved into the innate pro-

cesses of mental model elicitation, storage, and retrieval. Thus the whole

process of de-biasing goes on smoothly in the background without being

apparent, or a burden, to the decision maker. An extensive study was con-

ducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the de-biasing techniques. The results

demonstrated exceptional capability of SDA model in mitigating availability,

framing and contextual biases.

9.1.2 Research question 2: How to design a standard

architecture for warehousing of knowledge in an

intuitive manner?

We addressed the issues pertaining to the development of KW in the fol-

lowing manner. To delineate the boundaries of KW as a novel technology,

we devised and proposed a definition of knowledge warehousing based on the

characteristics of data warehouses and knowledge-based systems due to the

fact that the goal of knowledge warehousing is at the center of these two

technologies.

In order to deal with the issue of knowledge integration overload, we

categorized knowledge at syntactic level, creating generic knowledge classes

namely objects, processes, events and relationships (OPER). These knowl-

edge classes were then used to create a hybrid knowledge representation
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technique, OPER model, which comprehensively represents real-world knowl-

edge. Based on OPER model, we proposed SSKW. Apart from OPER model,

SSKW also contains subjective views (SVs), which represent the opinions of

various stakeholders.

9.1.3 Research Question 3: How to consolidate a KW

and a CDSS into a comprehensive, human-centric

decision support platform?

The SDA model and SSKW platform were designed using semantic and

human-centric technologies, so as to make the integration of the two sys-

tems into a human-centric DSS easier. This system, called semantic-driven

cognitive decision support system (SCDSS), is made up of the two systems;

semantic de-biased associations (SDA) model which employs cognition to

support decision making, and subject-oriented semantic knowledge warehouse

(SSKW), which represents knowledge-enabled BI in SCDSS.

9.2 Implications to the Practice

The systems built during this study brings following advancements to the

respective fields of cognitive decision support, knowledge warehousing, and

business intelligence.

• Improved knowledge representation technique for mental models, to
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store comprehensive contextual information about them;

• New mental model elicitation technique, to establish and increase the

accuracy and validity of mental models to be stored;

• A unified knowledge warehousing structure, to store knowledge of any

domain in a single format;

• Automated de-biasing for availability, framing and contextual biases;

• Automated knowledge sharing across organisation;

• Significant enhancement of domain knowledge in system users;

• Highly relevant knowledge produced in an efficient manner;

• Facilitating quick understanding of the decision situation through in-

teractive mental models in graphical format.

9.3 Theoretical Contributions of the Study

The contributions of this study are given below.

(i) This research proposed a new semantics-based mental model represen-

tation called SDA model. Semantics in SDA model allow to process

and interpret stored cognition in a meaningful way. In addition, se-

mantics provided a foundation to build the de-biasing techniques upon.
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The de-biasing techniques were entwined into the processes of knowl-

edge elicitation, storage and retrieval. At the knowledge transfer level,

de-biasing was achieved through SDA articulation and elicitation cy-

cle (SDAEC); by using Socratic questioning to extract historical facts

from expert’s associative memory. Having their associative memory in-

voked, expert were able to detect any inaccuracies or espoused theories

in their mental models, correcting their mental models as a result. The

effectiveness of this process was demonstrated through an experiment.

At knowledge storage level in CKB, de-biasing was accomplished by the

use of semantics. Each concept in SDA model is uniquely identifiable.

When a newly entered mental model contains a concept common to

any stored mental models, these mental models are merged through it

using concept URI. This way, the cognition regarding certain concept

not only keeps growing, but also is centralized around the concept.

Thus, when the system is queried regarding an aspect of that concept,

it can be easily traced by accessing the concept itself. This mechanism

allows the SCDSS to produce faster, accurate and highly relevant query

outputs.

At the knowledge retrieval level, de-biasing is achieved by presenting

the output by an interactive graph. This provides a clear and bigger

picture of the decision situation, as well as the crucial decision variables.

It also allows the decision maker to access historical knowledge about

similar decision situations through SDA cases, which causes a reduction
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in framing and contextual biases of decision maker.

(ii) An automated de-biasing framework for mental models implemented

through SDA model and SDAEC, by embedding the de-biasing tech-

niques into inherent processes of knowledge acquisition, knowledge stor-

age and knowledge retrieval.

(iii) A definition of knowledge warehousing as a novel knowledge-enabled BI

technology was devised in this research.

(iv) In order to propose a standard architecture for knowledge warehous-

ing, this research categorized knowledge at the syntactic level, so as to

be able to holistically represent real-world knowledge. The finalized

categories wereobjects, processes, events and relationships. Templates

for these knowledge categories were created to design a KR technique

called OPER model. Based on OPER model, a domain-independent,

standard KW architecture was constructed. SSKW stores knowledge

in a subject-oriented, semantic, integrated, systematic and meaningful

manner. Through object-oriented, semantic, and human-centric ap-

proaches, SSKW facilitates intuitive and efficient communication with

the SCDSS; as well as prevents loss of knowledge, improves knowledge

precision, and ensures efficient delivery of knowledge when required.

Analysis of SSKW demonstrated that SSKW improves decision support

by efficiently providing precise and significant knowledge in human-

centric format.
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(v) The SCDSS was implemented, which incorporates all the techniques

and algorithms proposed in this research, namely OPER model, subjec-

tive views, SDA model, and SDA articulate and elicitation cycle. An

experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of SCDSS for

the following criteria: de-biasing, knowledge sharing, efficiency and rel-

evance of output. The results of the evaluation showed significantly

high de-biasing rate, extremely effective knowledge sharing environ-

ment, substantially relevant output, and very fast response time by

the system.

9.4 Research Limitations

Various limitations were faced while conducting this study. Following is a

discussion of the limitations of this study.

There are two limitations to the SDA model:

(i) The degree of de-biasing depends upon the number of experts available.

The more the number of experts contributing their knowledge to the

system, the stronger its de-biasing capabilities will be. Thus the system

will require a great deal of training and knowledge input before it can

be effective to the chosen domain.

(ii) The weight of an association is allocated by a user, which may introduce

the user’s subjective or biased opinion into the system. An automated
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mechanism is needed to measure the weight of an association with re-

spect to a case, rather than allowing a user to allocate it.

The limitations of the study related to SSKW are the lack of formaliza-

tion of the proposed concepts. The canonical categories of knowledge, such

as objects, processes, events and relationships are developed to present a

unified knowledge representation platform for knowledge warehousing. How-

ever, a thorough systematic formalization and a deep quantitative analysis

is required, so as to comprehensively understand the applications and impli-

cations of the advancements the system brings in the respective fields.

The limitations of the study in terms of system evaluation were:

(i) The average number of the survey respondents. Due to constant su-

pervision required while using the system, and multiple system usage

phases, as well as the time required to complete the evaluations, the

number of respondents participating in this study was low. Although

the evaluations were carried out successfully with reliable results, a large

number of participants would have helped validate various aspects of

the results as well as provided a variety of suggestions and insights on

the system’s working and usage.

(ii) The lack of prior research in the evaluation of automated de-biasing.

As per our knowledge, automated biasing hasn’t been employed in any

previous information systems, thus no evaluation methods are found to
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evaluate such systems. This posed a great challenge, as an evaluation

process needed to be formed in order to carry out the research.

9.5 Future Research Directions

This research yielded highly positive results. However, various aspects of the

proposed approaches need to be refined in order to bring optimal results.

The further research directions include defining a formalized mathematical

model for OPER knowledge representation; constructing reasoning engine

over OPER model using semantic relationships; updating the performance

variables in SDA to be fuzzy numbers; and implementing a mechanism to

automatically calculate the credibility of a user based on their previous re-

sponses and the success of their decisions taken.

In addition, the future work includes formalization of the object, process

and event in the OPER model. Also, the inference mechanism needs to be

incorporated for the semantic relationships, so as to infer and create new

relationships from the stored relationships. The inference mechanism can

also help remove any anomalies or inconsistencies in the knowledge.
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Appendix A

Glossary

Association (in SDA) An association is a combination of two concepts,

with a semantic relationship between them. Each association represents

a mental model in SDA-based format.

Associative Memory It is a memory of a past event, which may be recalled

through an object associated with that event.

Availability Bias Availability bias is the phenomenon of considering only

the alternatives that are easily recalled from memory. In availability

bias, a decision maker relies upon knowledge that is readily available

rather than examine other alternatives or procedures.

Business Intelligence It refers to the tools and technologies used to im-

prove decision making based on a large amount of data.

Case (in SDA) A case in SDA model is a past decision situation with all
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the contextual information, extracted from the associative memory of

an expert.

Causal Relationship A causal relationship in an experience map defined

an ordered pair of concepts, of which the former concept is a cause of

the latter concept.

Cognition In cognitive psychology, cognition refers to cognitive (mental)

processes (functions) involving acquisition, maintenance and usage of

knowledge.

Cognitive Bias It refers to personal inclinations or preferences of a person,

which develop during an experience due to the circumstances surround-

ing the said experience.

Cognitive Decision Support System It is an information system, which

incorporates cognition in order to support a decision maker’s thought

processes. Cognition usually is implemented using causal maps.

Cognitive Knowledge Base The CKB is the cognitive storage in SDA

model, to store semantic mental models.

Cognitive Maps A technique used to structure accounts of problems. Cog-

nitive mapping produces a pictorial representation of the user’s prob-

lem: cognitive maps. Cognitive maps are also variously referred to as

mental maps, concept maps, schemata, mental models or cause maps.
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Concept (SDA) A SDA concept represents a real-world notion within a

problem domain, in the form of a single word, or a collection of words.

Contextual Bias It is a false permanent impression about a decision al-

ternative being successful, due to the environment it was generated

in.

Contextual Information It is the historical information describing the

status of environmental parameters in a past decision situation.

De-biasing It is the process of reducing or eliminating biases from mental

models through various tools and techniques.

Decision Situation It is term, which denotes a problem in decision making.

Decision Support Systems A decision support systems is a computer-

based information systems designed to aid people to make better deci-

sions.

Framing Bias It refers to the inclination created by the way a decision

situation is presented

Group Bias It refers to the biases of a team or group with similar back-

grounds, jobs, experiences, training, values and goals

Human-Centric Computing It a set of methodologies used to transform

computers into human-friendly.
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Ill-structured Problems These are the problems where the existing state

is vague, and the goal state is unclear and non-quantitative; thus, a set

course of action cannot be followed to reach the goal state.

Knowledge Representation It is a format designed to represent informa-

tion about the world in a form that a computer system can utilize to

solve complex tasks.

Knowledge Warehousing A knowledge warehouse is an ever growing repos-

itory of knowledge, which provides domain/application-independent

platform capable of storing formalized domain knowledge in a subject-

oriented, semantic, and integrated manner, along with correspond-

ing reasoning engine, human-centric interface and automated knowl-

edge acquisition processes; designed prevent loss of knowledge, support

decision-making in precise and efficient manner, and create knowledge

sharing environment across the organization.

Mental Model It is a psychological representation of real, hypothetical, or

imaginary situations. A mental model is a deeply held assumption or

belief that enables an individual to make inferences and predictions.

Natural Language Processing It is a field of computer science, artificial

intelligence, and linguistics concerned with the interactions between

computers and human (natural) languages. It belongs to the field of

humancomputer interaction.
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Relationship (in SDA) It is a semantic link between two concepts repre-

senting real world relationships in a meaningful manner.

Semantic De-biased Associations Model It is an enhanced representa-

tion for mental models, which provides a platform through semantics,

to implement de-biasing techniques for availability, framing, contextual

and group biases.

SDA Articulation and Elicitation Cycle It is a new elicitation process

to extract mental models for SDA-based representation.

SDA Knowledge Backup Algorithm It backs up the knowledge, which

has been proven to be useful for the problem domain, to the CKB

backup.

SDA Knowledge Cycle It is a cycle of experience, learning and knowl-

edge, created by the SDA model, between the SDA-based system and

its user.

SDA Knowledge Retrieval Algorithm It is an algorithm to fetch knowl-

edge from the CKB according to the user query. The algorithm uses

the synonym list to change the verbs used in the user query in the

association names in the CKB.

SDA Knowledge Revision Algorithm It is an algorithm in SDA model,

which automates the process of revising knowledge. It is to make sure
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that the out-dated oro unsuccessful knowledge is automatically dis-

carded from the system.

SDA Knowledge Transfer Algorithm It is the algorithm to transfer ex-

perts’ knowledge for SDA-based mental model representation. This

algorithm is based on SDAEC.

Semantic-driven Knowledge-enabled Cognitive Decision Support System

It is a CDSS which incorporates SDA model and SSKW, in order to

de-bias mental models, and store the knowledge of domain in order to

support a decision makerś cognitive and knowledge-oriented faculties

during decision making activities. It provides decision makers precise,

relevant, and meaningful domain knowledge instead of structured data,

and allows a decision maker to interact with it in a natural and intuitive

manner to ask complex and vague questions.

Socratic Questioning It is a systematic, deep and focused process of ques-

tioning performed to pursue thoughts of a person, in order to explore

complex ideas, open up issues, and analyze concepts.

Subject-oriented Semantic Knowledge Warehouse It is a knowledge-

enabled BI technology designed to support SCDSS. It stores domain

knowledge in subject-oriented, semantic and integrated manner through

object/process/event/relationship (OPER) model, and provides efficient

and relevant support to decision makers when required. It addresses the
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issues of inefficient communication, and the loss of knowledge through

its human-centric interface; and offers reasoning on OPER by adopt-

ing the semantic link networks (SLN) reasoning. However, it does not

define an automated knowledge acquisition module.

Success Rate (SDA) It is a performance measuring parameter in SDA

model, which is used to measure the success/failure of an association

for a problem domain.

Weight (SDA) It is a performance measuring parameter in SDA model,

used to measure the contribution of a mental model (association) in

solving a particular case.
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Appendix B

List of Acronyms

BI Business Intelligence

CKB Cognitive Knowledge Base

CDSS Cognitive Decision Support System

DSS Decision Support System

HC2 Human-centric Computing

IDSS Intelligent Decision Support System

IS Information Systems

KC Knowledge Cycle

KR Knowledge Representation

KW Knowledge warehouse
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MM Mental Models

NLP Natural Language Processing

OPER Object/Process/Event/Relationship

SDA Semantic De-biased Associations

SDAEC SDA Articulation and Elicitation Cycle

SSKW Subject-oriented Semantic Knowledge Warehouse

SV Subjective Views

SCDSS Semantic-driven Knowledge-enabled Cognitive Decision Support Sys-

tem
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Appendix C

Evaluation 1: Questionnaire

Dear respondent,

We are a research group working on evaluating and improving a cognitive

decision support system (CDSS) named semantic-driven knowledge-enabled

cognitive DSS (SCDSS). This survey intends to collect information on the

usage, significance and shortcomings of SCDSS. This survey also intends to

extract information about the needs of current business environments and

decision makers regarding DSS tools.

The results will be used in improving and adding the features to SCDSS

systems that are important to enterprises like yours.

Your opinions are very important to us. Please take some of your time
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to fill this questionnaire. The survey takes about 30 minutes.

NOTE: The data collected through this survey will remain con-

fidential. It will be used for the sole purpose of this research, and

will not be shared or distributed with any other individual or or-

ganization.

Instructions:

The questions structure is easy to understand. Please fill in your responses

by writing/typing where spaces are provided. Tick on the appropriate option

for the remaining questions.

I. Your organization profile:

1. Your organization can be categorized as:

(a) Pharmaceutical Company

(b) Financial institute

(c) Sales and Marketing

(d) Health Care Institute

(e) Educational institute
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(f) Other:

2. It has employees in the range of:

(a) 1 50

(b) 50 500

(c) 500 5000

(d) 5000 - 10,000

(e) 10,000 or more

II. Your Professional Profile:

3. Your designation/position title in this organization is: (optional

to answer)

Please write: ————————————————

4. You have been involved in the activity of business decision

making for:

(a) Less than 2 years

(b) 2 5 years

(c) 5 10 years

(d) 10 or more years
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5. Your experience with this organization as a decision maker is:

(a) Less than 2 years

(b) 2 5 years

(c) 5 10 years

(d) 10 or more years

III. Your experience with Decision Support Systems

6. DSS tool/system you mainly use is:

Please write: ———————————————————————————

———————————————————————————————–

7. Other DSS systems/tools that you have used other than the one

mentioned above:(separated by commas if more than one

Please write: ———————————————————————————

———————————————————————————————–
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IV. Ill-structured problems support

8. Did SCDSS systems provide better assistance in understanding

unfamiliar and vague decision situations as compared to other BI

systems?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly

V. Output generated

9. Were the reports generated by DSS Systems easy to understand?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly
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10. Did the system provide you with decision alternatives that

were equally good or better than what you expected?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly

11. Did the representation format in the output of this system

allow you to understand the situation better than other BI systems’

output?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly

Please elaborate how: ——————————————————————

—————————————————————————————————
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12. Did the output of SCDSS help you to develop richer mental

models?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly

13. Did the system help you make a better decision than you would

have made without it?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly

14. Was the system faster in producing output than other BI/DSS

you have used previously?

(a) Yes
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(b) No

VI. Cognitive Biases

15. How important it is for a DSS to support the cognitive aspects

of decision making?

(a) Not important at all

(b) Slightly important

(c) Important

(d) Fairly Important

(e) Very important

16. Did this DSS support your cognitive decision making process?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly
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17. Did the system interface help you to arrive at a more logical

and unbiased choice compared to mental model within your mind?

(a) Yes

(b) No

18. Did the decision alternatives change your opinion in term of

your decision?

(a) Yes

(b) No

19. Were the decision alternative in the output less biased than

your own mental model?

(a) Yes

(b) No

20. Did the system had any influence reducing your biases about

the decision situation?

(a) Yes

(b) No
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VII. Experience capture and storage

21. Did you like the idea to access and use the mental models of

other decision makers when needed?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly

22. Did knowledge of successful and unsuccessful use of the cases

attached to a decision alternative help you in formulating your

decision?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly
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Please elaborate how: ——————————————————————

—————————————————————————————————–

23. Did the system present you with a new decision alternative

that you were unaware of previously?

(a) Yes

(b) No

24. Did the output of this system allow you to recall the alterna-

tives that you may have forgotten otherwise (or wouldn’t consider

otherwise)?

(a) Yes

(b) No

25. Did the facts provided in the past cases gave you confidence in

the decision you took?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well
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(e) Perfectly

VIII. Human Centric Aspects of SCDSS

26. Was the GUI easy to use?

(a) Not at all

(b) Very little

(c) Fairly well

(d) Very well

(e) Perfectly

27. Did the use of natural language help you to understand and

prioritize decision alternatives?

(a) Yes

(b) No

28. What did you think of the way that the result presented in a

natural language format?

Please describe: ——————————————————————————

——————————————————————————————————

-
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IX. Decision capabilities

29. Did the system direct your thought process to the precise set

of solutions regarding to your decision problem?

(a) Yes

(b) No

30. Was the system more efficient as compared to the other DSS

that you use/used to reach a decision for you?

(a) Yes

(b) No

31. Did the system help you in an efficient and concise manner?

(a) Yes

(b) No

32. In your opinion, could developing such a DSS be helpful to

categorize big data in the future?

(a) No

(b) May be

(c) Likely
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(d) Very likely

(e) For sure

Comments: ——————————————————————————

——————————————————————————————————

33. Would you use this system in real world?

(a) Yes

(b) No

34. Based on your Decision making needs, What are your com-

ments about the system:

(a) Positive ————————————————————————————

——————————————————————————————-

(b) Negative ————————————————————————————

——————————————————————————————-

We appreciate your efforts in filling this questionnaire. If you want the

results of this survey to be sent to you, please fill in your email address below.

You Email: ————————————–
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Thanks for your time.

NOTE: You can contact us on tasneem.memon4@uts.edu.au for any in-

quiries about this survey.
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Appendix D

Evaluation 2: Questionnaire

Dear respondent,

We are a research group working on evaluating and improving a cognitive

decision support system (CDSS) named semantic-driven knowledge-enabled

cognitive DSS (SCDSS). This survey intends to collect information on the

usage, significance and shortcomings of SCDSS.

The results will be used in improving and adding the features to SCDSS

systems that are important to enterprises like yours.

Your opinions are very important to us. Please take some of your time

to fill this questionnaire. The survey takes about 30 minutes.
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Figure D.1: Reference Table

NOTE: The data collected through this survey will remain con-

fidential. It will be used for the sole purpose of this research, and

will not be shared or distributed with any other individual or or-

ganization.

Instructions:

The questions structure is easy to understand. There are two tables provided

in the questionnaire. The Reference table represents the source of information

for your respective response. While the Scale table (0 - 10) if for you to scale

the degree of correctness of your answer (your confidence in your answer),

in your opinion. The reference must be given with every answer, while the

scale only applies to answers 9 to 12.
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I. Conditional Reasoning:

1. What is the purpose of Black-Box?

(a) To record the voice in the cockpit

(b) To record the video in the cockpit

(c) To record Flight Data

(d) Options a and b

(e) Options a and c

(f) All the above

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

2. Black-Box is installed in?

(a) Corporate jet

(b) Private jet

(c) Helicopter

(d) Commercial plane

(e) Options a and c

(f) Options a and b

(g) Options a and d
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(h) All of the above

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

II. Miscaliberation

3. When the temperature is in a range of (-40 to -80 degree Cel-

sius), what do you think a pilot should do?

(a) Should continue flying

(b) Should go for emergency landing

(c) Should turn on the reference speed switch

(d) Should increase the speed

(e) Option c and d

(f) Option a and d

(g) Option b and c

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

4. What could be the reason for a plane to crash?

(a) Mechanical failure

(b) Miscommunication between pilots/control tower
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(c) Environmental conditions

(d) Should increase the speed

(e) Option a and c

(f) Option a and b

(g) Option b and c

(h) Options a, b and c

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

5. Which parts of an aircraft can be accumulated by icing?

(a) Windscreen

(b) Propeller

(c) Wings and tail of a plane

(d) Speed Sensors

(e) Cockpit

(f) Options a, c , d and e

(g) Options b, c , a and d

Your reference for this answer? —————————–
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6. What is the main reason for an Airplane to crash at freezing

temperature?

(a) Increase in weight of an aircraft

(b) Disruption of laminar flow of the air over the surface

(c) Loss of signals

(d) Options a and c

(e) Options a and b

(f) Options b and c

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

7. What can be the consequence of icing?

(a) Loss of Altitude

(b) Stalls

(c) Engine failure

(d) Options a and b

(e) Options a, b and d

(f) Options b and d

Your reference for this answer? —————————–
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III. Better Than Average Test

8. Should pilot avoid flying when ice is built on the aircraft?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

9. Can a Co-Pilot take control of aircraft at the time of emergency?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

Your rating of your answer: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10. Can over speeding aggravate the possibility for the flight to

stall after the reference speed switch is turned on to defrost the

icing?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

Your rating of your answer: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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11. Does Pilot have to use flash light in order to check ice accu-

mulation in the aircraft prior to the icing conditions?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

Your rating of your answer: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12. Does the formation of mixed ice cause ice accumulation on

aircraft?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Your reference for this answer? —————————–

Your rating of your answer: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

We appreciate your efforts in filling this questionnaire. If you want the

results of this survey to be sent to you, please fill in your email address below.

You Email: ————————————–

Thanks for your time.
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NOTE: You can contact us on tasneem.memon4@uts.edu.au for any in-

quiries about this survey.
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